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INTRODUCTION 

The most significant aspect of architecturaI expression is the 
creation of experiential space in which the human experience may 
occur. "The attention of the aesthetician has shifted in the 
last twenty years from a traditional positivistic look at art 
objects (or the 'appearance' of form) and from the reflective 
discussion of the idea of beauty to the current concern for 
subjectîve or experiential interactions with environment 
(Berleant 1970, Dewey 1934). ArchitecturaI success then is based 
on the communication of the programmed experience through 
architecturaI design. 

REGIONALISM 

Experiential architecture is regional by nature in the context in 
which Frampton uses the term in his explanation of a criticai 
regionalism. "Critical regionalism does not replace experience 
with information, rather it stresses the senses, tactile as welI 
as visual, using varying IeveIs of i IIumination, ambient 
sensations of heat , coId, humidity, and air movement, aromas and 
sounds, and sensations induced by floor finishes which cause the 
body to experience involuntary changes in posture, gait, etc." 

Frampton further states that critical regionaI ism's main goal is 
to cultivate a contemporary pIace-oriented culture which does not 
necessarily conote the vernacular but may occasionally insert 
reinterpreted vernacular elements. Context is important as a 
means of establishing pIace orientation and deaIs with concepts 
of fit. This is true in an urban or natural setting where 
activities must merge to create a cohesive unit within which 
peopIe may act and experience the environment. Criticai 
regionaI ism or new regional ism offers a dual istic approach to 
design relying on natural and cultural elements relative to 
context. 

The natural is concerned with elements of the environment such as 
light, topology, climate, and geology. (According to Frampton 
topology is considered a three-dimensionaI matrix into which the 
structure is fitted.) The cultural can be considered an 
extension of the natural in that it is derived from a synthesis 
of nature and tradition expressed in IocaI craft work, materials 
deveIopment and use (both functional and/or historical), art, and 
time (which marks this place with this time). Critical 
regional ism may condense the artistic and critical potential of 
the region whiie assimilating and reinterpreting outside 
i nfIuences. 
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THESIS GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND MISSION STATEMENT 

It is my intent to establish a contemporary place-orientation, 
which identifies this place with this time. I will do this by: 

1) condensing regional potential into appropriate design 
determinants while simuItaneously assimilating and 
reinterpreting outside influences; 

2) merging activities with natural and cultural forces, which 
have created the ambiance of the region, to provide 
opportunities for experiential interraction by establishing 
appropriate links between the user, nature, and culture as 
part of dai Iy activities; 

3) synthesizing regional and universal forces which have come 
together in this piace over time to create a new 
architecturaI expression. 

4) using distinct regional contextual elements as the driving 
force for design decisions 

5) using natural and cultural elements relative to regional 
context as a means of pIace orientation. 
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THESIS CASE STUDY 

PROJECT NAME: The Al Ain Hote I I nter-Cont i nenta I &. The Abu Dhabi 
Hotel Inter-ContinentaI 

ARCHITECTS: Benjamin and Jane Thompson 

THE PROGRAM: The hoteIs were to be Western in form and had to 
meet the general criteria of Inter-ContinentaI hotels worldwide. 
But they were also to be Islamic in quite specific ways including 
the importance of their gardens. The Thompsons began by studying 
the concept of the Paradise Garden, the Muslim art form from 
which all the other arts derive. They research the spirit of 
places unique to Islam present and past for design motifs which 
they photograph, document and interpretativeIy adapt, or better 
yet, acquire and instali. 

THE DESIGN: They used concepts from the Paradise Gardens and 
from mosques to design the gardens and public areas. Arabic 
calligraphy has been adapted for tapestries, banners,and wall 
paintings. An important source of color and pattern used 
throughout the hotel interiors has been the richly polychromed 
luster painting on IsIamic pottery. Also used polychrome faience 
in mosaic fragments and solid tiles in combination with 
ornamentaI stucco as in the Alhambra as part of their effort to 
achieve varied and rich surface effects for waIls, floors, 
terraces, and pavíng. Attempt to respond to the unified system 
of vaIues that derives from history, climate, religion, and 
social ideaIs of islamic nations. "It was our belief that one 
doesn't approach another culture by trying to imitate literally 
or copy superficially, but rather by interpreting its saI ent 
aspects-spirituaI, sensory, historic, environmental-in order to 
evolve somehtíng new that communicates a meaningjul contínuity 
with what is there." That continuity wouId come from 
interpretations on many levels-site use reIationships, bui Iding 
forms and details, interior spaces, materials and surfaces, color 
and pattern, and choice of decorative items and artwork, The 
climate is hot and humid, the Iandscape flat, even at the water's 
edge. The capital city is a former mud flat that burgeioned into 
a new city in a short twenty years. Most of the city's buildings 
couId have been anywhere in any other country in the world using 
no native tradition of buiIdIng or of handcrafts and no local 
building materials. Buildîng technology and material had to come 
from abroad. The bui Iding was positioned and shaped for human 
purposes: to give maximum exposure of guest rooms and pubi ic 
spaces to the primary views of open water; to create a lower 
interior scaIe on the first three floors, in tune with the street 
scaie of older buiIdings on the peninsula. There is a cntinuing 
Ianscape of level changes between the lobby, the pool Ievei 
above, and the deck and cafe below, balancing the flatness of the 
site. The design deaIt with each iocaie as part of the wide 
tradition of all islam, from Spain to India, covering many 
periods in history, the most specific demonstration of the design 
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ideas derived form Islamic art. 

CONSTRUCTION METHODS, MATERIALS, TECHNOLOGIES: brick. tile, 
metal, textiles, concrete 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: WhiIe the form seems to be just another 
InternationaI modern building, the concepts behind the design and 
the goaIs and objectives are articuiated niceiy. 

SOURCE: "Paradise Gardens and Other Ornaments: Two Mideast Hoteis 
inspired by the Arts of IsIam"; 
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INTRODUCTION 

"The pr 
earIiest 
be a hot 
hotel or 
family-t 
as weII 
commod i t 
the same 
he was g 
food. A 

imary function of a hotel has not changed from the 
recorded hostelry to the present-day hotel, whether that 

ei of 100 rooms or 3,000 rooms, whether it be an in-city 
a resort hotel, whether it be a convention hote1 or a 

ype hotel. The earliest hostelry offered 'bed and board' 
as pleasant surroundings in which to enjoy both 

ies. The earliest hostelries and caravansaries worked on 
principle. The guest arrived at the front door, where 
reeted and arrangements were made for his Iodging and 
stable for horses and carriages, or a compound for 
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cameIs and cargo were provided at the rear of 
A rear yard was used by the innkeeper's wife 
to prepare food which was then cooked in a kit 
had a house divided in two. The front haIf of 
the reception area and the public rooms, or t 
in the caravansarîes, where the guests gathe 
social ize. The other haIf of the house, or t 
is still applicable, the back of the back of t 
food was prepared and where the guests' servi 
taken care of, such as laundering, the shoein 
repair of harness and travellng gear." (Info 
time savers standards) 

the estabI ishment. 
and her assistants 
chen. We therefore 
the house included 

he covered arcades 
red to d i ne and to 
o use a term which 
he house, was where 
ce amentities were 
g of horses, or the 
rmation taken from 

HISTORICAL HIGHPOINTS & EVOLUTION OF THE HOTEL 

(Information taken from "Hotel Planning & Design", Overv i ew. p. 
30 and from "The Lodging and Food Service Industry", A B r i e f 
Historv of LodQinQ p. 39.) 

500 B.C. - boarding houses; first resorts in Greece; mansiones 
for travelling Roman officials; Romans spread spa resorts to 
England, Switzerland, Mideast; introduced the campona (inns) in 
England; caravansaries (cloistered courtyard caravan stops in the 
Middle East) provided by government aIong roads 

MIDDLE AGES 
Manorial lords, abbeys, monasteries sheltered some travellers; 
monastic inns, hospices (hospital & shelter); inns in larger 
towns; rooming houses as relay stations for mai I, government 
transport, rest stops, and horse change 

llOOs - safe travel in Europe, inns prostpered; European inn 
deveIoped 

1200S - guest houses, courier mail stations in China, Mongolia; 
rooming & relay stations 

1300S - English country inn developed; French Iaw required 
innkeepers to pay for damages and replace stolen property 

1400S - hotel register in France; regulations in England 

1500S - European spas revival; stagecoaches developed on Roman 
road system with posting houses; inn plan in form of enclosed 
cobble court with arched entrance, rooms aIong two sides, kitchen 
& publ ic rooms at front, stable & storage at rear 

1600S - hotel industry developed in Europe with meals served; 
signage required for identification; seaport inns developed in 
American cities patterned after the English inn; village inns 
déveIoped by Massachudetts Iaw in all towns 
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1700S through IBOOs: 

.1700s - clubhouses in America patterned after British clubhouses 
and masonic lodges; mixed use in Paris 

-1750 to 1825 
English inns were the finest in the world with developement 
centered in London; better roads and resulting increased travel 
provided the market for country inns; industry sIowed after 
this period due to RR speeding up travel time from days to 
hours; American innkeepers were aggressive expansionists who 
took chances, quickly providing the finest services available 
anywhere; European hotels operated on the premise that onIy the 
aristocracy was entitIed to luxury and comfort, American hotels 
were run for more universal enjoyment because the average 
American did considerably more traveling 

= l790s - spci resorts develope; Industrial Revoiution stimulated 
hote I industry; Corre's Hote! /t. City Hotei in New Vork were 
the first downtown hotels; Cíty Hotel in New York was the 
first building erected specificâily for notel purposes in 
America; Boston, Baltimore, and Philadelphia quickly opened 
similar estabI ishments. 

.IBOOs - luxury "swagger hotels" in major cities developed with 
improved services; services develped with technoIogícaI 
advances; railroad deveIopment provides new source of 
transportation and changing hotel develpment; early resorts on 
French/ItaI ian Riviera; clubhouses; Exchange Coffee House in 
Boston first atrium hotel 

-1820S = the "first-cIass" hoteI was born in Boston, the Tremont 
House (designed by Isaiah Rogers in 1829), with 170 guestrooms 
was the largest and costliest buiIding ever erected in America 
and had many innovations (ie private rooms with locking doors, 
the first indoor toilets (bowl, pitcher, and soap) in each 
room, French cuisine offered with a la carte menus, and the 
first bellboys; Isaiah Rogers remained the authority on hotei 
design for the next 50 years; the speed of new improved 
services soon outdated the Tremont and each succeeding 
generation of hotel improvement which typified the race to 
bu i I d better, larger, more luxu^rious hotels. No city 
amounted to much if it did not have at least one hotei which 
couId impress upon visitors the greatness and hospitai ity of 
the community; hotel boom followed the westward movement 

-1830S - the first baggage elevator 

-1840S - raiIroads replace coaches; coach-route inns decline; 
private baths in New York City 

-1850S - Spa resorts popular; passenger elevator in New York 
C i t y 
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•1860s - railroad terminal 
deveioped thru the I920s 

hotels was the main hotel type 

-1870S - first fireproof structure, the Palmer House in Chicago 

-IBBOs - electricity; residential hotel in New York City; Ponce 
de Leon in St. Augustine, Florida buiIt of concrete; Victorian 
Hotel in Kansas City, Missouri first with baths in all rooms 

-1890S - Hotel Netherland in New Vork City first with phones in 
all rooms; trend to buiId the biggest and best hotel resulted 
in considerabie deviation from the American tradition of 
hotels designed for everyone; hotels were either too large and 
expensive or too smaII with too little service 

1900s: 
Statler Hotel in Buffalo, New York set modern hoteI circulation 
fIow and marked a new age in American hotel industry with the 
birth of the modern commercial hotel which introduced many 
innovations (ie fire doors protected the two main stairways, 
keyholes for door locks were placed above the knob so they couid 
be easily located in a dark haII, a light switch located just 
inside the door to eliminate groping through the dark, and a 
private bath, full-length mirror, and circulating ice water for 
each room) 

1910 -1920 WorId War slowed deveIopment 

1910 - the 
Mi nnesota); 

first medical hotel (the Kahler Hotel in Rochester, 
the first trans-AtIantic flight and scheduled airI ine 

1920S - "Hotel Boom #1" generated by economic prosperity; 
commercial traveler became increasingly prominent in the business 
world; improvements in roads, railroads, and water transportation 
made travel easier and less expensive; schooi of hotel 
administration established at Cornell University; first non-stop 
cross-country plane flight; Prohibition caused decline of 
hoteI/restaurant business; the first hotei/office buiiding (the 
first Statler in Boston) 

1930S - the Depression caused hotel losses; hotel business sank 
to an all time low; 85% of hotels in the country went into 
receivership or into some sort of liquidation; industry siowiy 
stab í11zed 

1940S - World War II set înto motion the greatest mass movement 
of people the United States has ever experienced (millions went 
into the armed services, millions more moved to concentrated 
areas around defense plants, and thousands others travelled to 
coordinate the defense program); demand for hotei rooms and 
services reached an ali-time peak; the first casino hotel (the 
Flamingo in Las Vegas) 

-12-
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1948 - downward business trend began; motels and motor hotels 
came into age due to the popularity of travelI ing for the 
American family via the automobile; very informal attitude of the 
new type; hotel vs motei competition 

1950S through 1960s 

1950S - "Hotel Boom tt2" generated by mass travel; resorts in 
Caribbean; vacation Village concept by Club Med; Holiday lnn 
first with large rooms; Casino hoteIs in Las Vegas; airlines 
began deveIoping hotels 

Motels and Motor Hotels - in the early I950s the fifty-room moteI 
was considered large and only required one IeveI planning. By 
the late 50s and early 60s the moteI had a minimum of eighty 
rooms with the average closer to one hundred. This size boom 
created a problem of terminology or cIassification and the large 
motel became known as a motor hotel. The new muIti storied hotel 
became difficult to differentiate from a hotel except for a more 
complete variety of services offered by hotels. However these 
larger motor hoteIs instituted all the usuaI hotel services and 
the differentiation became an association with parking 
avaiIabiI ity. This moId was again broken by the San Francisco 
Hilton by their layout which allowed for motorists to register 
from their automobiles at a drive-up window and then proceed to 
the appropriate IeveI parking near their assigned room. The 
motor hoteI originally grew up aIong the highway outside the city 
to slowly form a ring around the city but they soon began 
appearing within many downtown areas. The success of the 
motel/motor hotel caused a decI ine in hotel occupancy rates 
throughout the 1950s in spite of rapidly increasing travellers 
needing lodging accommodations because they found better rates 
for rooms in the motels and motor hoteis. This trend put hotels 
in smalier cities out of business at a rapid rate. 

1960S - resort development I n many popular countries; first 
conference centers used extensively by businesses; the first 
major hotel/mixed use compiex (the Sheraton Prudential Center in 
Boston); the fIrst hoteI buiIt with concrete prefabricated 
modules (the Hilton Palacio deI Rio HoteI in San Antonio, Texas) 

1970S to Present 
many new alternatives for the traveling 
concepts emphasizing the need to assess the 
the consumer and to go after segments whose 
being met were being used by hoteliers; need 
spec i aIty 
i ndustry: 

public; marketing 
wants and needs of 
interests were not 
for wlde range of 

hotels was noted; EXAMPLES of diversity of lodging 

increased airi ine travel has brought hotels to airport 
locations catering to business traveier attending meetings 
without fighting traffic; 
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•new emphasis placed on the center city with architecturaIly 
splendid hotels aiding in the revitaI ization of downtown 
areas, IocaI businesses, visitors to cuiturai and tourist 
attractions, governmental agencies, and the IocaI citizens 
are among the markets for these properties; 
.large group and convention business- meeting rooms, exhibit 
areas, or very large special function space or may be located 
close to other properties which offer these accommodations; 
.luxury and ambience of older hotels- once grand hotels are 
beíng refurbished and offer luxuries of the past with all of 
today's amenities; 
.budget accommodations-cIean, new, attractive, and comfortable 
facilities initially providing few amenities, many now offer 
swimming pooIs, food and beverage service, game rooms, etc 
(economy and other becoming blurred); 

."home away from home", more space, suite hotels and resídence 
inns offer I iving areas separate from sleeping rooms, as weIl 
as kitchenette facilities; 
•time-share properties in resort and vacation areas- one 
purchases accommodation for a specified time annually and is 
then free to use it during that time; 
.condominium - inmite owners to buy hotel rooms for their use 

1970S - airI ine active in hotel development; hotel expansion; 
first major hotel amusement destination center at Disney World in 
Orlando ;extensive hotel development in Mid-East generated by oil 
prosperity; luxury condos offerring hotel services; extenesive 
hoteI restorations; first suite hotels converted from condos; 
time sharing & condominírms resorts developed; China opened 

1980S - "Hotel Boom « 3" generated by innovative marketing & 
development of specialized hotel types: many combined with large-
scale complexes; airport hotels, ski lodges, timesharing, condo 
resorts expand rapîdly; condo hotels develop; limited service 
budget motels continue rapid growth; popular revival of country 
inns; mega hotels; hoteI boom in China 

-16-
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HOTEL CLASSIFICATION 

The hotel industry's diversity does not make classifying easy. 
There are severai useful general ciassifications based on 
location, price, IeveI of service, and ameneities offered. These 
i ncIude: 

.Commercial Hotels- cater primarily to business ciients; 
ammenities range from free newspaper and morning coffee to 
computer terminals in the guestrooms; usually has room service, a 
coffee shop, a formal dining room, a cocktail lounge, 
Iaundry/vaIet service, uniformed service, concierge service, a 
ticket office, gift shope, and professional medical and dental 
service , swimming pooIs, saunas, and heaIth clubs ; individual 
tourists , tour groups, and smaII conference groups use them as 
we I I 

.A i rpor t Hoteis - near airports, derive appeaI from convenience 
for travelers; may offer soundproof meeting facilities; markets 
include business travelers and airIine passengers with short 
stayovers or canceled flights 

.Economv Properties - cost concious traveler; offer clean rooms, 
meet onIy basic needs of guests; market-vacationing families, 
tour groups, businesspeopIe, groups of conventioneers. 

.Su i te HoteIs - separate bedrooms and I iving rooms, or ciearly 
defined areas within one room; sometimes contain kitchenette, 
refrigerator, wet bar; typically located outside the city center 
; markets - businesspeopIe, vacationers, and people who are 
relocating into an area and do not yet have permanent housing. 

.Residential Hoteis - offer Iong term accomodations ; found 
principally in the US usually offers housekeeping servic, dining 
room, room meaI service, possibly a cocktail lounge; food and 
beverage division is usually smaII and exists more as a 
convenience for the residents than as a true source of income; 
range from the luxurious, offering full suites for families to 
the moderate offering singIe rooms for individuals. 

.Cas i no Hoteis frequently offer top name entertainment, 
extavagant shows, speciaity restaurants, and charter flights for 
high roMers to attract gaming revenues. 

.Resort Hoteis - cater to vacationers and recreation-minded 
people; weekend business very important; offer usuai hotei 
service, but aIso guest entertainment; personal relationship 
between guests and management, often staff includes a sociai 
director, a recreation director, or an entertainment director, 
and sometimes a separate recreation department. 

-18-
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THE DOWNTOWN HOTEL IN THE UNITED STATES 

Tt\e first downtown hotel was in New York City on Broadway ín the 
early 1790's. The title "hotel" ís a French word meaning mansion 
adopted to distinguish tíie i r new form from the early European 
Inns, American Seaport Inns, and New England Village inns. The 
new hoteI was characteristicaMy larger than the inns, with more 
comfortable rooms, served good food, and provided a center for 
fashionable social and business occasions. The new building type 
quickly spread to all of the ma in U.S. cities with the Tremont 
House in Boston establishing the precedent by being the largest 
with 4 stories and the most luxurious commercial structure of its 
time wtth 173 rooms, an impressive lobby, a French restaurant, 
and space for meetings and gatherings. The most famous were the 
Astor and Waldorf in New York City, the Paimer House and Sherman 
House in Chicago. the Palace in San Francisco, and the Brown 
Pa I ace in Downtown Denver ail with impressive atriums. 

-20 
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I 
AN OUTLINE OF HOTEL DEVELOPMENT IN THE OLD WEST 

(Taken from "A Room for the Night"; Richard A. Van Orman; indiana 
University Press; Bloomington and London; 1966.) 

hospitality - crude but always open handed 
- Callforniea ranchers most hospitable (brought up 

with SpanIsh-Mexican tradition of hospítality) 
- probably due to isolation & eagerness to see new 

faces & get news 
- hoteIs unnecessary 
- range hospitality was an obiigation because of 

harsh travelling conditions 
- army posts 

decI ine in hospitality - increasing migration westward 
- poor treatment of the travellor 
- many settlers took advantage of 

traveIors 
- mining rushes brought poor business 

trading posts, stations, road ranches - establ ishments all along 
the travel, stage &. wagon routes 

- hotel, bar, restaurant, post office, store, poII ing 
p I ace 

- high-priced/poor quaIity 
- prairie monitor/dugout = protection against Indian 

attacks 
= bui It underground & connected to stables by a 

subterranean passage 
- Railroad ended or transformed into train stops 

2) Texas hotels 
religious services, 
funerals, hospitals 
- Menger Hotel 

provided beds, meaIs, liquor, 
cotiMions, concerts, trials. 

meet i ngs. 
wedd i ngs. 

= finest hoteI in Tx just after statehood 
= entered "down a stone passageway & out on a wide 

courtyard surrounded on three sides by open 
galleries with starsoverheard, & the lamp-light 
flaring on a big muiberry tree... You feii 
you're In the geart of Old Spain." 

= picture p. 23, 25 
- Texas hoteIs had tradition of high-sounding names (ie 

Deimonîco, Astor, Revere, United States, America) 
- business discussed, religion preached, politics debated, courts 
.convened, dinner dances were popular 

- most Important sociaI institution in the West 
- permanent home for many 
- a community in microcosm (in bad weather it wasn't necessary to 

Ieave) 
•= convenience of arrangement 
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=things guests needed were nearby 
- barber shops 
- clothes shops 
- teiegraph offices 
- RR ticket agencies 
- newstand or bookstall (Mbraries were nostly European but 

lobbies had books, magazines, & newspapers) 
- wr i t i ng rooms 
- lengthy haIIs for exercise 
- society always present (America's great meeting places) 

- lodging houses further off the main routes 

St LouIs had best hote n the west before San Francisco 

permanency & prosperity 
- The Western hoteI age began when wealth & population increased 

"...to townspeople a hotel, like the railroad, promised to 
create population & wealth...The larger the hotel, the greater 
the future of the city." 

- business establ ishment lured travelers & tourists 
- important symbol 
- city committees of influential citizens buiIt the hotels with 

hopes of improving the city 
- The What Cheer House - 1852 was a man's refuge from 

troubie (women were forbidden) 
- roomer bought tickets to pay for meais i 

room reimburses if unused 
- known for exotic rooms (boot blacking 

room, museum, I ibrary-contemporary 
books, magazines, noveis) 

- "Hotels were to Americans what churches, monuments, & natural 
beauties were to the Europeans." 

4)Palace hotel - San Francisco 

6)touters-"saIesmen" at the depots, shipyards, etc. who brought 
customers in almost with no regard to methods 

7)the fresher the meat the better-hoteIs hired hunters to bring 
in game (the Western mind) 

8)first hotel in the U.S. the Tremont House in Boston by Isaiah 
Rogers 
the American Plan - fixed charges for board & room 
European Plan - fixed charge for room only, meaIs a la carte 

9) Menger in San Antonio 
the Exceisior House in Jefferson, Tx 
the Driskill in Austin 
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REGIONAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND OF THE LUBBOCK AREA 

The first vîsitors to the pIains area were nomadic hunters in 
search of the large grazing mammaIs which were their ma in stays 
for Mving. There were some permanent settlers in south pIains 
by 1200 A.D. but mostly just occasional passers through and 
hunters. Spanish explorers named the canyon which runs along the 
eastern portion of the present city of Lubbock after a large 
pueblo type buiIding made of yeIIow rock which was located at the 
head of the west fork of the Brazos River Casas Amarillos, the 
Yellowhouse. An anglo American, Albert Pike (1807), called the 
river the Brazos after Los Brazos de Dios (the arms of God). By 
1856 the U.S. Army was at the Clear Fork at Camp Cooper în 
Shackelford county. Robert E. Lee fought against the Comanches 
here and anglo buffalo hunters from New Mexico caIIed ciboleros 
competed against nomadic Indians for the buffalo unti I they 
disappeared. English and Scottlsh speculators soon began 
investing in large tracts of Iand from the railroad at Iow cost 
and selling at high cost followed by American speculators. in 
1884 the Western Land Live Stock Company, the lOA, was founded in 
Ft. Worth. The cattle company was profitable at first as was 
ranching in general however drought and severe blizzard which 
decimated the herds and Iow beef cost ruined the lOA. As a 
result of their failure the ranchers and cattle companies were 
forced to break up their huge tracts of land into smaller parcels 
to seII to smaII farmers who became the settlers of the area. 

In 1878 Paris Cox came into the area to stake his claim on the 
vast uninhabited grassland and the foMowing year brought his and 
other Quaker familîes to settle. The horizon Mne to infinity 
must have been not oniy an awesome sight for the new settiers but 
also a major obstacle to overcome in search for shelter and the 
type of shelter which naturally wouId deveIop here. The absence 
of trees on the flat earth with only shrubs and grassland made 
buiIding permanent shelter difficult. The first settiers made 
homes of tents which soon proved to be inadequate as shelter when 
the wind and sand storms from the north destroyed them in the 
fall and spring. By 1880 all the Quaker families except Cox' s 
moved back east havlng found the area too inhospitabIe. The best 
form of early shelter on the plains were made of earth and roots 
used to make sod bricks of 2 foot Iong blocks 
and pairs crosswise creating 2 foot thick 
braced sod roofs. These early structures 
dugouts 5 feet below grade facing south or 
hides were used for doors and window coverings (if any windows 
were included at all). The most persistant annoyances were from 
rattIesnakes, scorpions, tarantulas, wolves, and coyotes. 

in pairs lengthwise 
waIIs wi th t imber 
were full or half 
southeast. Cattie 

During this period George Singer opened his general store/post 
office/way statIon/saIoon/gathering pIace (located east of Avenue 
H at Maln Street) for the IocaI settlers, Mexicans, and cowboys. 
Supplies were brought from Denison, Sherman, and Ft Worth by 
wagon. The first settlements were Estacado, W.D. Crump's 
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Monterrey town, and Frank Wheelock and friend's Lubbock (located 
on the north side of Yellowhouse Canyon). These separate 
communities eventually consolidated to the present site in 1909 
when the Santa Fe RaiIroad opened its lines through the site. 

Development quickly foMowed the ra i I road as cotton became k i ng 
of the pIains with the heIp of large scale irrigation. 
Windmills, Eli Whitney's cotton gin, water tanks, and other 
agricultural buildings were one of the first major building types 
in the area. As the area developed courthouse square became the 
center of commercial activity and more prominent buíldings soon 
followed including religious buildings and a prominent downtown 
hotel, the Pioneer Hotel. With the founding of Texas Tech 
University the architecture of the campus became the singIe most 
dominant and repetitive theme throughout the community as large 
churches were buIIt following the Romanesque theme in brick as 
was the buiIding of Lubbock High School which is by far one of 
the most interesting and beautiful pieces of architecturaI form 
in the area. 

LUBBOCK ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY 
1860-1890: Victoriaan-Pioneer Hotel 
1890-1915: Second Renaissance Revival 
veneer 
.Georgian Revival 
•Neo Classical Revival 

with concrete and brick 

.Gothic Revival 

.Jacobethan 

.commercial prairie 
•western stick 
.mi ss i on 

.bungIo i d 
1915-1970: contemporary 
.spanish renaissance reviva 
.romanesque revivaI-church 
tudor 

-pub M c bIdgs 
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CONTEXT 

NATURAL REGIONAL CONTEXT 

"'Lubbock is l^cated on a plateau area of Northwestern Texas that 
is referred to lacally as the South PIains Region. The general 
elevation of the area is about 3,250 feet. Tr\e Region is a major 
part of the Llano Estacado (staked piains). The latter. which 
incIudes a large portion of northweat Texas. is bounded on the 
east and southeast by an erosional escarpment that is usua i ly 
referred to as the Cap Rock. The Llano Estacado extends 
southwestward into the upper Pecos VaIIey and westward into 
eastern New Mexico.' 

'The South PIains are predominateIy flat. but contain numerous 
smaII pIayas (or cIay lined depressions) and smaII stream 
valleys. Durlng the rainy months the playas collect run-off 
water and form smaIi lakes or ponds. The stream valleys drain 
into the major rivers of West Texas. but throughout most of the 
year these streams carry only very Mght fIows.' 

'The escarpment, or Cap Rock, is the primary terrain feature that 
causes a noticeable distortíon of the smooth wind fiow patterns 
across the South Plains. The most noticeable influence is on 
southeasterIy winds as they are deflected upward along the face 
of the escarpment.' 

'The Lubbock area is the heart of the largest cotton-producing 
section of Texas. Grain sorghum production and cattle feeding 
make significant contributions to the agroeconomy of the area. 
Irrigation from underground sources is often useo as a suppIement 
to natural reinfall to improve crop yields. The soils of the 
region are sandy clay Ioams which consist of Mmy ciays. siits. 
and sands of a reddish hue.' 

'The area is semi-arid, transitlonal between the desert 
conditions on the west and the humid cl imates to the east and 
southwest. The greatest monthly rainfall totais occur from May 
through September when warm moist tropical air may be carried 
into the area from the GuIf of Mexico. This air mass often 
brings moderate to heavy afternoon and evening thunderstorms. 
accompanied by haiI. Precipitation across 
character i zed by its varlabiMty. The monthly 
extremes range from trace amounts in several iso 
14 i nches.' 

the area is 
prec i p i tat i on 

ated months to 

'Snow may occur from late October untiI April. Each snowfall is 
generally light and seldom remains on the ground for more than 
two or three days at any one period.' 

'High winds are associated primariiy with intense thunderstorms 
and at times may cause significant damage to structures. Winds 
in excess of 25 mph occasionally occur for periods of 12 hours or 
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longer. These prolonged winds are generally associated with late 
winter and springtime low-pressure centers. Spring winds often 
bring widespread dust causing discomfort to residents for perioos 
of severa I hours.' 

'Overall, the cMmate of the region is rated as pleasant. Most 
periods of disagreeable weather are of short duration. They 
generally occur from the winter months into the early summer 
months. ' 

'The summer heat is not considered oppressive. 
factor is a variable, but usually gentle, wind. 
dry air from the west often reduce any discomfort 
heat and lower temperatures into the 60's.' 

One moderat i ng 
Intrus i ons of 

from the summer 

'The average first occurrence of temperatures beiow 32 deqrees 
Fahrenheit in the fall is the first of November and the average 
last occurrence in the spring is in mid Apri l.'" (Climate Atias 
of Texas: Thomas J. Larkin & George W. Bomar; Tx. Dept. of Water 
Resources ; 1983.) 

MINERAL SUBSTANCE SUM^IARY 
Brines. diatomite, drilling clay, Mmestone, magnesium chioride. 
magnesium sulfate. miscellaneous clay. misceilaneous stone. sait, 
sodium sulfate, and voicanic ash combine to produce sand. gravel. 
saIt, clay, and pumicite which are the important production 
minerals of the reqion. 

CLIMATOLOGICAL SUMMARY 

Temperature: 
High = 108 degrees Farenheit 
Low = -16 degrees Farenheit 

Humi d i ty: 
Morning = 54% to 68% 
Afternoon = 40% to 51% 

Prec i p i ta i on: 
Peak Totals (24 hour period) = 1.1 in to 5.8 
AnnuaI = 17.7 in 
Seasonaily = October through April .77 in 

= May through September 2.36 in 

n 

Solar Orientation: 
32 degrees north latitude 
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Preva i li nq Wi nds 

PrevaIent 
seasonal 
Southweste 
southweste 
year with 
in Februar 
î n Apr i I , 
to southwe 
the nort 
nortwester 
December. 

w i nds are 
changes 

r I y o r i e n t 
rIy d i rect i 
a northeast 
y, westerIy 
southweste 

stern in Ju 
i n August, 
Iy i n Nov 

from the 
November 
at i on and 
on. Peak 
er I y d i re 
i n March 

rIy i n Ma y 
ly. The f 
nortwester 
ember. a 

south May through Ocotber wíth 
through December to a West-

January through Apr i I to a 
gusts also occur throughout the 

ction prevailing in January. north 
changing to a southern orientation 
, Southerly again in June and back 
all season brings gusts again from 
ly in September, north in October, 
nd gusts oriented westerly in 

Wind is the most destructive natural force of the area 

Maximum wind speed is 71 mph 
Minimum wind speed is 9.9 mph 
Average wind speed is 37 mph 
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DISTINCT NATURAL CONTEXTUAL ELEMENTS 
LIGHT, SPACE. AND WATER 

FORM. TEXTURE. COLOR. 

FORM 
Search for form in the Llano Estacado region must begin with the 
topology of the Llano itself and the forces which have created 
this large plateau. The large table land or Llano was created by 
the settling of silt and erosion from the Rocky Mountains. It is 
the largest such piatedu in the United States dnd because of its 
fiat nature ario great expct.nse evokes a sense of enoless spc>ce 
wherein the horízon i i ne becomes the key feature of tí~ie regiO'^. 
In turn these sedimentary layers have been erodec by rain r^-^o 
water to create miniature canyonlands and the rim of the plãteou 
Itseif which serve as the onIy formal visual relief in the 
landscape. The repetitive forms and patterns of geologic layers 
having the appearance of stepping- stone tiers from rimrock to 
canyon f loor have been expose'd revea i i ng marvels of symmetry and 
the rhythm of parallel forms and organic grace. The differentiai 
overhangs and baianced pedestals called hoodoos which are a 
balancing act of rock atop a meIting clay column. Typical of the 
caprock area is the sudden interruption of the restful horîzontal 
plane by hemispheric mounds or descending diagonai Mnes of an 
arroyo leading the eye to unexpected intricacy. Forms and 
counter forms and the pIay of shade and shadow across the 
grassiand of the piateau and against the walIs of the canyons 
typify the natural formal elements of the region. 

TEXTURE 
Textures found in the area and region include: rocks abutting 
smaII stands of water; coolness of water contrasted with hot, 
sunbaked rocks; rippi ing water (not cascading); sky adjoining 
earth on the horizon; and grass and cal iche in tandem. 

COLOR 
A study of area colors must begin with the effects of the dai ly 
rising and setting of the sun against the horizon line which 
imparts a range of colors from crimson to yeIIow to blue and back 
again. This movement of the sun across the sky aIso produces a 
change of color in surfaces as the light strikes the pianes of 
the ground and canyon w a M s of the earth. This play of color 
across the sky and earth is most dramatic at early morning and 
most especially at evening when the flare of red sky mimics the 
life generator of the piains, fire. 

LIGHT 
Light is a major design feature for the regîon of the Liano 
because of the lack of protection from geoiogical formations or 
trees and because of the almost year round clear days typical of 
the area weather. The situation of the treeiess and geoiogicaiiy 
unencumbered region contributes significantiy to the weather 
which produces seasonal gusts southward from the Arctic and 
northward from the Mexican deserts and the GuIf leaving Mttle if 
any noisture which cannot be trapped against any Iandscape 
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feature and released. This dry atmosphere is directiy 
responsible for the crisp, brittle. transparent. bright lignt 
typical of the region. Therefore architectural deveIopment must 
focus on protection from and exposure to extremes and subti ities 
of I i ght. 

SPACE 
The perception of space is defined by the play of light on form 
and the incidence of shade and shadow. Probabiy the singie most 
important factor in the perception of space on the south piains 
is the horizon 1 ine where the sky plane and the ground plane 
meet. There is I ittle if any visual or physical rel ief from the 
expression of these two planes other than the occasional erosion 
channeIs which make up the canyons and the rim of the caprock 
(and these offer relief only if one is in them), hence the 
noticable disorientation of visitors to 
their frequent comments of the "big sky". 
the south pIains developed within these 
source for study of formal elements 
contemporary life has tended to deve 
enclosures and out into the plains themselves. Therefore to 
exemplify the plains area one must understand the influence of 
the horizon l ine and be sensitive to the elements of openness 
which have traditionally exemplified life on the piains whi le 
simuItaneousIy providing enclosure and relief from this openness. 

the south pIains ano 
Historically life on 

recesses and offer a 
of enclosure however 
ope away from these 

WATER 
The importance of water on the so 
in that there is not enough. The 
is typified as being a flat plain 
in playa lakes which are no more 
terrain. Here water stands only f 
is either absorbed into the soi I 
subsoil aquifer or until it simp 
source of water is the large sub 
onIy for irrigation purposes. Th 
the area from Lake Meredith to 
systems for recreation and as a 
keeping with the spirit of scarci 
care. 

uth plains is of ma jor concern 
pIains areas or grassland biome 
on which water oniy accumuiates 
than shaIIow Iow spots on the 

or very short periods untiI it 
and eventually into the porous 
ly evaporates. The only major 
surface aquifer which is used 
e drinking water is píped into 
the north. Design of water 
design element shouid be in 

ty and should be done so with 
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M A T E R I A L S 
BuiIding materials may be derived from the use and abundance of 
natural materials found in the region. Smooth sandstone, 
I imestone, and clays can be used to produce cut stone. brick, and 
concrete. The only wood naturally occuring in the piains 
grassland region are smaII trees and gnarled bushes in no great 
abundance which wouId tend to excIude wood as a vaI id regional 
buiIding material. However wood can be used as a finish materiai 
to exemplify its scarcity and therefore its premium value. The 
stone and rock found in the region are predominately field stone 
and some cut stone aIso in no great abundance thereby suggesting 
any substantial use of stone as a finish material. The most 
common buiIding material wouId be those materials which can be 
made from the most abundant naturally occuring materials such as 
sand. smaII stones. and clay. These wouId suggest the use of 
brick and concrete as the primary buiIding materials. 
Historically adobe was an abundant buiIding material but was only 
used specifically in Texas untiI other materials could be 
produced or imported. Materials used should be based on 
avaiIabiI ity. character relative to building type. and sensuai 
qualities in keeping with expression of the qualities of the 
regíonal and IocaI context. 
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1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

Until the recent downturn in the regional economy, the Lubbock metropolitan 
area had experienced sustained and respectable economic growth over the last 
several decades. Much of this growth, however, has served to drain rather than 
reinforce the vitality of the downtown area. Certain negative signs of change 
began to surface, and downtown has lost ground as the commercial heart of the 
region as suburban competition captured an increasing share of employment, 
housing and retail activity. This has been aggravated to some extent by a 
deterioration of the housing stock in the Overton area, the area that borders 
downtown. 

Downtown Lubbock, nevertheless, remains the focus of the region's identity. It 
contains substantial public and private investment in the form of buildings, 
utilities, and streets, and it continues to receive some public and private 
capital. To allow Downtown Lubbock to lose its dominant role would merely 
contribute to the waste of millions of dollars of public and private investment 
made over time. Implementation of methods to assure the continued 
maintenance and revitalization of downtown continues to be a critical issue 
facing the community. 

Recognizing these trends, the City Council appointed a Central Business District 
(CBD) Steering Committee in 1987 to oversee the development of a 
revitalization plan for downtown and the Overton area (a combined area referred 
to in this report as Intown). In March 1988, the Dallas office of RTKL 
Associates, Inc. was commissioned to lead a planning team to prepare this 
revitalization plan. The planning process was guided by three fundamental 
objectives. 

1. To create a long range development plan and implementation strategies 
that would provide the general policies and guidelines for both public and 
private sector involvement in the revitalization of the downtown area. 

2. To initiate an ongoing process of public-private sector collaboration 
within the community that would create a positive climate for 
improvement of downtown and the Overton area. 

3. To identifv ear v action projects that can be implemented in the near 
term and to identify_strategies for the use of the Tax Increment Financing 
District funds that would be seen by the general community as a 
statement of renewed confidence and commitment to downtown. 

RTKL Associates formed a planning team with three other professional 
consulting firms to prepare the Revitalization Plan in conjunction with the 
Planning Department of the City of Lubbock. The planning team is composed of: 

RTKL Assocîates Inc. 
Planning, urban design and team management. 

HSM/Grubb-Ellis Advisors. Inc. 
Market overview analysis and implementation strategies 
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David Berins & Associates 
Hotel market analysis 

HugQ Reed & Associates 
Local liaison 

Barton-Aschman 
Traffic analysis 

Public Participation 

An ambitious redevelopment plan will not succeed without leadership from local 
business and neighborhcxxl groups who can provide direction, and broad-based 
political stipport. Recognizing this, community input into the planning process 
was accomplished by the following: 

1. An extensive personal interview program with public, business and civic 
leaders, downtown businessmen and property owners by the RTKL team. 

2. Workshop presentations with technical staff from city departments. 

3. Workshop presentations to the CBD Steering Committee at the conclusion 
of each step of the Planning process. 

The overall planning process was composed of five sequential steps: 

Step 1: Reconnaissance (Site Analysis and Market Overview) 
Step 2: Identification of Goals and Objectives 
Step 3: Identification of Potential Development Opportunities 
Step 4: Plan Evaluation and Implementation Strategies 
Step 5: Final Plan D(x:umentation 

Stratepic Goals & Objectives 

Redevelopment in the intown area will not occur as a function of growth, the 
way development typically occurs in the suburbs. Rather, it will be a function of 
developing the appropriate strategies to derive demand, and then successfully 
implementing those plans and strategies. Implementation will depend ujXDn the 
development of a consensus among various businesses, land owners and the city's 
professional staff. Once that consensus is reached, these groups must offer their 
full support to a strong managing and marketing group to oversee the 
implementation of the plan. 

The overall intent of the plan is to create an environment that will distinguish 
the downtown as the heart of the community, and the center of activitv for the 
people of Lubbock and the region. It should be a place where young and old live, 
work, shop, learn, play, and congregate. The other specific objectives of the 
plan can be summarized as follows: 

1. The creation of a single downtown development entity able to ccxjrdinate 
both public and private improvements, incorporating a strong management 
structure with a ful -time staff providing leadership through active 
merchants and business associations. 

- 3 -
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2. The creation of a strategic development framework centered on Broadway 
Street made up of those fixed elements like streets and freeways, parks 
and open space systems, that do not change much over time. Broadway 
must become the major development spine providing the armature for new 
development opportunities, and must be utilized to create stronger hnks 
with the Texas Tech campus. 

3. Tighter redefinition of the Downtown Core in order to intensify the 
allowable downtown uses into a single active urban core with a wider 
variety of mixed land uses and good regional access. 

4. Revisions to the T.I.F. District boundary so that the fund can capitalize 
on new development generated by the proposed 1-27 freeway construction. 

Redevelopment Opportunities 

The Development Plan builds upon downtown's strengths while attempting to 
remedy problems which threaten its continued vitality. The plan envisions the 
Downtown Core as a pedestrian friendly district that includes a distinctive new 
mixed-use hotel/office/retail center, a revitalized retail shopping district along 
13th Street, Trolley Square as a focus for redevelopment, and new generations of 
offices along Broadway between the Government Center and Avenue Q. In a 
refinement of these strategies, the planning team identified several development 
opportunities that would become the basis for a Downtown Development Plan. 

1. Campus Town - a retail center at Broadway and University that supports 
the Tech population and adjacent neighborhoods. 

2. Overton Housing - private sector housing for students and faculty in 
North and South Overton. A non-profit land bank could be established 
through the downtown development entity to accept foreclosed or tax 
delinquent properties to aid in the land assembly. 

3. Overton Park - a north/south park system that organizes the Overton 
neighborhood into smaller, more manageable planning units while creating 
public open space. 

4. Church Campuses - existing churches should expand programs to include 
day care, educational classes, retirement housing, etc , helping to 
stabilize the Overton Area. 

5. Internationa Cultural Center - the plan should support the center by 
encouraging shared parking and creating a "front door" presence on 
Broadway. 

- 4 -



6. Multi-Use Arena - a 15-17,000 seat arena in northeast Overton for Tech 
basketball, concerts, and convention center overflow. 

7. Mixed Use District - at Avenue Q and Broadway (within walking distance 
of the Convention Center) that includes at least three different uses: a 
major office user, future convention hotel site, and support retail. 

8. TroUev Square - a major public square at Broadway and H Street that 
serves as a trolley tumaround, downtown transit center and gateway to 
downtown from the I.H. 27 off-ramp. 

9. Farmers/Citv Market - located adjacent to Trolley Square, this project 
includes open air sheds for the Farmers Market vendors, and an enclosed 
air conditioned facility for the sale of meats, cheeses and other produce. 

10. Broadwav Reinforcement - Broadway is emphasized as the major 
organizing spine for the Intown area with special lighting, landscaping and 
paving programs, as well as the trolley link. 

11. 13th Street Retail District - existing and future retail is clustered along a 
three block section of 13th Street that has widened sidewalks, special 
landscaping, two lanes of traffic and head-in parking. 

The Redevelopment Plan is an ambitious but achievable plan. It is closely tied to 
the realities of economic feasibility. It provides an agenda for both immediate 
and early action development opportunities. It will require further effort, 
commitment and initiative by the community if it is to be implemented 
successfully. Its ultimate product will contribute positively to the economic 
well-being of the community, as well as rekindle a sense of civic pride and 
investor confidence in the Intown area. 

- 5 -
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INTOWN LUBBOCK TODAY 

Urban Desipn Analvsis 

Intown Lubbock is located off to one side of the center of population in the 
northeast quadrant of the metropolitan region. However, its regional 
accessibility is enhanced by an excellent roadway network, and the existing 
Intown infrastructure is well suited to future real estate development. The 
Intown area comprises over 1000 acres of land containing a wide variety of 
commercial, business and residential land uses, a working population of 
approximately 16,000 people, and a resident population of approximately 2000 
people. It is located adjacent to the Texas Tech University campus which has a 
student enrollment of over 24,000. 

Bounded by 4th Street on the north, 1-27 on the east, 19th Street on the south, 
and University on the west, it is divided almost equally into four sections by 
Broadway Street running east to west, and by Avenue Q running north and south. 
The predominant land uses to the east of Avenue Q are commercial, including 
the traditional CBD land uses, while to the west the predominant land uses are 
residential. 
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Broadway has developed as Lubbock's traditional "Main Street", physically 
linking the downtown core to the Texas Tech campus located a mile to the west. 
Avenue Q serves as a major entry px)int into the Intown area for approach traffic 
coming from both the residential neighborhoods located to the south and west, 
and the airport traffic from the north. It carries the greatest volumes of traffic 
through the area and, as a consequence, has evolved into a commercial strip 
corridor with a range of automobile related commercial uses (drive-in banks, 
fast food, auto repairs, motels and hotels) that is unlike the older established 
business uses along Broadway (banks, professional offices, and government 
agencies to the east of Avenue Q, and older mansions converted into business and 
commercial uses to the west). 

To better understand the dynamics of such a large study area it can be defined as 
four smaller, yet interrelated districts as follows: 

1. The Downtown Core located within a three city block zone along 
Broadway between Avenue H and Avenue Q has remained as the region's 
financial and governmental center, with most of the banks, professional 
offices and city, regional, and federal government agencies. 

2. The Civic Center Area is somewhat isolated from the rest of downtown 
core by large areas of surface parking and major thoroughfares. It 
contains convention center facilities, the municipal library, and a 
performing arts auditorium, and is bordered by the three existing 
downtown hotels. 

3. Overton North is one of those duplex and multi-family areas going 
through a churning process that produced urban blight. It is becoming a 
high crime area desperately in need of stabilizing redevelopment. 

4. Overton South has a higher number of owner-occupied single family 
homes, with a stable neighborhood located at 16th, 17th and 18th Streets. 
However, commercial encroachment from major thoroughfares such as 
Broadway, University and 19th Street is beginning to impact this area in a 
negative way, with the intrusion of surface parking lots from commercial 
properties. 

The urban form of downtown Lubbock is noticeable for two distinct features; the 
width of its streets — particularly Broadway, Texas and Avenue Q — and the 
continuity of its street grid. Even though the street grid is interrupted by the 
Santa Fe rail line running diagonally along the east side of downtown, most of 
the core area streets run on uninterrupted into the residential areas that frame 
downtown. This, together with loosely defined CBD zoning has allowed the 
typical downtown uses to sprawl, making it hard to identify an active urban 
core. 

- 8 -
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The result of this is a loss of continuous streetwall buildings and a corresponding 
loss in street level activity, storefronts, color, and texture in much of the 
downtown core. The few downtown activity generators — such as the 
Convention Center, banks, government offices and restaurants — are too 
dispersed to be linked by comfortable walking distances, and a comfortable 
walking experience has been further impacted by the intrusion of surface parking 
and random building setbacks, and the lack of spatial containment, street-wall 
continuity, and a pleasant pedestrian scale. 

There are no outdoor urban spaces where it would be comfortable to have a 
brown bag lunch or just sit and watch people, with the courthouse square and 
pocket park adjacent to the American State Bank the only memorable 
exceptions. The few other public plazas or park spaces are unwieldy, left-over 
windswept spaces lacking clear definition and function such as the landscaped 
areas around the Civic Center. 

With the evolution of new development areas in the outlying areas and the 
departure of several tenants, many of the older retail properties in the Intown 
area have deteriorated or have been abandoned. While some of these buildings 
have been rehabilitated and converted into new uses in recent years — most 
noticeably into law offices — the poor condition of the other buildings imparts a 
distressed appearance to the Intown area. 

Several buildings of historic and architectural merit remain scattered throughout 
downtown - the Pioneer Hotel, the Depot restaurant, several County buildings, 
the Lindsey, Kress Building, etc. - but are too dispersed to be incorporated into 
any type of historic district. Nevertheless, these structures should be preserved 
and protected as reminders of the history and growth of the community. 

Of the total 1000 acres in the Intown area approximately one quarter to one 
third of the land is either vacant or under-utilized and candidates for 
redevelopment. 

- 9 -
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Area I>vnamics 

Although Lubbock is well into the suburbanization cycle, it has not progressed to 
the point of deterioration found in other Texas cities. In Lubbock's case, 
suburbanization began in the late 1950's and early 1960's with the advent of retail 
development outside the Intown area. Over time, office space development 
followed the lead of peripheral retail development. Lubbock's suburbanization 
was accelerated by the development of a comprehensive road system, which 
provides easy access from the Intown area to the outlying areas. 

Those cities that have suffered the most severe deterioration have lost their 
major financial institutions to the outlying areas. Those tenants who are part of 
the extensive network of relationships that accompany a financial institution, 
such as law firms, are often compelled to follow the institution to its new 
building, creating even more vacancy in downtown. Therefore, the institutions 
whose location is most critical to the health of downtown Lubbock are the 
financial institutions. With their large investments in their facilities, and their 
web of relationships, they serve as retention agents for downtown. Even though 
there is a weak office market downtown all the major banks and financial 
institutions that serve the Lubbock region are still located downtown. 

Overall, the market evaluation indicates that while Downtown Lubbock is losing 
some ground, it is still the largest and most diverse employment center in the 
region with a daytime population of approximately 15,000 people, and is still 
recognized as the center of financial, government, and legal services for the 
entire region. 

The weaknesses of the downtown office market, however, has critical 
implications for other users. Without a strong office market, the retailers who 
depend upon employee expenditures suffer from low sales volume; this is 
evidenced by the continued departure of many Intown retailers to the outlying 
areas. The suburbanization process of the retail space was accelerated with the 
construction of South Plains Mall, a regional shopping mall constructed in the 
early 1970's near the intersection of Loop 289 and Slide Road. The mall acted as 
a catalyst for other developments, and additional retail space and office 
buildings were built in the general vicinity of the mall. 

In addition to generating sales tax revenue and meeting the needs of employees, 
Intown retail space generates street life and activity. This street life is missing 
in Lubbock's downtown core area because much of its retail space is scattered 
throughout the area instead of being located within a single district. In addition, 
many major employers have located retail elements such as employee cafeterias 
and concession stands within their buildings. A survey of downtown businesses 
located six subsidized cafeterias, four limited service food operations, and four 
executive dining rooms that operate on a daily basis and are located inside 
buildings occupied by major employers. 

As a result, employees who might otherwise leave their buildings remain inside 
their offices. While many of these cafeterias are open to the public, most of 
them are located internally within the building, where they do not provide any 
visual interest or activity at street level. 

- 11 -
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Perception of security problems also has hampered the growth of Intown 
businesses and investment; most Lubbock residents view the Intown area as being 
unsafe. Crime statistics support this view to a point. The Intown area, 
particularly Overton, has a higher rate of serious crime than other areas in 
Lubbock. However, these crime statistics should be viewed within the 
appropriate context. Areas with a dense residential population and a 
concentration of businesses invariably generate more crime than areas without 
these conditions because criminals are attracted to activity. Additionally, often 
areas perceived as unsafe merit increased police patrols, resulting in higher 
crime statistics. Rather than compare the Intown area with the overall Lubbock 
area, however, a more equitable comparison is between Intown Lubbock and 
another strong activity generator. For purposes of comparison, crime statistics 
for the area that includes South Plains Mall also were analyzed on Table 1. 

TABLEl 
CITY OF LUBBOCK CRIME STATISTICS 

AREAS: OVERTON CBD SOUTH CITY 
PLAINS 
MALL 

OVERTON CBD SOUTH 
AS A % 
OF 
TOTAL 

AS A % PLAINS 
OF AS A % 
TOTAL OF 

TOTAL 

7 / 1/86 
Total 
12/31/86 
Part 1* 
1 / 1/87 
Total 
6/30/87 
Part 1* 
7 / 1/87 
Total 
12/31/87 
Part 1* 
10/ 1/88 
Total 
6/30/88 
Part I* 

2,237 

1,047 

2,197 

1,020 

2,424 

1,120 

2,449 

1,050 

930 

340 

890 

307 

1,046 

416 

960 

330 

917 

419 

965 

504 

979 

525 

910 

478 

22,809 9.81% 4.08% 4.02% 

10,311 10.15% 3.30% 4.06% 

21,804 10.08% 

9,806 10.40% 

24,317 9.97% 

11,340 9.88% 

4.08% 4.43% 

3.13% 5.14% 

4.30% 4.03% 

3.67% 4.63% 

22,574 10.85% 4.25% 4.03% 

9,757 10.76% 3.38% 4.90% 

* Part 1 Include: Murder, rape, robbery, aggravated 
Events assault, burglary, theft/larceny, auto theft and arson. 

SOURCE: City of Lubbock Police Department 

As shown, the differential between these areas is not great, and in some 
instances, the district which includes the mall has a higher crime rate than 
downtown. While the crime statistics are important in determining the security 
of a particular area, in the final analysis public perception is even more 
important. If the public perceives a particular area as unsafe, it will avoid that 
area. 
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Traffic Analvsis 

Area Access - Downtown has good regional access from the existing city 
thoroughfares — Avenues H, Avenue Q, Broadway, 4th Street and 19th Street. 
The proposed 1-27 Freeway will provide additional access points (exit ramps) for 
downtown at 4th Street, 13th Street and 19th Street and will create new regional 
front doors into downtown and should cause development activity to shift to the 
east. Broadway will have no direct access from 1-27 due to the Santa Fe railroad 
R.O.W. but will be served indirectly by the 13th Street north-bound exit ramp. 

The proposed East/West Freeway along 4th Street will provide additional access 
for the entire Intown area. Exit ramps are proposed at Avenues G, K and Q, but 
continuous east/west frontage roads will also provide additional access capacity 
for other north/south streets. 

The existing city thoroughfare system provides most of the local access links to 
the Intown area along the following major thoroughfares: US 84 (Ave. Q), 
Broadway, 4th and 19th Streets, and further to the east Hwy. 87 (Ave A). 

Intown Lubbock has now, and will have to an even greater degree in the future, 
execellent regional traffic access. It is within an easy 20 minute drive of the 
entire Lubbock metropolitan population. 

- 1 4 -
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Street Capacitv - Downtown streets app)ear to have enough R.O.W. and lane 
capacity to accommodate existing and projected traffic demands. Several 
one-way couplet systems help distribute traffic; in fact, traffic is so well 
dispersed that volumes are too low to support serious retail activity except along 
Broadway and Avenue Q. This will change, however, with the completion of 
1-27. 

The projected (year 2005) traffic volumes for several key traffic corridors in the 
Intown area are as follows: 

Street Name 

Avenue Q 

Texas/Avenue H 

4th Street 
13thStreet 
19th Street 

15 
7-
12 

Existing 

23,000 
21,000 
15,000 
8,000 

-20,000 
-10,000 
-23,000 

Proiected Í2005) 

28,000 (from the south) 
29,000 (from the north) 
18,000 (south) 
6,000 (north) 

40-47,000 
16-18,000 
30-40,000 

Based on these projected traffic volumes, it would appear that intersections at 
Avenue Q and 4th, Q and 19th, 1-27 and 4th, and 1-27 and 19th have significantly 
higher traffic volumes in the future and may become strong commercial 
intersections. Those streets with total daily trips of 20,000 cars and up, wiU have a 
better chance to attract retail. 

Projected shifts in the regional approach traffic distribution into the Intown area are 
as follows: 

Existing Access 

Northorigin 17-18% 
South origin 34-35% 
East origin 14-15% 
Westorigin 36-38% 

Proiected Access 

North 23% 
South 33% 
East 16% 
West 28% 

The increase in traffic origins from the north can be attributed to the construction of 
the 1-27 freeway. Projections for the proposed Brownfield/East-West Freeway 
average between 40,000 and 45,000 vehicles per day. This will create more 
opportunities for development along the north boundary of the Intown area. 

Sources: State Highway Department 
Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. 
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Parking - Parking in downtown Lubbock is perceived as a major problem to visitors 
and employees alike. One issue is the cost. Primarily because of downtown land 
values and the existence of separate garages and lots, a fee for parking is usually 
necessary. The public's perception that parking in the suburbs is free does not help 
matters. Parking generally is not paid for directly in suburban office and retail 
centers. Instead, it is usually included in space rental costs. Thus, a "perceived" 
inequity exists. In reality, one pays for parking in the cost of goods and services from 
business in suburban centers. 

Another issue is the amount of parking. Again, there is a perception of not enough 
parking. The problem seems to be in the distribution of this parking as related to 
destinations. There appears to be adequate parking generally within easy access of 
most major concentrations of employment. In fact, the supply seems to have 
increased faster than the employee rate. The problem occurs in the location and 
supply of parking for visitors to downtown and for new office development within the 
core. While on street parking is free downtown, the off street supply is not signed or 
located well enough to be convenient and attractive to visitors and shoppers. 

The provision of future parking within downtown is an important issue. Currently, 
most of the parking facilities within the area are fragmented by ownership patterns. 
Parking is costly because of the amount of land it requires, and the parking 
requirements necessary to stay competitive with suburban ratios may, in fact, create 
disincentives to private redevelopment because of the difficulty and cost of acquiring 
land. 

- 1 8 -
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The diminution of the Intown area also is supported by an analysis of the City's tax 
base. Whereas the properties inside the Tax Increment Finance district accounted 
for a large share of the City's tax base prior to suburbanization, in 1988 they 
accounted for $96,924,611 or 2.06 percent, of the market value of the City's total 
tax roll of $4,701,373,440, according to the Lubbock Central Appraisal District. 
Note should be made that these figures are preliminary and do not include those 
properties whose values are currently being protested. 

Office 

Suburbanization has left Intown Lubbock with a stock of office buildings that have 
difficulty competing with newer, suburban office buildings in attracting new 
tenants or retaining existing tenants who are expanding. Interviews with those 
active in office leasing indicate that some office tenants who were interested in 
locating in downtown, or who wanted to improve the quality of their office space, 
were unable to find quality space of an appropriate size and configuration. As a 
result, these tenants were forced to locate outside the CBD. 

Some tenants currently located in the downtown do not appear to have a 
commitment to staying; remaining there does not appear to be a function of civic 
pride. This lack of commitment is compounded by the difficulty of remaining 
Intown. Not only does the market lack appropriate space, but the Intown area is a 
more difficult area in which to develop new facilities than the outlying area. In 
suburban Lubbock, vacant land can be purchased from a single owner for immediate 
development at reasonable prices. In the Intown area, land may be segmented into 
small parcels, making the purchase process more difficult, subject to greater risk 
and higher expense. 

Intown development also often requires the demolition of an existing building, 
which results in higher pre-development costs. Given the difficulty of construction 
and the lack of commitment by some of the tenants, it is not surprising that most 
of the recent development has occurred in the outlying areas. 
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Table 4 illustrates occupancy trends and additions to supply in the Lubbock office 
market. This table indicates that office space in the downtown generally has had a 
higher occupancy rate than suburban office space; however, as Table 2 illustrated, 
the downtown has had significantly less construction than suburban Lubbock. 

TABLE4 
CITY OF LUBBOCK 

MULTI-TENANT OFFICE SPACE 

SURVEYED SPACE 
(SQUARE FEET) 

1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 

746,000 
750,000 
902,000 

1,400,000 
1,800,000 
1,850,000 
1,736,000 
1,768,318 

SUBURBAN OFFICE CBD OFFICE 
OCCUPANCY OCCUPANCY 

94.6% 94.3% 
90.1% 95.1% 
84.6% 94.8% 
80.1% 97.4% 
62.0% 93.6% 
68.0% 67.8% 
67.8% 80.4% 
64.4% 84.3% 

SOURCE: Sentry Property Management, Inc. 

Retaii 

Those retailers left in downtown do not benefit from the potential retail 
expenditures implied by the size of the work force left in the downtown area 
because of a phenomenon known as retail leakage. Leakage refers to a consumer 
shopping pattern in which retail expenditures which typically can be expected to be 
generated within a particular area are not captured in that market, but are instead 
spent elsewhere. As a result of this leakage, the retailers are not experiencing the 
sales activity that are rightfully allocated to their particular submarket. In other 
words, the retailers experience missed opportunities, or sales. 

The reasons behind this downtown leakage are several. One is Lubbock's road 
system, which provides easy access to most areas within the region. As a result, a 
downtown worker can easily leave his office to shop or eat in the outlying areas, 
and return to work within the standard allotted lunch hour. In other words, 
expenditures that might have remained Intown without the area's excellent access 
have instead gone elsewhere. 

The lack of specific retail shops within a trade area also contribute to leakage. In 
interviews with Intown employees, many complained about their inability to 
purchase certain non-food items such as cards and sundries within walking distance 
of their offices. As a result, they are forced to buy these items outside of the 
Intown area. 
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If this buying power was captured entirely within the Intown area, it could support 
between 53,600 and 67,000 square feet of retail space. This assumes that, on a 
very conservative basis, a retail establishment must generate a sales volume 
between $200 and $250 per square foot in order to be profitable. 

The Umversitv Connection 

The Intown area also is suffering leakage from another significant economic base 
— Texas Tech University, which is located immediately west of Overton. Tech's 
enrollment has ranged between 21,200 and 23,700 students since 1982, and is 
expected to remain fairly stable for the immediate future. Applying the average 
retail expenditures of students surveyed in other similar college towns — $110 per 
month per student — it is estimated that Tech students' buying power totals 
approximately $27.8 million. This buying power does not include rents, textbooks, 
or dormitory food purchases. They also do not include the retail buying potential 
of the university's faculty or staff. 

As an indication of the magnitude of this buying power, if all expenditures were 
captured with the Intown area, they could support between 74,800 and 139,000 
square feet of retail space, assuming between $200 and $250 worth of annual sales 
per square foot. In other words, the students generate enough retail potential to 
support a not insignificant amount of retail space. 

A university the size of Tech typically generates the development of a "campus 
town," or a significant number of college-oriented retail business located within 
walking distance of the campus. However, a campus town is missing in Lubbock; 
retailers which used to be located across from the Tech campus have since moved 
to outlying areas. Students interviewed for this study complained about the quality 
of some of the retailers left in the campus area and consequently patronize 
retailers located in the outlying areas. As a result, what should be a significant 
economic generator for retail development with the Overton area in particular is 
left unserved. 

Dispersion of the students' retail expenditure potential also may be a function of 
the University's housing policy and housing conditions. Where Overton once 
supplied many of the residential units for Texas Tech students, many of those 
students have since moved to newer complexes in suburban Lubbock. The students' 
move to the suburbs also contributed to the departure of many retail 
establishments that are dependent upon student demand and are now located in the 
outlying areas. 
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The University contains approximately 7,000 residential units on campus — not 
enough to house one-third of the students — and requires only freshmen to live on 
campus. Although the university's units have an average occupancy rate ranging 
between 93 percent and 100 percent, the cost of occupancy is roughly comparable 
to the cost of two students sharing a market-rate apartment unit, even when the 
required meal plan is taken into account. Some of the university's dormitory rooms 
are not air conditioned, while air conditioning is standard in market-rate 
apartments. Given the university's housing policy, the price of university housing 
and the lack of air conditioning, the students have no strong incentive to stay on 
campus. 

Students who are members of fratemities and sororities also lack a strong 
incentive to live on campus because Tech does not have a Greek row typically 
found on campuses of its size. In a Greek row, fraternities and sororities with 
capacity to house their members are concentrated in a specific area and build a 
critical mass of residential units. Although the university does have fraternities 
and sororities, few have the ability to house members. The lack of fraternity and 
sorority housing further contributes to the dispersal of students — and their retail 
expenditures — throughout the Lubbock area. 

Rcsidentiai 

The Overton area has experienced minimal residential construction in recent 
years. Although no residential construction figures are available for this area, a 
review of building permit figures indicates a substantial decline for all of the City 
of Lubbock in recent years. For example, in the area of multi-family construction, 
permits have been issued to only 14 duplex units between 1986 and March, 1988. 

Overton is characterized by one residential subarea — North Overton — which is 
experiencing a critical level of deterioration, and another residential subarea — 
South Overton — which is relatively stable in terms of its physical condition. One 
of the contributing factors to the deterioration of North Overton appears to be the 
extent to which "spxjt zoning" of apartment complexes was allowed in a 
single-family neighborhood. 

Once apartments were developed, several single-family homes were purchased as 
rental units by absentee landlords. Although there are obviously exceptions, prior 
to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, absentee landlords were often motivated to 
purchase rental units for tax purpx ses, as opposed to purchasing rental units for the 
purpose of generating income for a longer period of time. Tax-motivated 
purchasers typically do not stress maintenance of the property to the same degree 
as an investor who has purchased the property with a long-term, income-producing 
investment scenario. 
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Since the advent of tax reform and the reduction of tax benefits to owning rental 
property, the incentives for maintenance on the part of a tax-motivated investor 
have lessened. As a result, the current deterioration in the units owned by 
absentee landlords can be anticipated to continue. It is reasonable to expect that 
many of these units will revert to the lender when the owner loses his incentive to 
service the debt on the property; current ownership of several properties has 
already transferred to the lending institutions. 

Housing occuring in the downtown area is limited to elderly housing units located in 
the Pioneer Hotel building. However, the Lubbock Housing Authority (LHA) has 
received a $2 million grant to renovate the Civic Center Inn into retirement 
housing units, and convert the Pioneer Hotel to perpetual care units. These initial 
housing projects are a signal to the city that housing is possible downtown and 
should be supported. An expanded residential population in downtown and Overton 
could encourage additional support uses and increase the activity cycle. 

Hotel/Motel 

The supply of "first class" hotel rooms in Lubbock (excluded in the defined 
competitive supply were those smaller motels offering limited services at very low 
rates) consists of 1,464 rooms in nine hotels and motels concentrated in three 
different areas in Lubbock: a concentration on Avenue Q adjacent to the Civic 
Center; scattered along Loop 289 between U.S. 87 and Brownfield Hwy.; and on 
Brownfield Hwy. near the Texas Tech campus. Two of the nine competitive hotels 
are "all-suite" properties: the Residence Inn and the Barcelona Court. These two 
hotels, and the limited-service La Quinta Motor Inn, and Paragon Hotel do not 
offer full restaurant services. However, restaurants are located near all hotels in 
the market. 

The hotel supply in Lubbock can be characterized as moderately-priced, mid-Ievel 
motor hotels, in fair to good condition, offering visitors an adequate range of 
facilities and service levels from which to choose. In general, hoteliers 
characterized the market as "flat". They see little reason that demand will change 
dramatically in the near future. The market has experienced a decline since the 
early 1980's caused by an increase in supply and a down-trend in demand tied to 
the economy. 

In 1988, market demand was estimated to be as follows: 

Market Sepment 

Corporate 
Groups & Conventions 
Tourists/Sports/Weekend 
Airline/Contract/Medical/Other 

Total Demand 341,900 100% 

Overall demand is up slightly in 1988 from the previous year's 62 percent 
occupancy level, however, each segment is experiencing the following conditions: 

1. Corporate Demand is likely to continue to fluctuate with general 
economic conditions, especially in agriculture. 
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Rooms Nights 
Demanded 

202,600 
43,600 
60,600 
35,100 

Percent 
Of Total 

59% 
13 
18 
10 



2- Group Demand is growing at a moderate pace through the efforts of the 
Visitors and Convention Bureau. However, West Texas remains a hard sell 
compared to other major cities in the state. Civic Center facilities are 
very good, and more than adequate for the foreseeable future. 

3. Tourist/Sports/Weekend Demand consists of parents and fans visiting 
Texas Tech for games, reunions and graduations; gatherings of regional 
and national sporting organizations; and strong weekend demand from 
throughout the region for people coming to Lubbock for shopping and 
entertainment. 

4. Other Demand in Lubbock consists of airline crews, contracts for training 
and truckers, patients at the medical centers and their families, and 
various miscellaneous sources. No substantial future growth is expected 
in this segment. 

This level of demand equates to an aggregate occupancy of 64 percent estimated 
for 1988. Competitive hotels reported a range of occupancies from a low of 55 
percent to a high of 77 percent. This market occupancy is higher than in many 
Texas cities in 1988, but is, unfortunately, still at a level which provides 
less-than-adequate profit levels, and new hotel construction is still some way 
off. 

>Vhile construction figures and vacancy rates provide some indication as to the 
condition of a market, an analysis of the market's physical characteristics, the 
nature of its businesses and residents located, and the general market perception 
provide additional insight into a market's dynamics. These dynamics provide an 
indication as to whether a market can capture its share of Lubbock's economic 
growth. 
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4: SITE ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS 

Intown Lubbock today has its strengths and weaknesses, its problems and 
opportunities. Certain forces and characteristics contribute to a positive 
environment for revitalization. At the same time, many problems exist whose 
negative effects must be recognized and dealt with accordingly. 

Asfiîs 

1. A strong existing base including city and county government centers, 
banking and financial institutions and major churches. 

2. A number of architecturally noteworthy buildings. 
3. Existing downtown property and merchants organizations. 
4. Strong business leadership for economic development and long range 

planning. 
5. General media understanding and support of the benefits and process for 

downtown revitalization. 
6. Good regional access. 

Uabiiities 

1. A location not at the strategic center of the metropolitan p)opulation. 
2. A declining image and retail base, and general lack of activity and 

investor confidence. 
3. Competition from new suburban developments. 
4. Inconvenient retail and visitor parking. 
5. A lack of pedestrian amenities and public urban spaces. 
6. A lack of a single coordinated downtown development entity. 
7. An unstable downtown fringe area with declining residential 

neighborhoods. 

To summarize the current jwsition of the Intown area, it appears that Downtown 
Lubbock has become a single-use district, dominated by financial institutions, 
law firms and government agencies. Residents and employees in the outlying 
areas who do not have business with these institutions have no reason to frequent 
downtown, and those uses which are dependent upon other sources of demand — 
most noticeably the retailers — have since left the area. At the present time, 
there does not appear to be an economic force which will reverse the trend. 

Overton, particularly north Overton, has become a deteriorated area dominated 
by absentee landlords and poorly maintained single family and multi-family 
residences. Like downtown, residents outside the district no longer have a 
reason to frequent the area. Instead, many of the residents are those who cannot 
afford to live elsewhere in the Lubbock area. 
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4: Create a Special Downtown Retail District 

The quality of retailing sets the overall public impression of a city's downtown 
image, even when it is a small compx)nent of the total area. In order to make 
downtown retail competitive with suburban centers, there must be retail space 
suitable for a wide range of tenants, and effective links to other activities and 
entertainment uses. Downtown retail must create a special environment that is 
different from the suburban retail setting, one that encourages the downtown 
workforce to stay in town for eating, entertainment and shopping, and be 
attractive enough to draw regional traffic after work and on weekends. 

The remaining downtown retailers must organize to provide a more effective 
collective regional retail destination. A downtown retail district must appeal 
not only to the existing downtown employment base but also a wider regional 
clientele. It must provide state-of-the-art retail space, exhibit design flair, and 
provide the type of public urban spaces missing from the regional malls. The 
existing downtown tenant mix has to expand to include more food and beverage, 
entertainment, cinemas, and specialty shops. Performing arts, museums and 
other types of cultural amenities should be located within walking distance to 
increase the potential customer base. Good regional access and a supply of short 
term customer parking are essential components of the plan. 

Retailers attracted into a new downtown location are not necessarily the 
retailers currently located downtown. They will include new retailers who have 
to be sold on the idea that downtown is the place to be, and convinced that there 
are niches in the regional markets for unmet demands not currently served by 
the suburban malls and shopping centers. Derived demand can be achieved 
through the development of retail space that offers the market a new form of 
retailing. 

It has been reported that most of the shoppers who frequent South Plains Mall 
are not from Lubbock; instead they are from other parts of west Texas and 
eastern New Mexico. This purported lack of local support may provide some 
opportunity for Intown, despite the departure of major retailers. 

The city's role is to help assemble the land for such ventures, and to provide seed 
money for the initial stages of development wherever feasible. 
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5: Create a User Friendlv Public Environment 

The city street, unlike a road, is that component of the urban fabric that is not 
only a way to get from here to there — but also a place to be. The street is 
experienced and used by people more than any other form of public space, and 
since it is manmade, it is a public space that can be creatively used and 
developed. In order to promote increased pedestrian use and enjoyment, 
improvements to the streetscape are essential, even at the expense of improved 
vehicular traffic movement in some cases. 

The city's capital improvement program for the downtown core must be designed 
to promote a sense of "activity" and "life" by encouraging the use of expanded 
pedestrian areas (sidewalk, plazas, arcades, etc.) and street planting for a 
variety of pedestrian-related activities, open-air restaurants, and sidewalk 
sales. It should provide more softscape in the downtown such as trees, flowers, 
parks, and moving water, and places to sit, meet, talk, watch, play and read 
within buildings and spaces available to the public. It should also encourage 
weather protection in new developments for pedestrians and conveniences such 
as arcades, canopies, and atriums. 

The city should develop street furniture design guidelines that identify 
appropriate clustering of pedestrian amenities, benches, drinking fountains, bus 
shelters, landscaping, kiosks, public and private information systems. 

The development of a positive image for all public and private parking lots is 
also important to the atmosphere of downtown. A downtown parking plan should 
identify sites for future public parking locations, and set standards for consistent 
lighting, paving patterns and materials, striping, signing, and landscaping of 
interior areas and edges. This would greatly improve the appearance of parking 
lots, complement new development, and provide a better sense of security for 
casual visitors and shoppers. 

6: Link Centers of Activitv 

The downtown subdistricts, activity centers, and Texas Tech campus need to be 
linked in order to mutually reinforce each other. Well-designed linkages can 
expand the walkable core while enhancing the pedestrian experience. Because of 
the Intown activity centers such as the Governmental Center, the downtown 
core, and the Texas Tech campus are dispersed, there is not only a need to assure 
that each of these areas have adequate quantities of parking spaces, but that the 
individual areas are linked together by the transportation system. While the 
existing street system generally accomplishes this physically, trolley shuttle 
service offers an alternative to inefficient use of the automobile for short trips 
which require parking spaces (like the lunch time rush hour). 
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The reorganization of public transit routes to connect other outlying activity 
centers, major employment centers, and residential districts near the Intown 
area must also be encouraged. 

7: Cluster Communitv Arts Facilities. Theaters. and Museums 

Although this study does not include a detailed analysis of space needs, previous 
reports and discussions with responsible individuals led to a number of 
suggestions for aggregating these facilities downtown. Such facilities are a key 
to an active downtown and thriving cultural activities. Museum facilities and 
the arts and sciences they display should not be located in some remote setting, 
but have a more direct relationship to the urbanized context and the culture, 
society and history that produced them. The city should pursue a role that 
actively seek sites and encourages each of these community facilities to locate 
along the Broadway corridor where other commercial and business uses are 
clustered. This would provide maximum access for the downtown workers and 
for people from the rest of the region using all modes of transportation. 

8: Involve the Churches 

The Intown area contains large churches with congregations composed of 
thousands of members. Potentially, they represent strong forces for 
development. In other cities, many of the larger churches are embarking upon 
"cradle-to-grave" development programs. They offer their members services 
from the time they are in the cradle — typically a nursery — to their advance 
years — typically a retirement center or nursing facility. In between these 
stages, churches provide schools and recreational facilities for their members. 
These facilities are developed within close proximity to the central church 
building, and over time, this "cradle-to-grave" care can evolve into a large 
campus with many buildings. 

The experience of other churches indicates that this concept can be successful, 
if it is properly executed. The church members already have a strong emotional 
tie with the church, and are likely to consider using its facilities before using 
other facilities that are not affiliated with their church. The development of 
multiple uses around the church also increases its involvement in their lives, and 
promotes a stronger church membership. 

These activities could provide a stabilizing influence particularly for the Overton 
area by bringing in a strong constituency that will help protect property values. 
Land use and zoning standards that facilitate the creation of Church Campus 
development must be established along the Broadway corridor beyond the 
existing CBD zoning district. 
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9: Stabilize the Overton Residential Arê ŷ 

Short of a massive urban renewal initiative the key to halting the deterioration 
of most of the residential areas in Overton is more effective code enforcement. 
Even if the city is unable to find funds to beef up its inspection procedures, there 
are several in the code enforcement battle. When administering enforcement 
I»*ograms and the implementation required improvements, the city should use 
financial assistance programs to aid those who cannot afford the improvements. 

Maintaining the appearance of a neighborhood is important but is not the only 
reason the city should demand compliance with codes. In rundown areas crime 
becomes a greater problem. Dilapidated houses become havens for drug 
activity. A possible stabilization strategy could be to establish a police 
storefront operation in the Overton area. 

The other aspect of stabilization deals with strategies and tactics that encourage 
the building of a wide range of market-rate housing ( single-family, 
multi-family, and student housing) within the Overton district. The city should 
rezone the district to allow a much wider range of residential densities, 
encouraging the higher density development in or near centers of activity. The 
city should also develop and adopt a rehabilitation code and building code 
revisions, to address improvement of older residential buildings in order to 
encourage revitalization, and make planning advisory services available to the 
residents of the district. 

10: Respect the Needs of Private Sector Developers 

The community must recognize the importance of private investment and the 
needs of the development industry. A flexible system of Intown development 
control, sensitive to environmental as well as economic concerns must be 
developed, together with incentives that encourage adaptive reuse of buildings 
that are well located and structurally sound but lack a strong market for their 
original use. The city must develop creative public/private joint development 
opportunities and provide public improvements from the TIF fund in the form of 
public parking and other public amenities as incentives for development. The 
city should accelerate the approval process, introduce more flexible zoning 
standards and pursuade the banks (the largest stakeholders in downtown) to 
provide low interest interim and permanent financing for new construction 
within the Intown area. 
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11: Relocate Incompatible Uses: 

Some uses which were originally located downtown because of rail access or 
tradition are no longer compatible with the area. They create congestion, truck 
traffic, environmental or safety problems, and they also use space that could be 
converted to shops or housing, and they could be better located elsewhere. In 
particular, the city should pursue a policy of relocating auto-related facilities 
(used car lots, auto dealers, and repair shops) into special designated districts 
near Intown, but away from the major gateway streets. It should also 
reevaluate, control and enforce land-use and zoning decisions that could prevent 
strip commercial or business services from developing along the 1-27 frontage 
roads, and should encourage non-conforming businesses and industries to relocate 
to areas designated for this purpose. 
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6: COMPONENTS OF THE REDEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The goal of this plan is to promote the development of a compact, 
pedestrian-oriented downtown core with a strong regional identity. This core 
area sits within a transportation framework that includes the regional freeways 
as well as the city thoroughfares. The most important of these throughfares is 
Broadway Street. This street must become the major development spine for new 
development within the Intown area. It will be anchored at the east end by the 
downtown core and at the west end by the Texas Tech campus, and becomes the 
organizing element that gives Downtown Lubbock its urban form. The 
development that will occur in the Intown area will include a wide range of 
possible land uses, from high-density commercial offices located within the core 
near the 1-27 freeway, to relatively low-density single family housing in new 
subdivisions located off Broadway in the Overton district. 

Each of the plan components outlined here is based on findings from the market 
overview, site analysis and traffic analysis identified in this study. They will all 
require further detailed feasibility analysis by either the public or private sector 
before a serious development proposal can be implemented. However, they each 
represent an achievable development initiative that, collectively, can go a long 
way towards revitalizing the Intown area between now and the year 2000. 
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The following individual plan components are described here in no particular 
order of importance: 

The Broadwav Corridor 

The objective is to make Broadway serve as the functional link between Texas 
Tech and the downtown core and to make it ihfi distinctive urban space in the 
Intown area and upgrade its physical appearance with special lighting, 
landscaping, improved sidewalks, and environmental graphics. It becomes the 
single prestigious address for most new commercial developments in the Intown 
area. The link can be reinforced by a trolley shuttle that runs along Broadway 
from the Tech campus to Avenue G, with a major tumaround and special public 
events plaza occurring as a downtown terminus (Trolley Square). 

The city should concentrate initial streetscape improvement programs along 
Broadway, and continue the city policy of replacing paved sections with the 
earlier brick street paving pattern. Streetscape elements should include a 
coordinated lighting system, a public planting plan, intersection paving 
improvements, and a special graphics system. A lighting program that utilizes 
historic light fixtures has been implemented on several blocks in downtown and 
Overton. This lighting theme should be continued throughout the length of 
Broadway in the study area. Develop a tree planting program for Broadway and 
selected downtown streets that link activity centers and parking areas to the 
Broadway spine. 

Mixed Use Development District 

With a shift in develop patterns west towards Avenue Q, there exists a possibility 
to create a mixed-use development district near the intersection of Broadway 
and Q. The district should be located in the northeast corner and could contain 
three or more uses - a major office user, a hotel serving the convention center 
and downtown, and support retail, food and beverage services. The district (or 
center) should draw upon the downtown employment base and the Civic Center, 
and needs to be within walking distance of the core and convention center. The 
retail must have high visibility and traffic exposure to Broadway and Avenue Q. 

The specialty retail component of the development has to appeal not only to the 
existing downtown employment base but also a wider regional clientele, and 
should be state-of-the-art, exhibiting design flair, color, variety and texture. It 
is envisioned as a series of small shops and stores clustered around the public 
events space with a mall connecting back to Broadway. 

The public spaces within the development should be designed as people places 
with witty signage, lighting and environmental graphics. These spaces may be 
open or enclosed, and able to accommodate large public events and gatherings. 

The development framework should allow this project to be implemented by 
either a single builder/developer as a single complex or as a series of individual 
development initiatives under a set of comprehensive development guidelines. 
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Before Vlew of Broadway Looking West 

After Vlew of Broadway Looklng West 
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The 13th Street Retail Mall 

The objective is to cluster downtown retailers in one central district that 
provides a pleasant pedestrian shopping environment while retaining vehicular 
access and on-street short term parking. Vehicular traffic along a three block 
length of 13th Street between Avenue J and Texas Avenue would be limited to 
two lanes, and one row of head-in short-term parking and unloading. 

The existing sidewalks would be widened to 13' on both sides of the street and 
"neck down" at each cross street intersection to shorten the crosswalks and to 
provide additional areas for planting, benches, kiosks and trolley shelters. Street 
trees will be planted at 30' centers within a 5' wide planting zone located 
adjacent to the back of curb on both sides of the street. Canopies, awnings and 
signs and banners should be encouraged along this three block area to add 
interest, color and to provide more comfort for the j)edestrian. 

Continuity of street level activities should be encouraged, particularly those 
which are conducive to evening activity. Facades should be designed to provide 
variety while maintaining horizontal continuity of the street character. The 
human scale should prevail at street level. Pedestrian crosswalks at each 
intersection should be paved in contrasting materials (brick or granite pavers) 
and special "gateway" symbols erected at each end of the mall to signal 
motorists that they are entering a special zone with higher densities of 
pedestrian traffic. Clean-up/Fix-up programs for the existing retailers should 
be developed by the Downtown Development Association. 
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Trollev Square 

Trolley Square has four main functions; to create a major public square as a 
focal point for Downtown Lubbock on Broadway; to provide a terminus and 
tumaround for the Broadway trolley; to accommodate a transit hub for regional 
buses coming to the downtown area where riders could switch from bus to 
trolley; and to create a gateway to downtown for regional traffic from the 1-27 
freeway. The square would occupy a complete city block located at the 
southwest comer of Broadway and H street and should be landscaped to serve as 
the outdoor sj^ecial events space for public celebrations, art shows and swap 
meets. TroUey Square together with the proposed city market would anchor the 
east end of downtown. 

Farmers/Citv Market 

The objective is to relocate the existing Farmers' Market downtown at the 
proposed Trolley Square and combine it with a city market. This development 
could anchor the east end of downtown and take advantage of its strategic 
regional location at the 1-27 exit ramp at 13th Street. 

The core of these markets is typically a farmers market, which sells fresh 
produce grown in the region. Around this core of farm produce retailers develop 
other small businesses which sell processed food, flowers, baked goods as well as 
arts and craft items. As the city market expands, it accommodates refrigerated 
space, meat, fish and dairy products. Small restaurants, concession stands, and 
even food courts featuring local specialities also are common. 

The key to the city markets is the quality of the items sold, as well as the 
atmosphere. In the more successful city markets, shopping becomes a form of 
entertainment, attracting residents who would otherwise never frequent the 
center city. Many of the city markets are publicly owned with inexpensive 
building types expressing festive architectural styles. An enclosed building of 
approximately 30,000-40,000 square feet should be large enough for the likely 
demand in the initial years of operations. Open air sheds for the typical farmers 
market produce could range from 60,000 - 100,000 square feet. 

This type of facility would operate probably as a farmers market two or three 
days a week (including Saturdays), with the city market open each work day. The 
parking requirement for this type of combined facility might need less than the 
equivalent amount of conventional retail space as part of the customer base 
would be arriving by bus or originates within walking distance in the downtown 
core. A site of approximately 4 - 5 acres should be large enough to 
accommodate this building program and parking. 
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Multi-Usc Arena 

The objective is to replace the existing aging Municipal Coliseum with a new 
state-of-the-art 15,000-17,000 seat arena. At this size it would be able to 
achieve an economic utilization by hosting a wide variety of functions including 
Tech basketball games, concerts, cultural events, spillover convention center 
business, and rodeo events. The construction of a large, multi-use arena also 
could host events by the Lubbock Independent School District, private schools, 
and other public events. 

The location of the arena must also be carefully evaluated. There are two 
possible sites: one near the Civic Center on the east side of Avenue Q adjacent 
to the downtown core near the cluster of existing hotels, sharing parking and 
providing an overspill function *or conventions and exhibition. The other possible 
site is on the west side of Avenue Q located in the northeast quadrant of the 
Overton area. It would still be close enough to the Civic Center to derive 
benefits and it would provide a revitalizing element within a destablized area of 
the city. In either case it is important that the formal or symbolic entrance to 
any new facility is addressed from Broadway, even if functionally, the traffic 
access is routed from other city streets. This can be accomplished through 
identity signage, pylons or an event advertising marquee being located on 
Broadway, in conjunction with special landscaping. 

Campus Town 

The objective is to capture the unmet demand and spending power of the Texas 
Tech student population, and develop a Campus Town retail center near the 
intersection of Broadway and University. Containing support retail, restaurants 
and entertainment facilities, the center would serve the student population and 
adjacent Overton neighborhoods. With a potential need for 75,000-140,000 
square feet of space, Campus Town is still contingent on the return of a sizable 
amount of new student housing in the Overton area. 

Overton Housing 

With no new multi-family housing starts in the past 3-1/2 years, and the 
continued aging of existing garden apartments, there could be a demand for 
student housing in the North Overton area in the next few years. The objective 
is to capture future residential markets in both North and South Overton. South 
Overton could accommodate single family faculty housing that would be 
compatible with the existing single family neighborhood in the southwest 
quadrant. Both housing areas would depend on enough land assembly for a 
critical mass of housing to provide an incentive for residential builders to start a 
range of housing programs over several years of continual development. The city 
should establish new zoning standards that í>ermit a wider range of housing types 
within Overton. 
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Overton Park 

Overton is too large a district to be dealt with as one single residential 
neighborhood. The objective is to implement a major north/south linear park 
dividing it into smaller neighborhood units each containing a range of different 
housing programs. This open space could be developed between two of the 
north/south avenues and could ultimately extend to 4th and 19th Streets. This 
linear park could be configured to include the Lubbock High School, the Ramirez 
elementary school at 8th Street, and the Intemational Cultural Center. 

The open space space could also function as a buffer between residential 
neighborhoods to the west and a possible arena site or commercial development 
to the east along the Avenue Q corridor. 

Intemational Cultural Center 

In order to insure its success, the proposed International Cultural Center is a 
redevelopment opportunity that needs to be considered in the planning 
framework. Several issues concerning the project should be considered - shared 
parking plans with the First Baptist Church to reduce surface parking, a front 
door presence on Broadway, and the impact of traffic access on surrounding 
neighborhoods. 

Church Campuses 

The existing churches located along Broadway should expand their ministries and 
facilities to include "cradle to grave" activities and programs for their 
congregations. These could include day care centers, educational classes, 
retirement housing, etc. that would give members additional reasons to use the 
church facilities. The expansions and new programs could also help in stabilizing 
the Overton neighborhood, while building a strong constituency for the 
neighborhood through church support. The city should make certain that the 
appropriate zoning is in place to allow for such facility expansions. 

South Plains CoIIege 

South Plains College is a major stakeholder in downtown that has had positive 
influences on the community. It could have additional positive influences on 
downtown as the college is trying to initiate a vo-tech training school and is 
considering sites in the Intown area. The school could ultimately have 2,000 
students and 40 job training programs, which would add to the economic 
development of Lubbock while bringing more people to the downtown area. 

The city should support the coUege's efforts to find a suitable building(s) in or 
near downtown for the vo-tech training school. The existing college is a positive 
economic development tool, and a vo-tech facility would only strengthen its role 
in downtown and the region. 
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7: TRANSPORTATION ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN 

The main objective is to provide a safe and efficient extemal and intemal 
system of vehicular circulation in Downtown Lubbock. The system must be 
planned to serve future traffic needs as well as existing demands, and to provide 
access to and through the downtown area to adjacent areas and sectors of the 
community. 

Thc plan identifies a hierarchy of streets and circulation pattems which 
complement the existing street system and reinforce downtown's regional 
accessibility. The proposed system will help reduce the safety hazards and 
annoyances of vehicular and pedestrian conflicts. Many of the changes must be 
planned in conjunction with the 1-27 Freeway reconstruction time frame. The 
close relationship between land-use decisions and transportation should also be 
carefully considered for each individual development proposal. 

Strcct System: 

The vehicular circulation and access recommendations are as foUows: 

1. Make 13th Street a one-way thoroughfare westbound to function as a 
circulation couplet with Main Street serving the downtown core. 

2. Continue 13th Street between Texas Avenue and Avenue H to facilitate 
the proposed couplet traffic flow. 

3. Narrow 13th Street down to two moving lanes of traffic between Texas 
Avenue and Avenue L, to create a "shopping street" with additional 
landscaping and head-in parking. 

4. Within the proposed retail district reintroduce head-in parking on selected 
streets where R.O.W widths are large enough and traffic volumes low 
enough to warrant this reduction in lane capacity. Suggested streets 
include Avenues J, K, and L. 

5. Insure adequate destination signage from the 1-27 corridor onto 13th 
Street, as well as signage at 4th Street and 19th Street. 

Thg Transit Center: 

Incorporate a new Transit Center in the Trolley Square proposal to demonstrate 
Lubbock's commitment to quality public transportation, and to serve as a 
catalyst to preserve, if not expand, ridership. It should be designed to provide 
weather protection for bus passengers waiting and transferring between routes, 
as well as those utilizing the downtown trolley system, and be located within the 
downtown core near the center of employment. 

The cost of constructing this transit center could be substantially financed with 
federal Urban Mass Transportation (UMTA) funds (up to 80%). 
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Trollev Shuttle: 

An assessment of potential ridership based upon the distribution of downtown 
employment indicates that an east-west route along Broadway would serve a 
significant number of potential riders. The route could link the Government 
Center area to the Tech Campus. It should also link the public parking facilities 
along this corridor. 

The trolleys would be of the rubber-tired variety that could operate on 10 
minute headway times. The Texas Tech campus would be the western 
destination point, and a trolley tumaround on the east end of downtown would be 
the eastem terminus. The timing of the initiation of this proposal must be linked 
to the completion of either the city market or another type of specialty retail 
center, in order to provide a significant destination at the terminus of the 
system. 

Downtown Parking: 

Establish a Parking Operations group to coordinate the activities of both private 
and public operators, and to assume responsibility for parking violations 
enforcement. This group together with the Downtown Development Association 
should prepare a detailed parking plan for the downtown core consisting of a 
system of centrally located parking garages able to accommodate parking 
demand ahead of actual need. Ideally these should be located within easy 
walking distance of Broadway (three blocks north or south), and set 
approximately 1000 -1500 feet apart so that all areas of the downtown core are 
within a five minute walk. This is an early action project initiated either by the 
city or the property owners to avoid the continuing self destruction of the 
downtown core through the indiscriminate tearing down of its fabric for surface 
parking lots. 

There appear to be other opportunities to enhance the existing parking by 
implementing the following action program: 

1. Establish at least one major public parking facility in close proximity to 
the retail centers in the downtown core which will be primarily for short 
term shopper use. 

2. Locate parking facilities on the periphery of the core to intercept 
commuters and reduce vehicular traffic congestion. Link this peripheral 
parking to the trolley shuttle service. 

3. Implement a comprehensive directional signing program for major public 
and private parking facilities to aid motorists in locating and traveling to 
these facilities. "Trail Blazer" signs at all of the major entry points into 
downtown and along the major streets leading to these facilities will make 
it more convenient for motorists to access the facilities, especially if 
they are unfamiliar with them. Such a program has a low capital cost 
compared to the benefits that can be derived. 
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10: URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES 

The primary focus of the urban design guidelines is on the appearance of 
buildings, the quality of public open space, parking, landscaping and the overall 
appearance of Intown. There are several more universal urban design aspects of 
downtown revitalization that are discussed including the following: 

Forms of Revitalization 

Downtown Lubbock is a rich mixture of new and old buildings, consequently, 
downtown revitalization efforts will consist of a mixture of new development, 
redesign and rehabilitation, and it is important to understand the special nature 
and constraints of each type of development. 

1. New Design - If new construction is to be undertaken, the design solutions 
must be sensitive to the surrounding environment. An effort should be 
made to create buildings that complement the scale and design idioms of 
the surrounding buildings. 

2. Redesign - There are also many other older buildings located downtown 
that still have many years of useful life that are not necessarily 
architecturally or historically significant. Redesign is the recommended 
technique for buildings that now retain little of their original architectural 
character. Redesign is also necessary for a building of unattractive design 
or for one whose intended use is totally different from its original use. 
Redesign should also be sensitive to neighboring buildings and to the 
element of scale, design idiom, texture, color and materials. 

3. Restoration - This technique is usually reserved for buildings of rare 
historical or architectural significance. An accurate well-crafted 
restoration requires a great deal of research, time, and money, and means 
literally restoring a building to its original condition and appearance. 

4. Rehabilitation and Adaptive Use - Rehabilitation is the process of 
returning a building to a state of usefulness through repair or alteration, 
making as efficient a contemporary use as possible while retaining the 
historic spirit of the building. Rehabilitation may entail the introduction 
of elements that are non-historical but that are well-designed in 
themselves and relate well to older parts of the building. The key is that 
the original form of the remodeled building is still apparent although 
modified. 
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Developmept Sta"^?" ŝ Within The Downtown Core 

This area is served by a framework of existing city streets bounded by 4th Street 
to the north, 1-27 to the east, 19th Street to the south, and Avenue Q to the 
west. This is essentially the heart of the city, and street level activity and 
pedestrian linkages are to be encouraged. Items that create gaps in the 
continuity of the street wall must be avoided, particularly along the major 
pedestrian streets. The following general urban design guideline are proposed: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Lot Coveraee - New construction must be allowed to have 100% lot 
coverage not only to provide an incentive for development, but also to 
fill each block as much as possible and to maintain the continuity of 
each street. 

Building Heights - within the downtown core area building heights 
should be unlimited, again to provide incentives for development, and 
also to create an interesting skyline effect for downtown within its 
regional setting (within the areas framing the downtown core area, 
including the Civic Center, a lower maximum height of, say 150', should 
be set to create a lower building foreground for the downtown core 
area). 

To add visual interest and variety, vertical architectural extensions 
such as parapets, spires, gables, sloped roofs and towers are encouraged 
in the design of all new and rehabilitated construction. These 
architectural elements should be allowed to extend above the building 
height limits. 

Standards For New Mixed-Use Developments - New mixed-use 
developments should be compatible in scale and character with the 
existing downtown buildings. They should be designed to recognize that 
the proposed building complex will be seen as part of the urban fabric 
of the downtown and that a typical suburban development surrounded by 
a sea of asphalt and cars would be inappropriate. 

At street level buildings should provide protection from ice, 
accumulated snow, rain, and wind, and also plan to take advantage of 
good weather. The building layouts should provide areas of significant 
or continuous protection on at least one sidewalk and to and from major 
parking areas through the use of arcades, awnings, canopies or 
glass-covered walkways. 

Open-air seating in cafe and restaurants should be designed to 
withstand year round weather. Arcades, canopies, and awnings 
(permanent or retractable) provide shade, define an outdoor area as a 
special place, and add color and life to buildings. The ground area 
covered by an awning or canopy can be paved in tile or brick or 
bordered by landscape planters to further define the area. 
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The many architectural styles found in Downtown Lubbock reflect the growth of 
the town and the vitality of its distinct subdistricts. New infill buildings and 
less-than-historic buildings should be evaluated in terms of how well they relate 
to their surrounding context as well as in terms of their individual design. Each 
building should be judged on its own qualities, not by its age. 

1. Buildings in the downtown core and along the Broadway corridor should 
be designed with an expressed base, shaft and an accentuated top and 
with well defined building entrances. What you see close up at the base 
of buildings (the street-level storefronts, doorways, canopies and 
arcades) and what you see from a distance (the skyline profile) are the 
most critical design features that should be controlled. The selection 
of the color and material of the building elements in between are 
important but the design detail of these elements is less so. 

2. Window openings on facades fronting a public streets should not be 
greater than 70% nor less than 30% of the facade area, in order to 
avoid glass box buildings and blank facade walls. Glass curtain walls, 
spandrel glass, or mirrored glass should be discouraged as facade 
cladding systems. They tend to generate ethereal buildings that have 
no apparent scale, solidity, or fixed position in the urban fabric. 

3. A variety in window proportions is encouraged to avoid horizontal or 
vertical banding. Avoid the use of strongly "banded" or "layered" design 
vemaculars employing highly contrasting colors. This has the effect of 
changing the apparent scale of the building, creating an optical illusion 
that makes the building jump out of its setting. It can result in a 
disjointed appearance in the line of buildings on a single street or city 
block. 

4. The solid to void relationships in existing building facade openings in 
historic structures should be preserved and remain unaltered wherever 
possible. When new window or door openings are introduced in existing 
facades for functional reasons, they should compliment the existing 
facade grid and proportion pattern. 
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Exterior Appcarance of Bwldings 

Facade colors and materials can provide visual consistency and unity within 
downtown and its subareas, The number of materials employed on the exterior 
of new buildings should be kept to a minimum. Limiting the number of materials 
allows visual simplicity and harmony to be achieved without setting up complex 
individual material requirements or restrictions. 

1. The general requirement for the selection of suitable exterior building 
materials is that they work well together visually, and are compatible 
with the existing adjacent buildings in the same block or street. 

No more than two basic exterior building materials, in addition to glass, 
should be used on separate building blocks. Ideally, one of the materials 
must have the dominant role. 

The foUowing exterior cladding materials should be prohibited: 

o 

e 

o 

o 

o 

Imitation stone ( but not precast stone) 
Aluminum siding 
Raw aluminum 
Galvanized steel 
Wood siding 

Color is an integral element of the total building design and will, if 
carefully considered, add to the distinctive unity and identity of a 
project. The preferred dominant colors: 

• Light, medium or dark warm greys or sand tones (matching some 
of the native sandstone colors) 

• Tinted glass - solar bronze, solar grey. 

• Avoid using blacks and stark whites for exterior cladding, and 
tinted or reflective glass in pinks and golds. The dominant color 
range should relate in tone value to other dominant colors in the 
block or street. 

5. The dominant colors of building facades are also enhanced through the 
use of accent colors for the trim and detailing of facades. Accent 
colors should not be restricted, however, garish or fluorescent colors 
should be avoided. They can be applied to trim, fascia boards, door or 
window panels, awnings, and miscellaneous metals, and can be chosen 
with flexibility to create building or tenant identity, or to draw 
attention to certain architectural details. 
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Building Setbacks 

While there is no ideal building setback which is appropriate for the entire 
downtown area or an entire street length, a uniform and well defined street wall 
is a desirable condition in the downtown core in order to define the street and 
create comfortable pedestrian spaces. The setbacks can vary from street 
segment to street segment, depending on the width and cross section of the 
street. However, the existing street space and grid pattem should be respected. 
The following setback standards are recommended: 

1. The position of the front facade of buildings fronting on the major 
streets is critical to the spatial quality and scale of downtown's 
development pattem. Because the exact size and shape of new infill 
development is unknown, a "mandatory facade line** should be 
established along all major streets with high volumes of pedestrian 
traffic. Such a line is not to be confused with the traditional front 
building setback, which indicates the minimum distance that a building 
must be set back from the street, permitting a greater setback if 
desired. The "mandatory facade line" requires the building facade, or 
parts thereof, in all cases, be located on this line. 

2. Modem high rise office towers have windows on all four sides. This 
means that they very rarely occupy an entire city block. Therefore, a 
design that allows a lower base podium which "spreads" the building 
over a greater area of the site at street level should be encouraged to 
provide a street wall for the first two or three stories. This stepback, 
or podium, helps to mitigate the canyon like effect along streetwalls 
made up of tall buildings. Therefore in order to provide a unifying 
building height along primary and secondary streets, a building podium 
of consistently applied height throughout a given street segment is 
encouraged (50' is a typical height with a minimum stepback of 20'). 

3. Recognize that corner buildings at the intersections of the major 
streets are vitally important to the image of the downtown. Special 
attention should be given to the building forms permitted on corners. 
Avoid the erosion of the street corner with building site plans that set 
the building footprint too far back. However, a deeper setback at 
certain major street intersections (Avenue Q and Broadway for 
example) may be used to create a special sense of importance to these 
locations within the downtown fabric. 
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Existing Buildinp Facades Within the Retail District 

Along Broadway, Avenue J, and 13th Street, the existing building facades play an 
important role in shaping the overall character of the retail district. While the 
interiors of these structures may or may not be preserved, building facades 
should be preserved and integrated into new development where possible. 

Some design suggestions for accomplishing this are as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Remove false fronts or screens pasted on storefronts and signs that 
cover upper facades; 

Remove solid panels that cover original windows; 

Remove fixed storefront canopies which visually isolate upper facades 
and replace with operable awnings or transparent canopies; 

Eliminate newer, large, hanging signs that have no historical character 
or significance. 

Encourage storeowners and proprietors to relate improvements of their 
storefronts to the streetscape and to pedestrian activity. Storefronts 
should form a continuous "display case" of street merchandise, and be 
designed to fit inside the original window opening, be as transparent as 
possible to let in a maximum of natural light, and to allow the activity 
inside to be obvious to the passerby in the daytime as well as at night. 
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Street Wall Continuitv anrill Develooment^ Within the Downtown Core 

A pedestrian scale environment that is comfortable, user friendly, compact and 
secure is desirable for the downtown core. To achieve this, continuous street 
walls are encouraged along the primary pedestrian corridors. Continuous street 
walls enhance the pedestrian space by creating a sense of enclosure, defining 
sight lines, and providing the opportunity for retail and commercial activities to 
front directly onto the sidewalk. Because street wall continuity is so important 
to the form and activity of the downtown core, the following guidelines are 
recommended for new construction, additions or infill buildings: 

1. Recognize and reinforce the character and sense of place of key 
intersections and nodes along all the primary âOd secondary streets 
within the downtown core area by infilling development or 
redevelopment of certain parcels with appropriate activities and uses. 

2. Infill construction is of two basic types: Buildings which fit between 
the party walls of adjacent buildings, and freestanding buildings that 
occupy an entire city block that help to fill gaps and define space in the 
streetscape. The design of new infiU buildings should not pretend to 
mimic older historic facades, and should respond to their surroundings 
and strike a proper balance between the existing architecture and good 
contemporary design. 

3. General ideas that should govern the visual relationship between an 
infill building and its neighbors are: height, width, proportion, scale, 
setback/relationship to the street, roof forms, rhythm, proportion of 
openings, materials and textures, color, and architectural detail. 

4. AIl lots fronting on primary or secondary streets within the core should 
have a continuous front facade equal to at least 80% of the lot width. 
This percentage can be reduced for minor and tertiary streets, and for 
the areas that frame the core. The use of facade extensions into the 
overall building design, integrated arches or walls across vehicular 
driveways and pedestrian accessways may be utilized to achieve this. 
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Night Time Appearance of Buildings and Structures 

A downtown lighting system should be developed to give a clear hierarchical 
direction to the motorist as well as to the pedestrian, distinguishing areas where 
pedestrians have clear right of way over vehicular traffic. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

A limited range of lighting fixtures and hardware should be used. 

Other types of special lighting should be used in certain areas of the 
downtown especially to accent landmark buildings, architectural 
features, sculpture and landscaping. Augmenting normal lighting with 
such lighting techniques will give downtown the sparkle and glow it 
needs to be a pleasant nighttime place. 

Lighting should reveal the edges, cornices, roof forms and other 
architectural features of all significant downtown buildings, and all 
buildings along major street corridors. 

Individual buildings may be illuminated at night through the use of neon 
or argon tubing on the building form, as well as uplights or spotlights. 

Beacons, spotlights, laser lights or other forms of illumination may be 
used to identify entry portals to downtown. 
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Creating Pedestrian Friendlv Street Sparg 

Improving the amenity of the pedestrian spaces within the downtown core should 
t>e pursued even at the expense of improved traffic flow. The creation of 
pedestrian friendly sidewalks, plazas and public spaces must have priority over 
the accommodation of the automobile. Wherever feasible the following design 
elements should be introduced: 

1. Sidewalk "neck downs" at all major street intersections. 

2. Crosswalks (either at intersections or mid-block) need to provide 
adequate width for pedestrian safety and a change in texture and color to 
identify an interface of pedestrian and automobile movement, and at 
major intersections on primary streets shall be a minimum of 15' wide and 
a minimum of 10' wide at intersections on secondary streets. 
Recommended materials that can take the wear and tear of heavy 
vehicular traffic include brick, brick pavers, concrete pavers or granite 
pavers. 

3. Within areas of downtown with high densities of pedestrian traffic (such 
as the proposed retail district along Broadway, Avenue J, and 13th Street) 
the minimum distance between buildings and the street curb should allow 
for a generous pedestrian and street landscape zone. We recommend a 
minimum 15' from face of building to back of curb. This dimension 
allows a 5' paving grid that can integrate a standard 5' tree grate neatly. 
We recommend that the "mandatory facade line" along these streets be 
set at 15' from back of curb. Along other streets within downtown a 
minimum setback of 10' is recommended, set either at the front property 
line or at a line that is 10' from back of curb, whichever is less. 

4. Arcades provide protection from the elements and contain or extend 
public space; by recessing the first-floor wall line under the front facade 
on new buildings, and in existing buildings by replacing the plane of 
windows at the first floor level with an open line of columns, an arcade 
can be created. 

5. Skybridges should be employed only in the last resort. Extensive 
skybridge systems kill and sterilize ground level activity. For a city to 
lure pedestrians off the streets is to effectively leave the street purely 
as a functional corridor for traffic circulation. Street level activity and 
retail shops are the key to a multi-use downtown. 

6. The use of special paving materials and patterns can help differentiate 
public spaces. A limited range of paving materials should be used. 
Special paving materials different in color and texture from standard 
roadways should clearly delineate major pedestrian zones and the 
narrowing or widening of sidewalks. 
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8. It is important to coordinate the public and private street fumiture 
components, and to strive for a degree of uniformity in styles, and the 
elimination of redundant furnishings. The use of seasonal or temporary 
features should be considered (awnings, movable chairs, umbrellas). 
Street fumishings should include but not be limited to: bus shelters, 
information kiosks, advertising and telephone booths, newspaper 
dispensers, drinking fountains, waste receptacles, bicycle racks, benches, 
planters, fire hydrants, police and fire call boxes, traffic control devices, 
mailboxes, parking meters, and lighting standards. 
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Plazas and Pocket Parks 

The downtown core can benefit from the development of "left-over spaces" -
vacant lots, space setbacks - into plazas or pocket parks. When properly 
designed and sited, plazas and pocket parks can provide shaded and colorful 
outdoor spaces for brown bagging, people watching, quiet conversations or 
relaxation. Successful plazas and pocket parks throughout the world's cities 
have incorporated many of the following elements in their design and evolution: 

1. Enclosure or enframement of the space by building facades on two or 
more of the plaza's boundaries. 

2. Articulated and active building facades that front on the space through 
the use of retail or commercial uses at grade, arcades, canopies and 
awnings. 

3. A focal point or feature element in the form of a water feature, public 
art, sculpture or monument. 

4. Permanent seating - in the form of benches, low walls, planter walls, and 
the provision of portable chairs and tables. 

5. A combination of hardscape and landscape textures within the space. 

6. The provision of shade through the use of canopy trees, trellises, canopies, 
awnings, etc. 

7. A perceived safe and secure environment through pedestrian lighting 
systems and direct visibility and access to the public eye and adjacent 
activity centers to create a self policing public environment. 

8. Public and semi-public spaces should contain special works of art. 
Incentives should be developed to encourage the inclusion of art of 
sculpture as a part of public or private development, and allocate perhaps 
1% of the site development cost for this purpose (many cities have 
earmarked a percentage of project costs for art or sculptural elements). 
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Parking is one of the largest land uses in downtown, and surface parking lots 
need to be properly located, screened and landscaped in order to minimize their 
impact on downtown fabric. The following guidelines are proposed: 

1. Wherever possible, surface parking lots shall be located behind a building 
or to the rear of the parcel. 

2. Surface parking should not be allowed in the front yard of the following 
streets within the downtown core; Broadway, J Avenue, and 13th Street. 

3. Screen parking lots that currently front on Broadway with landscaping and 
screen walls. Respect the existing building setback line of adjacent 
structures. 

4. Parking structures can contribute to the urban street wall by filling gaps 
between buildings and providing opportunities for street level retail. They 
should be architecturally finished on each side visible from a public 
street, and designed to be compatible with adjacent buildings. 

5. Where possible, the narrow facade of a parking structure shall be oriented 
to the street. 

6. Street level retail and other types of pedestrian activities are encouraged 
at grade level. 

7. The first level of all parking structures shall have a solid wall or spandrel 
panel 3' in height, or a dense planting of evergreen plant materials to 
screen parked cars from the public R.O.W. This standard shall apply 
wherever service retail or commercial space is not integrated into the 
parking structure. 
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Downtown Sipis and Graphics 

A sign system should be developed throughout the downtown area to help 
simplify and clarify the provision of public and private information. 
Uncontrolled signs can lead to a random and competing profusion of information 
which confuse communication and cause visual blight. On the other hand, sign 
controls do not want to be so rigid that they stifle creativity and eliminate witty 
and stylish graphics from downtown. Good signs and graphics help to energize 
the environmental atmosphere of an area or district. One of the secrets to good 
graphics is in spending the money to employ proper lasting materials. The 
signage system should be established that s[>ecifies a consistent design 
framework that includes the size and number of signs permitted, to provide for 
the commercial success of merchants and tenants in downtown and to provide a 
comprehensible signage program for public parking, community facilities, and 
other community functions. The following signage and graphics standards can 
help coordinate signage and were developed based on these objectives: 

1. Each building should be allowed one projecting and one attached facade 
sign. Individual commercial tenants should be allowed one projecting or 
one attached facade sign. Projecting blade signs should be a minimum 
of 8' above grade and may be either graphic or symbolic. Attached 
facade signs may be located at the first floor level only and should not 
obscure significant architectural elements. 

2. Awnings and canopies may be used as advertising devices. Verbage 
should be limited to the awning valance. Graphics may be used on the 
sloped part of the awning but should not exceed 30% - 50% of the 
surface area. Marquee signs should be permitted to project into the 
R.O.W. with a 8' clearance. 

3. Window signs should be allowed at the first floor only and should not 
exceed 30% - 40% of the window area. 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: activities and participants 

MARKETING/SALES 

•MarketinQ Director 
.prlmary activlty: responsible for marketing the hotel 

and services provided; coordinates sales and 
marketlng activltles and staff; sells the hoteI via 
marketlng strategies and trends 

.derlved actlvlty: responslble for hotel publicity to 
enhance the image with the public and professionai 
worldî participates in rate estabI ishment decisions 
and rate negotiations for potential clíents through 
sales representatives 

.IN HOUSE SALES DIRECTOR 
•primary activity: responsible for coordinating group 

reservat1ons; coordinatíng meetíngs and events in the 
hotel's meeting rooms and public spaces 

.derived activity: responsible for obtaining needed 
equipment and refreshment for meetings; oversees the 
set up of meetings according to contract 
spec i f1cat i ons 

.LOCAL & REGIONAL AREA SALES REPRESENTATIVE(S) 
.primary activity: soiicites business from IocaI groups 

and firms with potentiai for repetitive busíness; has 
inltlal contact with potentlal clients; calIs on 
perspective clients; visits local businesses to 
obta i n referreIs 

.derlved actlvity: ca l l i ng on perspective cilents; making 
follow-up visits to clients to assess satisfaction 
and potentlal needs for future service 

.RESERVATIONS 
.prlmary actlvities: responsible for recelving, 

coordinating, and processing reservations 
.derived activltles: keeps accurate count of availability 

for future reservations and communitcates these 
statlstlcs with the other departments; coordinates 
bookings with availability 

OPERATIONS 

.GENERAL MANAGER & ASSISTANTS 
.primary activity: responsibie for coordinating and 

overseelng all hotel operatlons and departments 
.derived actlvity: scheduled meetlngs with department 

heads for review and coordinating efforts 

- \ ^ - \ -
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FRONT OrriCE DEPARTMENT 

.FRONT OFFICE MANAGER 
.prlmary activlty: responslble for coordinating and 

overseeing the activities and staff of the front 
of f i ce 

.derived activlty: responsibie for hIr1ng and 
training front office personnel; deals with 
problems arislng from guest complaints or 
problems; initiates communication with the other 
departments regarding guest satlsfaction 

.FRONT DESK CLERKS 
.primary activlty: responsible for registerrIng, 

introducing, orienting, and informing the guest 
.derived activity: communicates guest requests to the 

appropriate parties 
.COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR 

.primary activlty: responsible for receiving and 
directing caIIs through the communication system 

.derived activity: receives messages for absent 
parties and communicates these to the party upon 
return in a timely manner 

.SECRETARIAL TYPIST(S) 
.primary activity: preparing reports for the various 

departments; preparation of contract documents 
for the saIes and marketing department 

•derived activity: typing and reproduction of 
documents; provides some secretarial work for 
guests; f i I i ng 

.HOUSEMEN/BELLMEN 
.primary activity: responsible for transportation 

services for guests; guest assistance; general 
cleaning; meeting/banquet set-up and break-down 

HOUSEKEEPING 

•EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER 
.primary activity: responsible for coordinating and 

overseeing the activities and staff of the 
housekeeping department 

.derlved activlty: responsibie for inspecting ali 
work completed by the housekeepers; connmun i cates 
room status to the front desk; stores items left 
in rooms unt1I claimed by owner; reporting damage 
to the manager and maintenance department 

.HOUSEKEEPERS 
.primary activlty: responslble for cleaning the 

rooms; laundering linens for redistribution 
.derlved activity: responsibie for removlng and 

reporting left items to executive housekeeper; 
rpportinq rtamaqp to thp rooms or furniture to the 

-1^8-
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MAINTENANCE 

.MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR 

.primary activity: responsible for coordinating and 
overseelng the activitles and staff of the 
maintenance department; assessing damage and 
plannlng repairs; overseeing systems maintenance; 
oversees instaIiations and repairs 

.derived actlvity: makes Inltiai contacts with 
systems speciaiists to assess costs and 
procedures for repairs; makes suggestions to the 
generai manager based on research and expertise 
for the maintenance of the systems and bui lding 

.MAINTENANCE STAFF 
.primary activity: responsible for carrying out 

repa rs; assists the maintenance supervisor 
.derived activity: responsible for general repairs 

and maîntenance 

ACCOUNTING 

.COMPTROLLER 
.primary activity: responsibile for the management of 

accounts; coordinating the accounting staff; 
collection of due and overdue accounts; payroii; aii 
finances for the hotei; coliects and reviews 
background fínancial information on prospective 
clients wishing to set up special biII ing accounts 
with the hoteI 

.derlved activity: contacts ciients; oversees aii 
expenditures for hotel departments and operatíons; 
signs aii checks written from hotel accounts 

•ACCOUNTING STAFF 
.primary activity: responsible for the production of 

periodicai reports; assists comptrolier in 
collection of due and overdue accounts; investlgates 
biliing inquiries and disputes 

.derived actlvity: communication wlth cllents regarding 
billings via telephone conversations and letters 

•NIGHT AUDITORS 
.primary actlvlty: responsible for reviewing and fiiIng 

the days receipts and transactlons; oversees the 
hotels night-time operations 

•derived activity: prepares reports for the comptroiier, 
marketing director, and executive housekeeper 
regarding statisticai Information reiative to 
occupancy; reports to the generai manager any 
problems requlrlnq his attention the foliowing day; 
has access to ali areas of the hotei 
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MEETING 
.BUSINESS/CONFERENCE 

•primary activity: discussion; pianning; learnîng; 
.derived activity: refreshing; writing; viewing materiai; 

s í tt i ng; I i sten i ng 
•RECREATE 

.pr imary act i v i ty: soclalizing; eating; drinking 
•derived activity: refreshing; sitting; standing; 

talklng; music/danc1ng 
•REUNlON 

•primary activity: sociallzing; eatlng; drinking; 
Viewing/reviewing; recording; photographing; 
pIann i ng 

.derived activity: sitting; standing; refreshing; 
posing; writíng; listening 

•RECEPTION 
.primary activity: soclallzing; celebrating; eating; 

drinking; photographing; viewing; presenting; 
toast i ng 

•derived activity: sitting; standing; refreshing; 
posing; writlng; dancing; listening 

RECREATING 
.WATER/PUBLIC BATHS 

. FR IGIDAR I IJM 
•primary activity: cold water emersion; lounging; 

swimming; playing; relaxing 
•derived activity: refreshing; sitting; standing; 

socialízing; lying; watching; floating 
•TEPIDARlUM 

•primary activity: luke warm water emersion; 
swimmíng; lounging; relaxing; piaying 

.derived activity: floating; refreshing; playing; 
socíaiizing; watching; iying 

.CALIDARlUM 
•primary activity: hot water emersion; lounging; 

relaxing; jet water massage 
•derived activity: refreshing; sociaiizing; watching; 

s i 11 i ng; soak i ng 
•SAUNA 

•prlmary actlvity: lounging; light movement; massage; 
reading; socializing 

•derived activity: sltting; lying; relaxing 
.SUNNING 

.primary activlty: lounglng; reading; relaxing 

.derived activity: refreshlng; drinking; Iying; watching 
.EXERCISING 

.Aerob i c 
.primary activity: running; jumping; jumping rope; 

swimming; danclng; walking; moving 
•derived activity: sweatlng; refreshing; talking; 

listening; watching; resting 

mo-
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.Anaerob i c 

.primary activity: weignt liftíng; resistance 
• derived activity: sweating; refreshing; r e s t m g ; 

istening; watching taIk i ng; i 

DINING 

•primary activity: reading; perusing; choosing; drinking; 
eating; looking; soclallzing 

.derived activity: refreshing; sitting; ordering; listening; 
talking; watching; being watched 

SHOPPING 
•primary activity: looking; perusing; reading; comparing; 

selecting; evaluating; buying 
•derived actlvity: storing; displaylng; selling; advertising 

STAYING 
•ARRIVING 

•primary activity: approaching; enterring; promenading; 
registerring; orienting 

•derived activity: waiting; driving; parking; carrying 
.OCCUPYING/ESTABLISHING TERRITORY 

•primary activity: unpacking; storing; setting up; 
famiI iarizing; refreshing; pianning 

•derived activity: washing; changing; preparing; cal1 ing 
.FULLVILLING 1NTENT(S)/CARRYING OUT OBJECTíVE(S) 

.primary activity: meeting; dining; sleeping; recreating; 
reIax i ng; v i ew i ng; soclai i z i ng 

.derived activity: planning; refreshing; bathing; 
dressing; caII ing; relaxing 

.Bus í ness Stavs 
•primary activity: meeting; planning 
• derived activity: writing; typing; communicating ; 

reading; reviewing; evaiuating; celebrating 
.RecreationaI Stavs 

•primary activity: playing; dining; visiting; 
recreating; relaxing 

.derived activlty: planning; caIi ing 
•Group Stavs 

regIsterring; rooming; meeting 
waiting; organizing; scheduiing; 

earning; viewing; 

.primary activity: 
•derived activity: 

trave1lIng 
•Business qroups 

.prlmary activity: meeting; 
Iectur i ng 

.derived actlvlty: sitting; refreshing; note 
taking; discussing; evaluating 

•School qroups 
•prlmary activlty: sleeping; dining; refreshing; 

bathing; changing; relaxing; traveiing 
•derived activity: soclalizing; playing; calling; 

recreat i ng 



re 

. Pe 1" ̂ ormance qroups 
.primarv activity: sleeping; din 

bathing; chang ng; reiaxíng; 
.aerivea activity: ceiebrating; 

.Reun i on aroups 
•primary activity: celebrating; 

Viewing; playing; recreating 
drInk i ng 

•derived actlvity: refreshing; p 
•WeddínQ parties 

•prlmary actívity: organlzlng; p 
travelling; celebrating; soc 
vlewing; taking pictures 
dr i nk i ng 

•derived activity: dressing; 
d i rect i ng 

SETTLING ACCOUNT 
•primary activity: reviewing charges 

making future reservations 
•derived activities: waiting; listening; 

disputing; evaluating 
DEPARTING 

•prlmary activity: gathering; packing; I 
• derived activity: ntov i ng furniture; goi 

accounting for possessions; carrying 
veh i cIe 

ing; re^^'^eshing; 

t r a V e I i ri g 

ca I I i n g ; V i e w i ^ a 

soc i aI t z I ng; 
; d i n i ng; 

IannIng 

repar i ng; 
i a I i z i ng; 
cord i ng; eat i ng; 

pos i ng; serv i ng; 

pay i ng baIance; 

s i gn i ng 

oad i ng 
ng through room; 
luggage to 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

MARKETING AND SALES SPACE 

•MarketlnQ Dírector's Soace 
•participants: marketing director; secretary; 

sales department staff; other staff members as 
required by the marketing director; clients and 
prospective clients; media representatives 

• characterIst i cs 
•function: this space serves as the sales and 

marketing think tank and base of operatlons; a 
place for smaiI meetings with the sales staff or 
clients via personal conversations and teie-
conferenc i ng 

•environment: a prestlgious work space which conveys 
the quaI ity of the hotei and services which are 
beIng sold; conveys sense of control whiIe 
avoiding unnecessary emphasis on power; shouid 
convey a sense of comfort. accessabiIity, and 
warmth 

•accessabiI1ty: accessable from the In-House Saies 
Director's space and adjacent to the secretary's 
space; away from the main stream of in-house 
guest traffic; securable 

.equlpment: desk and chalr; two guest chairs; filing 
cabinet; personai computer, keyboard, and 
pr i nter 

•IN-HOUSE SALES DIRECTOR'S SPACE 
.participants: in-house sales director; sales staff; 

clients and prospective clients; other members of the 
staff as necessary; walk-in inquirers 

.character ist ics 
•function: the "front desk" of the saies and 

marketing department; a greeting pIace for 
clients and potential clients; a place for 
conductlng business and answering questions 

•environment: integral part of the pubiic space but 
just out of the way of the main traffic area 

•accessabiIIty: directly accessabie from the main 
entrance; wlthin sight of the front desk for ease 
of dlrecting and locating; shouid not cross any 
other work space to get to this space 

•equlpment: unobtruslve and securabie computer 
terminal and keyboard; securabie desk; 
unobtruslve and securable file cabinet; main 
chair and two guest chairs 
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OUTSIDE SALES AND EXECUTIVE SECRETARY'S SPACE 
•participants: executive secretary; regional and Iocal 

sales representatives; the sales department; media 
• characterIst ics 

•function: the workspace of the sales department; to 
store and f i ie 

•environment: a business and professional atmosphere 
•accessabiI ity: away from the main guest and public 

areas; accessable to the other departments when 
necessary for day-to-day operations; securable 

•equipment: a desk for the secretary with access to < 
computer and word processor; a chair adjacent; 
two other desks for the outside saIes represen-
tatives; file furniture or space; space for 
office supplies and miscellaneous; calculators 

RESERVATIONS SPACE 
.participants: the reservationists; the 

the sales and marketing staff; other 
required for day-to-day operations 

.character i st i cs 
•function: to facilitate the taking 

and their orderly processing 
.environment: a business and profess 

weII lighted; good ventilation; 
natural daylighting 

•accessabi I ity: directly accessable 
desk; accessable to the sales st 

•equipment: securable computer, keyp 
with limited access; securable d 
chair; calculator; places for ac 
after hours reservations and res 
be logged; smaii fiie cabinet or 
waIIs for daily, monthly, and ye 
overv i ews 

other members of 
empIoyees as 

of reservat i ons 

ionaI atmosphere; 
prov i s i on for 

to the front 
af f ; securabie 
ad, and pr i nter 
esk; teIephone; 
cumuIat i on of 
ervat i ons yet to 
space; usable 

arIy caIendar 

GENERAL MANAGER'S SPACE 
•partIcipants: the general manager; the asslstant managers; 

other department heads; other staff members as occasion 
requires for day-to-day operations; other professionais; 
clients and guests 

•characterIstlcs 
•function: running of the hotel and the supervisory 

duties of the manager; Intervlewing 
.envIronment: a prestigious business space; reserved 

element of authority and professionai ism 
.accessabII ity: accessable to the guest areas; directiy 

accessabie to the front desk; should not cross any 
other work space or department from the pubiic areas; 
securabie 

.equipment: securabie prestigious desk and chair; two 
chairs for formal and informal meetings and confer-
ences 
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FRONT OFFICE SPACES 

•FRONT OFFICE MANAGER'S SPAHF 
•participants: front office manager; otner managers; 

front desk staff; other staff members as required 
for day-to-day operations; job applicants 

.characterlst i cs 
•function: supervisory activities of the front desk 

staff and functlons; Intervlewing employees and 
potential empioyees on matters concerning 
conduct, h1ring and fIrIng, reprimands, 
commendations, and salary adjustments; 
mlscellaneous paper work 

•environment: a professional business atmosphere; 
weII lighted with opportunities for natural 
dayI i ght i ng 

•accessabi I ity: easi ly accessable from the front desk 
but separated visually and audibly; away from the 
main guest spaces; access to files 

•equipment: securable desk; seating for two 
additional persons; smaII file cabinet or space; 
usabie waIIs for calendars 

•FRONT DESK 
•participants: front desk staff; night auditors; front 

desk manager; guests and inquirers; other staff 
members when required for day-to-day operations 

.character i st i cs 
-function: registerring of guests; a place of 

inquiry; the center for guest services; the first 
and (ast piace the guest stops; the place where 
in-house accounts are kept , chr^rges o^e postec, 
âhd fo'ios are f led 

. env i ronment : mus t estabMsh a positive first 
impression and carry through the basíc charâcter 
of the hotei; unobtrusive yet identifiabie and 
easy to locate; functions must be weIi Integrated 
Into the desIgn to avoId distractlon 

•accessabIIIty: critical access from the maIn 
entrance; adjacent to public areas for ease of 
handling large crowds; onIy accessabie from one 
side by the guests; securabie at all times 

•equipment: two computer terminals and keyboards with 
access to reservation information and guest 
accounts; printer for prlnting out guest accounts 
and folîos at check-in and check-out; two 
telephones whIch recelve In-house caiis and caiis 
transferred from the main hoteI operator; one 
phone IIne whIch is Interractlve wlth the main 
switchboard for after hours caIi receiving and 
transferrIng; credlt card verlfication equipment; 
cash drawer; storage for lost and found. office 
supplies, and extra linens, toiletries, and 
impIements 
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desk staff; other staff as 

receive incoming caIls and transfer 
s to the appropriate lInes 
business envlronment away from loud 

COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR'S SPACE 
•participants: operator; front 

requ i red 
.character i stIcs 

.funct i on: to 
these cai 

• env i ronment: 
no i ses 

•accessabiI ity: accessable and adjacent to the front 
desk space but hidden from the main public areas 
audibly and vísuaily 

•equlpment: swltchboard; phone listings of guests and 
area amenities; message taking equipment; message 
fi I ing system connected with the guest phone 
rack/l istings 

front desk 
SECRETARIAL TYPIST(S) SPACE 

•participants: typist; other members of the 
staff and sales and marketing staff 

• character i st i cs 
•function: typing of documents; fiI ing; reservations 

overfIow 
•environment: business environment; weli lighted with 

opportunity for natural daylighting 
•accessabi I ity: accessable to the front desk, 

sales, and management; physically separated from 
the public areas; access to department files; 
access to needed office supply closet 

.equipment: word processing unlt; office supplies; 
desk; filing system; FAX; reproduction equip-
ment 

.HOUSEMEN/BELLMEN 
•participants: housemen; front desk; other staff members 

as necessary; guests 
• characterIst i cs 

•function: assistance for the guests; store equipment 
and paperwork; coordinatlon of meeting room set-
up and take-down and limousine servlce 

•envIronment: smaII, unobstructive space; an 
extension of the front desk 

•accessabiIIty: easiiy accessable to the front desk 
and main guest spaces 

•equlpment: podIum type desk for paperwork; two 
(uggage carts; storage space 

-IM-U-
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HOUSEKEEPING/LAUNDRY SPACE 

•EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER'S SPACE 
•participants: executive housekeeper; executive 

housekeeping staff; housekeeping staff; other staff 
members as necessary 

• characterIst ics 
•function: headquarters for the housekeeping 

functions and staff; Intervlewlng staff and 
potential staff members; storage of lost and 
found Items obtalned from vacated rooms and 
su í tes 

.env1ronment: professlonal envlronment; weII lighted 

.accessabiIity: accessabie to the laundry area and 
storage areas for housekeeplng 

•equipment: desk; one additionai chair; storage; 
f i I 1ng cab i net 

•HOUSEKEEPING SPACE 
•participants: housekeepers; executive housekeepers; 

other staff members as required 
• character i st i cs 

•function: laundering; foldlng; distribution of 
linens and cleaning carts 

•environment: workspace; weiI ventilated 
•accessabiI ity: accessable to the disposai units; 

securabie 
•equipment: industrial washers and dryers; Industria 

sinks; large foidlng tables; large storage 
space(s) for cleanlng equlpment, I inen carts, 
linens, housekeeping carts 

MAINTENANCE 

.MAINTENANCE SPACE 
.participants: maintenance personnel; other staff members 

as necessary; contractors 
• characterIst i cs 

.function: storage of tools and equipment; workshop 

.envlronment: work space; weIi ventilated; weII 
lighted; sometimes noisy 

•accessabiIIty: securable; away frommain pubiIc 
areas and guestrooms 

.equipment: hand tools; workbench(es); cuttlng toois; 
storage space 

- \- 1 
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•MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR 
.participants: maintenance supervisor; other maintenance 

personnel; other staff members as necessary; con-
tractors 

.character ist ics 
•function: maintenance supervision and planning 
•environment: planning space; audibly protected 

from the workspace 
.accessabiIIty: accessable to the maintenance 

workspace; securable; weIl lighted 
•equipment: desk; extra chair; planning table; 

directional lighting capabilities 

ACCOUNTING 

•COMPTROLLER'S AND ACCOUNTING SPACE 
•participants: comptroller; accounting staff; management; 

night audltors; other staff members as required; 
contractors; auditors; other professíonaiiy related 
i ndIV i dua I s 

.character i st i cs 
•function: financial control center of the hotel 
•environment: profess1onaI. bus1ness-I ike 

atmosphere; welI lighted; controlled 
•accessabi I ity: highly securable; accessable to 

office supply space; accessable to typísts space 
•equipment: three computers; one printer; three 

desks; three chairs; fiI ing system; two 
teIephones 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL MEETING SPACES 
•participants: business groups; reunion groups; reception 

groups; party groups; necessary staff; housemen; other 
staff members as requlred; catererers; reiated servlce 
industry personnel 

•characterIstlcs 
•function: muItifunctionaI meeting space for large group 

actIV111 es 
.envIronment: dlgnifled and prestigious; in keeping with 

the hoteI theme; cllmate controlled; design shouid 
aIIow for sound prooflng to protect both the space 
and/or surrounding spaces from unwanted sounds to 
or from; photographabIe 

•accessabiIIty: accessable to maln publlc and circuiation 
spaces; accessabie to ma in entrances; ease of access 
for catererers wlthout havlng to go through main 
pubiic areas; ease of access for arriving parties 

•equlpment: varles; space requires adequate power outiets 
for muIti purpose functions; controliabie sound 
system 
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•participants: guests; housekeeping; maintenance; housemen; 
other staff as required 

•WATER/PUBLIC BATHS 
•FRIGIDARIUM 

• character i st ics 
•functIon: to 

reIax i ng 
• env i ronment: 

provlde frlgid water recreating and 

cooI bottom lightlng for effect; 
emphasis on cooi aspects of the frigid water; 
subterranean feel; water should literally 
f i M the space 

• accessabi I I ty : dlrectly accessabie from 
calidarium and tepidarium; accessabie from 
publ ic areas but emphasis on moving from one 
experience to another; an encapsulated space; 
securabie 

•equipment/furnIture: lounge furniture should be 
unobtrusive if any; securable equípment as 
needed for operation 

•TEPIDARIUM 
• character i stIcs 

•function: to provide tepid water for recreating 
and reIax i ng 

.envIronment: subterranean feel; water should 
f i I I the space 

•accessabi IIty: directly accessable to and 
between calidarium and frigidarium; 
accessible from publlc space; see frigi-
dar i um 

.equ1pment/furnIture: same as frlgidarium 

.CALIDARIUM 
.character i st i cs 

•function: to provide hot water for recreatíng 
and reIax i ng 

•envIronment: same as tepldarlum but smaller 
•accessabiIity: directly accessable to tepida-

rium; see frlgldarlum 
•equIpment/furnIture: no furniture outside of 

water; equipment as needed for operation 

•SAUNA 
•characterIstIcs 

•function: dry, heated air for reiaxing 
•environment: encIosed space with a view out for 

emotional comfort 
• accessabi I ity: accessable to the water areas 
•equipment/furniture: heating eiement with rocks; 

bullt-in furnlture made of wood or other iow 
heat-conducting surface for Iying and seating 



SUNNING 
• character i st i cs 

•function: relaxing; tanning; socializing 
•environment: open to sky; contempIative 
•accessabiI ity: accessable from publ ic areas; some 

connection with water; non accesslble, or pro-
tected from street noise and non hoteI related 
traf f I c 

.equ1pment/furnIture: lounge furniture; tables 

•EXERCISE SPACE 
•Aerobic activity space 

•function: to provide space and equipment for 
guests who are active In physlcal fitness but 
couId not otherwise get in a workout without 
space or equipment which is usually done at 
home 

•environment: weII venti 
sive of the activity 

.accessabi IIty: accessab 
some connection with 

as; 

ated; I iveIy space expres-

e from semi public areas; 
sunning and sauna but need 

not be phys i caI; sound i soIated f rom ma i n pubI i c 
spaces 

•equipment/furniture: two rowing machines; three 
stationary bicycling machines; two stair 
climbing machlnes; mats; open space for personal 
jump roping, etc; map showing jogging routes in 
the area 

•Anaerobic activity space 
•function: same as aerobic actlvity space 
•environment: weII ventilated; mirrored waIls; 

carpeted; a pIace to "get pumped" 
•accessabiI ity: accessabie to aerobic space and 

equipment; accessable to sauna in some way 
•equipment: three weight benches; three complete 

sets of free weights; one muiti purpose weight 
machIne 

GIFT SHOPPING SPACE AND NEWSTAND 
.partIc1pants: guests; passersby; personnel; attendants; 

deiivery persons 
•characterIstIcs 

•function: to provide toiletries for guests; provide 
packaged food stuffs; proivlde a variety of news 
papers and magazines; seiI glft items; seiI bathing 
suits; supply a wide varlety of Items to make the 
guests' stay more enjoyabie and memorable 

•environment: reminlscent of the general store; smaiI 
with feeling of personality and personabiI ity; a 
subdued fun piace 

•accessab1I1ty: accessable to the public areas and 
nearby the front desk but does not share space and 
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not wlthin vIew because of the difference In mood 
securabIe 

•equipment: counter; cash register/posting machine; 
shelving furniture or built-ins; refrigeration unit 
for perishables and drlnks; smaII flIIng unit; stor-
age 

PUBLIC SPACES 

•PROMENADE AND LOBBY SPACE 
.participants: guests; service personnei; lobby maid; 

front desk personnel; management; sales; other 
personnel as necessary 

.characterIst i cs 
•function: the place for arrival and departure; a 

waitIng place; conversation space; relaxing 
space; a piace to meet and contact peopIe 

•environment: dignlfled, elegant; the flrst 
impression of the hotel is made here; the 
envlronment of thls space can be hectlc at peak 
arrival hours or quiet at other times; provision 
shouId be made to maintaln a scale which Is 
appropriate for the quiet as weii as the hectic 
hours possibly by providing adjacent pubiic space 
as a natural transition to the other areas of the 
hoteI; weII llghted without being too bright 

•accessabi I ity: main accessabi I ity to publ ic; must be 
easily accessable from the street and parking; 
always open and attended 

•equipment: seatlng for many people or a few; 
standing space for many or a few; possibiiity for 
nooks of furniture ín keeplng with intimate scaie 
whiIe providing for many occupants at once; two 
house phones 

•PUBLIC SPACES 
•participants: guests; empioyees; vlsltors 
• character ist ics 

•function: places for promenading; walklng; 
strolllng; waiting; socializlng; vlsiting; 
relaxlng; contactlng; meeting; gatherlng/ 
organizing; f1nding/famiiiarizing; recreating; 
playlng; watching; photograph1ng and posing; 
moving/carrying luggage; serves as areas for 
overflow from surroundlng adjacent spaces 

•envIronment: at tlmes peaceful and qulet, at other 
times energetic and active; dayiightíng during 
the day; controlled llghting and underilghting in 
the evening depending on the scheduied activity 
setting and/or adjacent actlvity; completeiy 
public space-not for group biocking or renting 
but may serve for special functions by the hoteI 
to include all guest who wish to participate 
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.accessabiI ity: accessable from all other activity 
areas 

•equipment: occassional seating and tables in keeping 
wlth context 

•PRIVACY AREAS - GENERAL AND SPECIALTY ACCOMODATIONS 

•GENERAL ACCOMODATIONS 
.participants: guests; visitors; housekeeping; other 

personnel as required 
• character i stIcs 

•function: to accomodate the guest and provide for 
hls general needs during his stay; generally these include 
providing a secure, comfortable place to sleep, bathe. dress, and 
store personal property; accomodations aIso provide for 
amenlties; generally these include províding a pIace to make 

to reIax; telephone caIIs, to organize, to make plans and 
anything above these wouId be speclalty accomodations 

•environment: restful; peacefui; totally controiied 
environmentaIIy, audibly, and visually 

•accessabiI ity: accessable from publ ic and semipubi íc 
areas via lock mechanism 

•equipment: bed; full bathroom; storage; smalI tabie and 
two chairs; couch; one leisure chair 

SPECIALTY ACCOMODATION5 
•BUSINESS ACCOMODATIONS 

.participants: business persons; housekeepíng; other 
staff members as required 

.characteristics 
.functton: to accomodate the busîness guest with 

speciai space requirements for conferences 
and/or work sp.ãce needs 

. e n V i r o nme nt: prestigious; targe frorit Mving/ 
conference space; access to toîlet fâCiMties 
without requiring entry through the bearoom 

•accessabi I ity: accessable from the front lobby 
or from an eleveator cIose to the front lobby 

•equipment: large conference table; television; 
phone; interactive communications capabi-
litles; adequate outlets 

.LOVERS ACCOMODATIONS 
•participants: honeymooners; anniversary couples; 

other couples; housekeepers; other staff as 
needed 

• characterIst i cs 
•function: to accomodate the guest seeking a 

romantlc stay and provlde opportunities for 
romantic encounters via location and speciai 
amen i tIes 
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environment: romantic, private atmosphere; Iush 
accomodations and furnishings with special 
speciaI V1ews; specialized, controiied light 
1 ng 

accessabII ity: secluded but with the option of 
overlooking special interlor and exterior 
spaces 

equipment/furnIture: specialized bathlng 
equipment (ie hot tub, sauna, etc); speclal 
bedroom furnishings and bed location 
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SPACE 1 

GUESTROOMS 
Kings (43%) 
Doub1e-Doub1es 

(50%) 
Handlcapped (2%) 
Sultes (5%) 
Support: 

E1evators 
Linen storage 
Vend i ng, 1ce 

GUESTROOMS TOTAL 

PUBLIC AREA 
LOBBY 
F1ow a r e a 
Seat1ng 
Reta i 1 

MUMBER OF SPACES 
(MAX) 
300 
129 

150 
6 
15 

SOUARE FEET 
(NET) 

450 

(.50) 
202500 

3600 
3000 

300 

WilMBER OF 
USERS 

300 

Assistant Manager 100 
Support: 

BeI Iman stat i on 50 
TeIephones 
To i lets 

TOTAL 7050 

FOOD AND BEVERAGE OUTLETS 
Restaurant 3500 150 
Coffee Shop 2500 100 
Deli 225 15 
Breakfast 3000 150 
Cocktails 1700 100 
Hotel Bar 1800 75 

TOTAL 1 2725 

FUNCTION AREAS 
Ballroom ^500 400 
BaIIroom foyer 1300 
Banquet Rooms 3 1800 200 
Meetlng Rooms 3 1800 200 
Boardroom 3 400 25 
Support: 

Funct1on room 
storage 3 1500 

ToIIets, coats, 
teIephones 

TOTAL 11300 

GROSS FACTOR ( . 25) 
PUBLIC AREA TOTAL 368^5 

155' 
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SPACE NUMBER OF SPACES SQ FT 
(MAX) (NET) 

ADMINlSTRATION 
FRONT OFFICE 
Front Desk 415 
Front Office Manager 120 
Assistant Manager 120 
Secreatrial 2 100 
Telephone Operator 100 
Bellman Storage 175 
Safe DeposIt Boxes 45 
Work Area/Ma i I 70 
Storage 60 
Reservations Area 2 140 
Reservations Manager 120 
TOTAL 1 465 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
Reception/Waiting 225 
General Manager 175 
Executive Assistant 

Managers 100 
Food and Beverage 

Manager 135 
Secretary 125 
Copying and Storage 70 
TOTAL 830 

SALES AND CATERING 
Reception/Waiting 175 
Director of Sales 150 
Outside Sales Repre-

sentat i ves 250 
In-House Sales and 

Group Services 120 
DIrector of PubI i c 

Relatíons 120 
Catering and Banquet 

Manager 150 
Secretary 170 
Copying and Storage 100 
TOTAL 1 235 

ACCOUNTING 
Reception and waiting 75 
ControIIer 135 
Assistant Controller 100 
Accounting Work Area 300 
Payroll Manager 120 
Secretary 100 
Copying and Storage 150 
Computer Room 100 
Dead F1les 125 
TOTAL 1 205 

GROSS FACTOR ( . 20 ) 
ADM I N I STRAT I ON TOTAL 5682 

NUMBER OF 
USER5 
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SPACE NUMBER OF SPACFR 
(MAX) 

FOOD PREPARATION 
Ma in Kitchen 
Banquet Pantry 
Bake Shop 
Room Service Area 
Chef 's Off ice 
Dry Food Storage 
Refrigerated Food 

Storage 
Beverage Storage 
Refrigerated Beverage 

Storage 
Ch1na, Sllver, Glass 

Storage 
Food Controller Office 
To i Iets 
TOTAL 

SOUARE FEET 
(NET) 

NUMBER OF 
USERS 

3500 
1200 
700 
175 
120 
750 

500 
325 

175 

RECEIVING AND STORAGE 
Load i ng Dock 
Rece i V i ng Area 
Rece iV i ng Of f1ce 
Purchaslng Office 
Locked Storage 
Empty Bottle Storage 
Trash hoIding Area 
Refrigerated garbage 
Can Wash 
Compactor 
Grounds Equipment 

Storage 
General Storage 
TOTAL 

350 
120 
150 

8065 

300 
300 
120 
120 
150 
125 
175 
90 

120 
200 

250 
900 

2730 

EMPLOYEE AREAS 
PERSONNEL 
Timekeeper 
Secur 1 ty 
PersonneI/receptIon 
Personnel Manager 
Asslstant Personnel 

Manager 
Intervlew Room 
F i I es and Storage 
FIrst A i d 
EMPLOYEE FACILITIES 
Men's Lockers/ToIIets 
Women's Lockers/ToiIets 
Banquet Staff Lockers 
EmpIoyee Cafeteria 
TOTAL 

120 
120 
120 
130 

120 
100 
65 
90 

650 
800 
300 
700 

3315 
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SPACE NUMBER OF SPACES 
(MAX) 

LAUNDRY AND HOUSEKEEPING 
LAUNDRY 
So1Ied 11nen room 
Laundry 
Laundry supervisor 
Valet laundry 
SuppI i es Storage 
HOUSEKEEPING 
Housekeeper 
Assistant housekeeper 
Llnen storage 
Uniform issue/storage 
SuppI1es storage 
Lost and found 
Sewlng room 
TOTAL 

SOUARE FEET 
(NET) 

NUMBER OF 
USERS 

150 
1750 
100 
150 
125 

125 
100 

1000 
375 
100 
125 
100 

4200 

ENGINEERING/MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 
EngIneer 
Assistant engineer 
SecretarIaI 
Carpenry shop 
PIumbIng shop 
EIectr1caI shop 
Palnt shop 
TV repa i r shop 
Key shop 
Energy management computer 
Englneerlng storeroom 

125 
100 
100 
200 
200 
200 
150 
125 
75 
120 
550 

MECHANICAL AREAS 
Mechanical plant 2100 
Transformer room 575 
Emergency generator 300 
Meter room 75 
F i re pumps 100 
Electrical switchboard 475 
Elevator mach1ne room 250 
Teiephone equípment room 300 
TOTAL 6120 

GROSS FACTOR ( . 20 ) 

SERV I CE AREA TOTAL 293 16 

TOTAL AREA 276343 

AREA/ROOM 921 
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8PACE NUMBER OF SPACF.q 
(MAX) 

RECREATION 
F r1g i d a r1um 
TepIdarIum 
CaI i da r i um\wh i ripooI 
Deck 
Lockers, toilets, sauna 
Exerc i se room 
Game room 
Manager's offIce 
Attendant 
Equipment Storage 
PooI pump/f i Iter 
Racquetbal l/squash 

SOUARE FEET 
(NET) 

300 
1200 
300 
1000 
400 
500 
300 
100 
80 
175 
150 

1200 

NUMBER OF 
USERS 

RECREATION TOTAL 5705 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

In11IaI Pro iect Cost = $ 28.170,600.00 

Bu i Id i ng Cost = $ 21,943,334.00 

Land VaIue = 9 522,000.00 

Slte Work = $ 2,194,333.00 

Construction Loan Cost = $ 2,413,766.00 

ContIngency Cost = $ 1,097,167^00 

Proiect Income VaIue = $ 3,384,576.OO/yr 

Pavback = $ 28,170,600.00 / $ 3,384,576.00/yr = 9 yrs 

*NOTE formulas for each as follows: 

•Bldg Cost = (Tot•Bldg^Sq^Ft•)($ / Sq.Ft^) 
($ / Sq.Ft. obtained from 1987 Dodoe AssembMes Cost Data: 
McGraw-HIII Inc; 1986; New Jersey) 

•Land VaIue = ($ / sq.ft•)(totaI land area) 
($ / sq^ft^ obtained from Lubbock Assessor's Office) 

•Slte Work = 10% of building cost 
(formula obtained from "Conceptual Economic Analysis" 
handout) 

•Construction Loan Cost = 11% of totaI project cost 

•Contingency Cost = 5% of bidg cost 

.Project Income VaIue = ($12/sf/yr)(tot•sq.ft) 

• Inltial Project Cost = (b i dg^cost )-»•( I and va I ue)-^(s i te 
work )-»-(construct 1 on loan cost )-t-(cont I ngency cost) 

•Payback(yrs) = (project cost)/(annuai income) 

-lUI-
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Upward view of the west facade. 

AKASAKA PRINCE HOTEL NEW WING 
architects: Kenzo Tange and URTEC 
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PROJECT NAME: Adasaka Prince HoteI New Wing 

LOCATION: Ch1yoda Ward, Tokyo 

ARCHITECT: Kenzo Tange and URTEC 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE PROGRAM: To functlon as an 
înternationaI communlcations center in contemporary society. The 
spaces shouid be whoiesome, bríght, and spatiaiiy varied and 
shouId exist to welcome peopIe and to serve as a backdrop against 
wnIch peopIe stand out. Views are important for eacn of the 
guest rooms. 

ULbU I bL IHL ujLUi IN TERMS OF THE DESiíiN: spaces wn i ch serve 
pubiic are all clad in white marble calied Bianco Carrara walis, 
tioors, and turnishings. The form is in tne torm ot zigzagging 
Iines which serves to reveal the forms of the units on the 
exterior and to provide two-directíonai views ot tne expansive 
urban scenery from each room. 

ULbUKIBL 1HL KKOJECr IN TERMS OF CONSTRUCTION ML1HODS, MATERIALS, 
1LUHNOLOGIRES: SteeI frame and reinforced concrete, and steei 
trame. Maroei, giass, and nigniy refiective surtaces. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATlONS: In spíte of the high aîms ot this project 
I teei tnat tne extensive use of stark, higniy refiective 
materiats and lack of soft or variation of textures make this 
Du1Id1ng coIo ano innospitabIe. 
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labove) View from the west. Ifacing page) Main 
vehicular approach. The low-rise section over 
the porte-cochere houses the nnain banquet hall. 
Curtain walls: alunninum. 

Data 
AKASAKA PRINCE HQTEL N E W W I N G / 

Chiyoda Ward, Tokyo, architects: Kenzo Tange 

and URTEC; structural and mechanical engi-

neers: Kajima Corporation. site area 31,024m2; 

building area: 3 ,098^2; total floor area: 

67,750m2; structure. steel frame and reinforced 

concrete, and steel frame. 2 basements, 39 sto-

ries and 1-story penthouse, general contractor: 

Kajima Corporat ion: completion date: October, 

1982. 

Photos: Masao Arai. Photography Dept.. JA. 
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Traditional European and American hotels have 
strong, distinctive appeal. Louis Fourteenth furniture 
suits them; and they are designed with an overall har-
mony that makes chandeliers completely at home in 
their lobbies. But hotels of this kind are growing 
fewer and fewer in number. As society has become 
more diverse, hotels have come to function as inter-
national communications centers In contemporary 
soclety. And, as this has happened, they have beconne 
larger In scale and are being called on to satisfy more 
dlverse needs. At the same tlme, hotels are more 
available to the general populace than they have been 
In the past. But this very availability has caused them 
to lose design coordination. 

In spite of their being perfectly ordinary contem-
porary architecture in terms of structural bodies, 
hotels today are needlessly decorated, employ finish-
ing materials to an excessive extent, and have their 
walls and ceilings filled to the limits with weird light-
ing fixtures, all of which is both in bad taste and 
vulgar. Even first-class hotels display without the 
least qualms mishmash combinations of such things 
as traditional Japanese shoji panels and Western-
style chandeliers. I have long been opposed to this 
trend. 

Today, the usual hotel lobby is dimly lighted. The 
walls are covered with a camouflage of many differ-
ent kinds of finishing materials, and human beings en-
tering such a space are inconspicuous. And this is the 
kind of lobby to which people today have become ac-
customed. But I feel that a hotel's public spaces, in-
cluding the entrance and the lobby, should be out-
standing communications space for contemporary 
society. They should be wholesome, bright. and spa-
tially varied. They should exist to welcome people 

^ V of the entrance lobby, plaza. and the coffee terrace on the basemeni floor. 

and to serve as a backdrop against which people stand 
out. 

At the Akasaka Prince Hotel, to produce such an 
effect, floors, walls, and furnishings in the space con-
tinuing from the first-floor entrance to the basement-
level foyer are all white. The walls and floors are 
clad in a white nnarble called Bianco Carrara. All 
twinkling light has been avoided for the sake of total 
architectural illumlnation. 

But, In addition to being a communications center 
for the general public, hotel public spaces must meet 
the needs of such special occasions as parties and 
weddings. My own long-established approach has 
been to use sf atial compositions and textures that 
enable them to nr>eet the needs gala events of these 
kinds. 

From the outsíde. the V-form of the tower seems 
to be stretching its arms out in welcome. The walls 
zigzag inward at a standard measure of four meters, 
which is the unit on which the guest rooms are based. 
The zigzag line has the double effect of revealing 
the forms of the units on the exterior and providing 
two-directional views of the expansive urban scenery 
from each room. 

In addition, it has a great influence on the floor 
planning. In most hotels, the guest enters his room 
from the corridor, passes in front of the bathroom, 
and then moves into the bedroom space, on the peri-
phery of which are the windows. At the Akasaka 
Prince, however, the windows are immediately inside 
the door leading from the corridor; and the beds 
are farther inward. In other words, the salient charac-
teristic of the plan is the possibility of entering the 
sitting area first. 

The main banquet hall is on the second f loor. (The 
small and medium-size banquet halls are at present 
In the older annex and will be there if the annex is 
razed and rebuilt.) As the famous Hall of Mirrors at 
Versailles indicates, in Europe, traditionally, mirrors 
have been used to reflect the richness of banqueting 
halls. Indeed they are virtually indispensable to 
such rooms. Consequently, I have used mirrors to 
cover many of the surfaces of the main banquet hall 
in the Akasaka Prlnce. Fortunately, the large scale 
of the room eliminates the need for any individual 
to fear his own outsized reflection. Using mirrors to 
suggest that the splendor of the event extends out-
ward without limit is or>e way to underscore the 
essential nature of banquets. 

The word crystal seems appropriate to express the 
overall mood of the building, especially in the image 
of an actual crystal rising against the greenery of 
the Akasaka setting. The original plan called for clad-
ding the entire tower with half-mirror glass. But, at 
the working-plans stage, we decided to employ hori-
zontal aluminum panels in the opaque regions under 
the windows together with the zigzaging of the walls 
to express the scales of both the hotel and the room 
units. 

- \(«-l-
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(precedmg page) The high<eilinged space m the 
main lobby is called the Plaza. Its walls and floors 
are clad m marble (top) Plaza and first-floor en-
trance lobby. (above) Plaza. (right) First-floor tea 
lounjê 
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Plan of a standard guest room; scale: 1/100. 
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Night view of the courtyard garden. 

KYOTO TOKYU HOTEL 
architects: TocJa Construction Cc, LtcJ. 
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PROJECT NAME: Kyoto Tokyo HoteI 

LOCATION: Shimogyo Ward, Kyoto 

ARCHITECT: Toda Construction Co., Ltd. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE PROGRAM: Bui Iding because 
of the location could be no more than 20 meters taii ano was 
restryicted to a voiume ot 375 percent. Must avoid blocking 
sunlight frm surrounding buildings. 

ULbUKItJL I HL KKUJLUI IN TERMS OF THE DES I GN : To satJSfy limlted 
height and voIume the lobby was put on the basement levei. A 
garaen was put on this level open to naturai l ight in an effort 
to avoId the negative psycnoiogicai effect ot being oeiow ground. 
water was a i so used in tne garden for tne sottemng ot tne effect 
of being below ground. 

U L Í D U K I b L I hlL K K U J L U I IN TERMS OF CONSTRUC M UN ML 1 HUUb , M A I L K I A L S , 
1LUHNULOGIES: SteeI frame and re ntorced concrete, partiy 
reinforced concrete 

PEPSOWAL OBSERVAT I ONS : The o\/eraM ímpressíon ot tne Du M o i ng 
w-is c, "•••:- r, ^ s ̂-:•'•!>•''; e s s beC'fi is-̂  of the h i gh î y ref lec. tive surfaces 
wh i cr< Jidve i ; í; î" ; e cd írrM ng ef fec!; espec ̂  d ! i y wneo Lised to such .., 
great extent with no reMef through oîterring of varied textures. 
However the concept of bringíng light and reiief into the Deiow 
IeveI lobby uslng a garden and water was interesting. 

- n i -
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(above) Lounge on the basement level. Front 
lobby seen through the courtyard garden in the 
backgrour j . 

Section. 
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fefwiz^-r"-' 
First-basement floor plan; scale: 1/1,200. 

Data 
KYOTO TQKYU HOTEL/Shimogyo Ward, 
Kyoto; architects and general contractor: Toda 
Construction Co , L t d ; site area: 7,244m2; build-
ingarea: 4,905m2; total floorarea: 30,592m2; 
structure: steel frame and reinforced concrete, 
partly reinforcedconcrete.2baserr>ents. 7stories. 
and l-story penthousecompletiondate: October, 

1982 
Photos Taisuke Oga/*a. PMotography Dept., JA. 
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Conditions imposed on the design of the hotel 
were complicated and strict. First, because of the 
locatíon, on Horikawa Boulevard, not far from 
Kyoto Station, the buiiding coukJ be no more 
than 20 meters tall and was restricted to a 
volume of 375 percent. In addition, it was essen-
tial to avoid blocking sunlight from surrounding 
buildings. The hotel managennent insisted on 450 
guest rooms. Demands for space within a limited 
volume were satisfied by putting the lobby 
on the basenr»ent level. But this required the 
architects to find a way to prevent the under-
ground location of such an important space f rom 
having unpleasant psychological effects on 
visitors and guests. They achieved their goal by 
creating in front of the lobby a courtyard garden 
(5 meters below the first floor and 400 square 
meters in area) that is open to the sky above. 
This admits aburxjant natural light into the 
basennent-level lobby. Water too plays an impor-
tant part in brightening the lobby atmosphere. 
A small stream, rising by the ground-level porte-
cochere flows downward to the courtyard 
garden, where there is a deeper pool, the waters 
from which flow over falls to disappear in the 
second-basement spaces. 

,^í»rsif^*fe*rir.:«*í( 
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Itop) A corner of the porte-cochere. (bottom) 
Entrance hall on the ground-level. 
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(above) The courtyard garden seen through the 
picture windov\/s at the foot of the escalators on 
the basement level. 
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PROJECT NAME B i Itmore Hote 

LOCATION: 
sect i on of 

Los AngeIes, 
downtown 

California in a previously deterioting 

ARCHITECT: OrigInaI buiIding by firm of Schultze 
Renovation by Phyl I is Lambert and Gene Surrmers 

& Weaver and 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE PROGRAM: One of the resuIts 
of this renovation was the revitaIization of the Pershing Square 
of downtown. The original hotel was considered to be one of the 
finest downtown hotels and was used to accomodate v1siting 
businessmen and dlgnitaries. There are spaces for guest rooms 
and suites, banquet facilit es, office space, restaurant space, 
and reta i I shops. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE DESIGN: The hotel is 
classic revival SpanIsh-ltaI1an Renalssanc style whIch serves as 
an appropriate source for the areas history and function as a 
grand hoteI. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN 
MATERIALS, TECHNOLOGIES: The 
12-inch brick exteríor. 

TERMS OF CONSTRUCTIOON METHODS, 
construction is of steel frame and 
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A come-back with kudos 

The restoration and renovation of a 
faded downtown hotel in Los Angeies 
by architect-owners Phyllis Lambert 
and Gene Summers has pushed the 
grand hotel into the limeiight again. 

In 1973, Gene Summers and Phyllis Lam-
bert, two independent architects. began 
design for a new hotel complex in Bunker 
Hill. Los Angeles. At about the same time 
they were negotiating with hotel operators 
and mortgage lenders during the depths 
of inis nation's recession, the historic 
Biltmore Hotel was put up for sale. Al-
though badly in need of repair, structural 
evaluations indicated that there were no 
sSiSmic problems with the 50-year-old 
steel frame and 12-in. brick exterior. Sum-
mers and Lambert purchased the 
Biiîmore—located on the fringe of a then 
deteriorating section of downtown—for a 
depressed price of $5.25 million, or 50 
cents per squarefoot, including the land. 

With plans f or the nearby 1300-room 
Bonaventure Hotel by John Portman (P/A. 
Feb. 1978, p. 52) already under way, 
Summers and Lambert were risking a per-
sonal fortune on this dowager of a building 
from an earlier era. Architectural historians 
were elated that the building was going to 
be saved, but the economic community 
was uncertain whether the purchase would 
prove f inancial folly or redevelopment 
wizardry. It is indeed a pleasure to report 
that with grit, guts. and good design, the 
latter prevailed. Today the Los Angeles 
Biltmore Hotei is once again one of the 
finest hotels west of the Mississippi, and 
has played a pivotal role in revitalizing the 
Pershing Square of downtown. 

Bacicward and forward in time 
Named a historic landmark by the Los 
Angeles Cultural Heritage Board in 1969. 
the Biltmore contained several of the most 
magnif icent public spaces in Southern Cal-
ifornia. It originally opened in October, 
1923, as the largest hotel west of Chicago 
with 1000 guest rooms. Designed by the 
renowned architectural firm of Schultze & 
Weaver (also known for the Waldorf-

Astoria in New York), this classic revival 
structure employed the íinest artisans and 
craftsmen available ;o create ceilings, 
staircases, wall panels. and doorframes of 
unmatched elegance and refinement in 
the Spanish-ltalian Renaissance style. 

During its legendary history, The Bilt-
more hosted such diverse luminanes as 
Cecil B. DeMille, Clark Gable, John F. 
Kennedy, and Richard Nixon. Opposite 
tree-lined Pershing Square, it was a Los 
Angeles institution, but the shift in real es-
tate values towards the west and the de-
terioration of the hotel caused by neglec 
took their toll. By 1975, the guest rooms 
were a shambles, and the public spaces 
wereindisrepair. 

The chalienge in renovating a landmark 
building is making decisions about what to 
preserve and what to remodel. The design 
concept at the Biltmore involved a hier-
archy of restoration with the least impact 
on historically important spaces. sensitive 
remodeling of suites and guest rooms. and 
a bold integration of contemporary ele-
ments into certain ofíice and commercial 
spaces. Summers and Lambert, both 
known for their Miesian leanings, were 
able to rise to the occasion on all levels. 

The grandiloquent Galleria and main 
lobby ceihng, originally hand painted by 
Giovanni Smeraldi. were careíully re-
touched by his former apprentice. A.T. 
Heinsbergen. The basic guest rooms were 
designed in various shades of six basic 
colors: red. orange. yellow. green, blue. 
and violet. The coordinated shades within 
each room create the sense of a special 
experience. "We wanted the guest rooms 
to be strong. to make an impression," ex-
plained Summers, "we wanted to give 
people a different experience írom what 
they would have in their own homes." 

In contrast to the brightly colored guest 
rooms, the larger suites are a subtle com-
bination of natural tones. In Summers' own 
suite, for example. the dining room walls 
are painted off-white. the moldings are a 
deeper cream color. and both are high-
lighted by beige-colored silk wallcovering. 
In concert with the subdued period quality 
of the suite, Summers added additional 
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TYPCAL FLOOfl PLAN 

One of the famous spaces in the 1923 landrríai^ 
BiltnDore designed by Schultze & Weaver was; 
the entrance lobby (opposite). with its Spani^í 
Italian Renaissanceornament. ArchitectsLarrvl 
bert and Summers restored the pamtmg anti 
decorative work of the intenors while introduc-
ing f^iesian furmture for a modernist/historicist .'4 
juxtaposition that drannatizes the ornament. 
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The Galieria, a through-block passage a level atxîve the mam lobby, is 
a showcase for the paintmg onginally executed by Giovanni Smeraldi 
and recently touched up by his student A.T Heinst>ergen In the music 
foom (atx)ve). ihe apparentiy wood carved ceilmg is actually hand-
pamted cast plaster in the Goid Room (t>elow) murals evoke the 1920s 
•Movieland quahty with idiosyncratic charm. 
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Idings to accent the basic design. 
1 the new commercial off ice spaces. 
;h as the 25,000 sq ft for the Chiat/Day 
/ertising Agency. Summers proves his 
lity at integrating contemporary and 
jitional design in a striking series of 
ices employing greenhouse skylights to 
;entuate the view of the origmal build-
. His own offices at the hotel (Summers 
s president) reflect this concern. 
hroughout the hotel, the attention to 
îthetic and artistic detail is unsur-
»sed. Every room has an original piece 
jrtwori< by Jim Dine and a collection of 
nts. succulents. and cacti. The concept 
'mploying the modern art of Jim Dine in 
laposition with the traditional orna-
nted hotel proved to be a masterstroke. 
3 guest rooms and hallways are deco-
Bd with bas reliefs using everyday ob-
ts such as fruit. vegetables, hammers. 

CALSUITE 

Skylit walkway for advertising offices. 

and other tools. In fact. a gilded mirror 
frame by Dine evokes the imagery of the 
gilded grapes and vegetation framing the 
arched entrance to the Galleria. "The idea 
of using Dine came f rom the original build-
ing with its classical molding and sculp-
ture. We wanted to carry that idea up-
stairs," explains Summers who has been 
collecting Dine since 1961. 

The fumishings throughout are elegant 
and carefully designed. The use of Mies's 
BaúhaiÆ-inspired furniture of the 1920s 
with this Renaissance revival building of 
the same period creates intriguing jux-
tapositions—a functioning example of the 
concept of "both/and" in architecture 
rarely achieved with such skill and suc-
cess. And successful it is. Summers re-
ports that convention sales for 1978 are up 
25 percent over 1977, and the projection 
for 1980 is a 50-percent increase. 

Key to success 
The key to The Biltmore's success is a rare 
combination of good design. sound financ-
ing. good management. and a dash of 
good fortune. The overall project cost of 
$30 million for a revitalized hotel of 800 
guest rooms and suites. 27 banquet and 
meeting rooms. with 90.000 sq ft of offices, 
16.000 sq ft of restaurants, and neariy 
40.000 sq ft of retail sfTops, creates an 
overall atmosphere of luxury for a cost of 
about $30.000 per room. Compared with 
the $100 million Bonaventure Hotel with an 
expenditure of approximately $75.000 to 
$85.000 per room, it is easy to see why The 
Biltmore is doing so well. 

According to Summers, when he and 
Phyllis Lambert bought the hotel. the oc-
cupancy rate was 39 percent (based on 
1000 rooms) with the average room rate at 
$21. After the conversion of two floors 
to conference and meeting rooms, the cur-
rent occupancy rate is almost 70 percent 
(based on 800 rooms). with room rates 
starting at $48 íor a single and $58 for a 
double. 

The only way it was possible for Lambert 
and Summers to maintain the quality con-
trol they desired was to be all things to all 
people. In effect. Summers acted as ar-

chitect, owner, contractor, decorator. and 
hotel management all in one. There was no 
bidding of the construction documents 
which greatly simplified the drawing proc-
ess, and, says Summers with a childlike 
grin, "there were no change orders" Major 
design decisions required a meeting be-
tween owner, architect, and general con-
tractor, which found Gene Summers alone 
at his desk talking to himself. While Sum-
mers and Lambert had established Ridg-
way Ltd. in Newport Beach, Ca, Lambert 
still lives and maintains an office in ' 
Montreal. The company meanwhile has a 
number of other projects in the LA area, 
which involve design, construction, leas-
ing, and management. 

In light of the AIA's decision in Dallas to 
allow an architect to be a developer, it is 
interesting that Gene Summers, FAIA. 
passed the exam for his contractor's • 
license last year. This sort of multidisci-
plined expertise should be welcomed into 
the profession. particulariy when ar-
chitects take the risks and meet chal-
lenges of restoration and revitalization with 
the aplomb and conviction of Phyllis.Lam-
bert and Gene Summers. It is a testament 
tothe notion that good design is good 
business. [Michael Franklin Ross] 

Data 
Pro|6Ct:The Biltrr ire Hotel. Los Angeles, Ca. 
Arehitect: Ridgway Ltd. Newport Beach, Ca 
(Phyllis Lambert and Gene Summers, architects, 
formedcompanytohandlearchitecture,design, 
construction, management, sales, leasing, and 
marketing.) 
ProgFam: renovate 55-year-old hotel in 
downtown Los Angeles with 772 guest rooms, 
27 banquet and meeting rooms, 90,000 sq ft of 
offices, 16,000 sq ft of restaurants. 40,000 sq tt 
of retail shops. Third and fourth floors still to be 
renovated for additional rooms. 
Structura: existing steel frame, masonry walls. 
fyiajor materials: Brick, steel, carpet. oak par-
quet flooring, paint, plaster, gypsum board (see 
Building materials, p. 142) 
Contractor: Ridgway Ltd. 
Coat: $30 million, about $30,000 per room 
Photography: Hedrich-Blessing. 
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In> ors gradually shit: trom old but re^i'bsí leá 
sp -ss to newiy renovated as one goes trom 
th( 'ower public tioors upstairs to the hoiel 
rou^;s The Crystal Bailroom downstairs has its 
ha- d-painted ceiling (nght, lop) intact. Hotel 
corridors have new carpeting, lighting, pamt, 
and other details and fumishings. Similarly, the 
be'irooms, w/hich come in a range of mono-
chromatic color schemes. retain only the wood 
mo'ding as a sign of former lives. Ntow dominant 
is the txDld artistry of Jim Dine, wf ) was com-
missioned to execute prints, wall f nezes, paint-
ings, even lamps and rugs Downstairs in Ihe 
lobby restaurant (tX)ttom, left) old and new 
styies rnesh, with origiríal columns and ceiling 
left intact An upstairs suite (tx)ttom. right) 
show^ mixmg of wamscoting and rrolding with 
Jim Dine artwork. modem fumiture. 



toriu^ tac 
as tn ense 
descríbes i 
to piovide automob e iccess to 
the mtin entnnce on a site of in-
sufTicient depth. This solution in-
cidentally creates a landmark with-
out oveipowering the sunounding 

wn ape made up of small-to-
mediam cize buildings. 
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architects: Nikken Sekkei, planners, architects, and engineers 

Curved facade facing south. Exterior: Brazilian granite. 



PROJECT NAME: Tokyo Garden PaIace 

LOCATION: Bunkyo Ward, Tokyo 

ARCHITECTS: Nikken Sekkei, planners, architects, and engineers 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE PROGRAM: The buiIding is to 
house office facilities and hotel accomodations. Light is an 
important emphasis of the design of the lobby and the gardens. 
The area is primarily a smaII buiIding area so the mass and form 
of the building was of major importance. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE DESIGN: The bui Iding is 
sectioned into high-density upper l ivíng quarters and lower 
density public spaces below. The sleeping accommodations and the 
office rooms are laid out on the higher stories and the medium 
stories respectiveIy, and the banquet lobbies and the convention 
haII are placed on the lower stories. A parking zone is on the 
basement Ievel. 

The main feature of the exterior is its curved surface which 
looks I ike a folding screen with a central entrance with eaves 
which jut out convexIy against the concave facade. This curved 
facade became the main design concept ín order to avoid the over-
bearing impression of such a huge buiIding ín a neighborhood area 
where onIy relatively smal I bui Idings have existed. This a i so 
heIps cars easily access the bui iding from the public roads. The 
facade aiso helps to express a sense of unity through use of the 
same material. Tr\e ma i n I eve I has the atmosphere of a 
planetarium as a result of the day I ight which enters through the 
floor and refracts on the ceiI ing. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF CONSTRUCTION METHODS, MATERIALS, 
TECHNOLOGIES: On the curved facade, granite plates from Brasil 
are hung I ike fish scales which were installed by openjoint 
method. 
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Data 
location: Bunkyo Ward, Tokyo 
architects: Nikken Sekkei, planners, aichitects, 
and engineers 
site area: 4,145m2 
building area: 2,850m^ 
total floor area: 25,424m2 
stiucture: steel frame and reinforced concrete; 
2 basements, 11 stories, and 2-story penthouse 
general contractor: Taisei Corporation 
completion date: December, 1983 
photos: Masao Arai, Photography I>ept., JA 
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(facing page, top) Lobby before the conven-
tion hdl. 
(facingpage, bottomj Convention hall with 
lighting ceiling. 
(right) Bar p aced in the canopy. 



Stctional detail ofthe upper edge 
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Sectional detail of the lower 
cdí^c of thc granite. ' • % \ 
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Tokyo Garden Palace is a combined build-
ing having both office facilities and hotel 
accommodations. The building is sectioned 
into high-density upper living quarters 
and lower density public spaces below. 
The sleeping accommodations and the 
offîce rooms are laid out on the higher 
stories and the medium storíes respectively, 
and the banquet lobbies and the conven-
tion hall are placed on the lower storíes. 
A parkíng zone is on the basement leveL 

The main feature of the exteríor facade 
is its cuTved surface which looks like a 
folding screen with a central entrance, and 
with eaves which jut out convexly against 
the concave facade. This curved facade 
became the main design concept in order 

to 
1) avoid the over-bearing impression of 

such a huge building in a neighbor-
hood area where only relatively small 
buildings have existed, 

2) access cars easily from the public 
roads, 

3) create an outstanding landmaric 
which invites users inlo the building. 

On the cur\'ed facade. granite plates from 

Brasil are hung like fish scales. The granite 
plates are installed by open joint method 
creating a surface which is easy to main-
tain and which should be attractive for 
many years. 

Part of the facade ríses gradually in 
front of the facade forming the eaves. 
The whole of the facade of the building 
and eaves of the entrance are designed to 
express a sense of unity through use of 
the same materíal as if the facade covered 
by a piece of cloth. 

Inside the eaves, on the second level 
the main bar of the hotel is situated. The 
whole of the inside space has the atmo-
sphere of a planetaríum as a result of the 
day light which enters through the floor 
and re'fracts on the ceiling. The interíor 
design which emphasizes the "design of 
the light" is another feature of this build-
ing which uses the space lighting both in 
the main bar inside the eaves and in the 
main dining room facing the garden with 
waterfalls, the all-louvered ceiling in the 
convention haU. and the 'Aurora' chan-
delier in the main lobby. (Jiro Yamagiwa) 

(above) Lounge comer in the main lobby 
"Aurora" Ughting. 
(facingpage) Cascade seen from the main 
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PROJECT NAME: Villa San Michele 

LOCATION: Fiesole, ItaIy 

ARCHITECT: Unknown. Facade attributed to Micnelangelo 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE PROGRAM: OriginaIIy a 
monastery, the building has served several purposes since the 
fifteenth century and today serves as a smaiI luxury hotel. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE DESIGN: Renaissance 
buiIding which has been adapted to a hoteI and accompnying 
services of restaurant and bar. The Ioggia has been transformed 
into an outdoor cafe which overlooks Florence. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF CONSTRUCTION METHODS, MATERIALS, 
TECHNOLOGIES: Stone and corbeied ceiI ing vaults constructed 
anciently and restored and preserved as close to its original 
condition as possible. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The most impressive features of this 
project is the classical styl íng and vaulted outdoor cafe 
overlooking an important place. 
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rtECEDiNc íAGEs: THe Villa San Michele, in Fiesole, Italy, dates from the early 15th 
century; the latest chapter in its rich history began in 1950, when it was acquired 

by Lucien Teissier, of Paris, and transformed into a hotel. The venerable fa^ade 
has been attributcd to Michclangelo. TOP: Arcades bound an intimate Courtyard. 

ASOVE: Corbeled ceiling vaults and a great stone fireplace lend grandcur to thc 
Library. Brorue sculptures complement a fresco by the Renaissancc artist 

Nicodemo Ferrucci. OPPOSITE: Bcneath a procession of vaults, umbrellas and scat-
ing provide colorful acccnts on the Dining Loggia, which offers sweeping views. 

srruATED ON THE wooded hiUside of̂  
Fiesole, on a rocky ledge amid gar-j 
dens and lemon groves, the Villa 
Michele commands a matchless view^ 
of Florence and the valley of the^ 
Amo. The villa, in its present as{ 
dates from the seventeenth ccnt 
and is considered one of the finí 
cxamples of its type in Tuscai 
where Renaissance buildings 
found in abundance. Its fa^ade 
been attributed to Michelangelo. 

Originally conceived as a moi 
tery, the "villa was built in the carij 
years of the fifteenth century for 
order of Franciscan monks, and thie 
lived there undisturbed imtil 1( 
when a descendant of the Da> 
family, who had donated the prop>-1 
crty, undertook to renovate and en-
laigc the building, giving it the foi 
it retains today. During its lifetimc^] 
thc villa has bccn subjcctcd to 
ous uscs—some of them cxalteî 
some lcss so. Sincc 1950, h< 
thc year that it came into the hands i 
its prcscnt owrner, it has functioncic 
as a small and iuxurious hotel. 

The Franciscans maintained th< 
tenure until 1808, when Napolcon's 
troops occupied Florence, and reli--
gious communitics were suppresscd/ 
At one point, the incumbcnt French'| 
prefcct of the Departmcnt of 
Amo uscd it as a maison de plaisar 
Fbllowing Francc's withdrawal froi 
Tuscany, thc propcrty revcrted to' 
Church, and it bccamc thc homc 
an ordcr of Bcncdictinc ntms imt 
1817. In that year it was sold to^ 
layman, who dividcd the builc 
into apartmcnts. By this timc, hí 
evcr, most of its precious possessio^ 
had bccn removcd and scattcred.^ 

In 1900, thc viUa was sold to Hci 
White Cannon, of New York, 
had his own ideas of how the hoí 
should look. Unfortunately, 
bore littlc relation to thc architcc 
Hc redcsigned thc gardcns accor 
to thc somcwhat doubtful tas 
that cpoch; hc remodcled thc ( 
omaments, applied a rust-coioi 
patina to the mellow walls, 
roofed over thc courtyard with 
and glass, in the approved Victoi 
winter-garden manner. In faimess 
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this gcntlcman, it must bc said that 
hc installcd certain modcm comforts 
that had not previously existcd. 

Thc ncxt upheaval in thc lif c of thc 
villa occurred during World War II, 
when it was occupied, in tum, by 
both German and Allicd forccs, and 
used as ofBcers' headquartcrs. Both 
partics treatcd thc villa with rcspect, 
though at one point the building 
becamc thc centcr of fighting, and 
the bullct holcs inílictcd may stiU bc 
sccn in its walls. Aftcr thc fíghting 
was ovcr, a group of pacifists uscd thc 
viUa as a refugc and brokc up the 
furniture for firewood. In 1950, when 
the villa had bccomc a shambles, it 
was discovcred by Lucien Tcissier, a 

Parisian, who thought to convcrt it 
into a residcnce for himself. Being a 
man of tastc and sensitivity, hc 
dreamed of bringing it back to its 
formcr glory, but thc hcavy expensc 
involved gave him pause. Thcn it 
occurred to him that he might tum 
thc viUa into a hotcl for those who, 
loving Florence and its surroimdings 
as hc did, might enjoy thc best of 
both worlds: casy acccss to thc city, 
combincd with thc beauty and tran-
quiUity of thc Tuscan countryside. 

This dccided, M. Tcissicr callcd on 
Parisian architcct Emilio Terry, who 
camc to Ficsole and workcd with him 
on the rcstoration, together with Flo-
rentine authorities charged with the 

supervision of historical monu^ 
mcnts. In this way, the dam^ 
wrought by time and war was 
paired, and thc viUa rcgaincd its oi 
inal purity. Once again, the loi 
multiarchcd ioggia, thc cortile and' 
noble fa^ade were given back tí}< 
charm. In his search for the ngj^ 
pieces with which to fumish thc^ 
house, thc ncw owncr was fortunat 
in fínding a particular dealcr in Fl( 
encc who supplicd cverything 
was nccdcd from his coUcction^^ 
seventeenth-ccntury antiques. What 
could not be found, M. Tcissicr"^ 
either dcsigned himself or adaptc<t| 
from old pieccs. For cxample, ^^ 
canopied iron beds are adaptations ^ ^ 
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of the one in Carpaccio's painting 
Tlie Dream of Saint Ursula. which the 
owner happened to see in Venice. 
Sincc it was cxactly what he wanted, 
he took a postcard of it back to his 
ironmonger in Scttignano to dupli-
cate. In thc samc way, hc adaptcd an 
Etruscan wrought-iron chair dcsign 
to makc chairs for thc loggia. Thcy 
wcre a grcat success; so much so, in 
fact, that many guests havc had them 
copied for their own pcrsonal use. 

Berhaps thc hotcl's most unusual 
fcature is the bar: a Roman sar-
cophagus dating from the pre-Chris-
tian era, carvcd from gray stonc. The 
sidc hiddcn from vicw is quitc diffcr-
cnt, however, from that which is visi-
ble, being made of marble, decorated 
in a much later style. One of the 
figurcs rcprescnted is that of Saint 
john. Whcn thc sarcophagus was dc-
Uvcred, it was f ound to be too wide to 
go through the doorway of the bar-
room. Nothing daunted, Lucien Teis-
sier ordcred a piece to be tom out of 
thc wall. The sarcophagus was put in 
place, and nobody ever rcgrcttcd it. 

The most impressive room is the 
library, spacious and high-ccilinged, 

v̂ith vaultcd and corbclcd walls, on 
one of which is a fresco of The Lasi 
Supper, by Nicodemo Ferrucci. Fur-
nishings consist of lai^e-scale an-
tique tables and crcdenzas, as wcll as 
graccfully tumcd antique sofas and 
chairs. On one credenza thcre stands 
a carved wood fíftecnth-century Bur-
gundian Madonna and ChUd; on an-
other, a thirtccnth-ccntury bronze 
statue of Saint Reparato, after Pisano. 
On cool days, there is always a fíre 
blazing in the fírcplacc, and thc origi-
nal red floor tilcs have bccn retained. 

In the restoration of thc vUla, every 
effort has been made to keep it as it 
was in its great day, which mcans 
thcre are no elevators. The stone 
staircases are broad and majestic, 
and the atmosphcre of thc hotcl is 
one of warm hospitality. Lucien 
Teissier and his Irish-bom wife are 
gracious hosts, and the staff they 
have gathered around them givc at-
tentive service. To be a guest hcre is 
exactly like staying with fricnds.D 

—Helen Barnes 

opposiTt: A pair of brightly clad four-postcrs—patterncd after a bed 
dcpicted in Carpaccio's Tht Drtam of Sainl Urs lû—instill vitality in a Guest 
Room. Mullioned windows and indoor shutters soften thc intense 
sunlight of Tuscany. TOP: Dense foliagc rises bcside the lofty arcade that 
defines the Dining Loggia. ABOVE: French architcct Emilio Tcrry aided in 
restoring the villa, which honors the dignity of Renaissancc architecture. 
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PROJECT NAME: Arizona BiItmore 

LOCATION: Phoenix, Arizona 

ARCHITECT: Albert Chase McArthur and Frank LIoyd Wright 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE PROGRAM: A resort hoteI 
with placement in the landscape and retaining the spirit and 
texture of the desertscape in the building materials. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE DESIGN: The buiIding itself 
rises from the arid mesa composed of forms and materials clearly 
derived from the desert terrain and indigenous flora. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF CONSTRUCTION METHODS, MATERIALS, 
TECHNOLOGIES: Concrete block is the primary interior and 
exterior building material which was molded on site with exqísite 
details and patterns designed by McArthur and Wright. Copper is 
used for the roof, gold for the ceil ing, and sand for the 
concrete block all of which are indigenous to the Arizona desert. 
Glass is intermittentIy integrated into the concrete block for 
I i ght i ng. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The hoteI is typícally Wríghtian in the 
use of materials and their treatment as weIl as many of the 
forms. The floor plan is more a creation of McArthur and lacks 
the unity of a Wright layout. 
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The 1929 June issue of ARCHrrECTURAi RECORD credits Albert Chase 

^McArthur as the architect for the Arizona Biltmore Hotel. But it 

^n^es as little surprise to discover that McArthur worked as a 

draftsman in the Oak Park Studio of Frank Lloyd Wright. When 

^Arthur's two brothers conceived the idea for an elegant resort 

f^^^l they naturally handed the job to their brother, and he in turn 

.•^furally requested the assistance of his former mentor. Though 

t
Wrt^hi must have balked at anything less than top billing, a resort 

P'ex in the midst of the Arizona desert would have been an 

, -istâble opportunity to display his theory of "Organic Architec-

^^^" And, according to Olgivanna Lloyd Wright, "To spare the 

oestruction of the landscape had in fact been my husband's lifelong 

•n relation to what is now termed environmental planning." 

^^''ight's theories about an architecture synchronized with the 

í'Hesis i 

Ari/f, 
for^;. 

'̂ ^3pe could have found no better proving ground than the 

• Biitmore; the hotel rises discreetly from an arid mesa, and is 
í ' i i i 'd of forms and materials that are clearly derived from the 

desert terrain and the indigenous flora. In keeping with the spirit and 

texture of the desertscape, Wright used the humble concrete block 

as the primary interior and exterior building material. At the time, 

concrete block was considered the 'Vulgarian" of the construction 

industry, but Wright was determined to raise the lowly block to 

esthetic respectability. The blocks were all molded on site with 

exquisite details and patterns designed by McArthur and Wright 

The Biltmore opened in February of 1929 and crowned "Jewel 

of the Desert." Only a few months later the stock market crash 

brought the Depression and the hotel was purchased by chewing 

gum magnate William Wrigley. along with 1200 acres oí adjacent 

land. Wrigley saw his role not only as owner, but benefactor —each 

year the hotel's operating deíicit was paid oíf by a persona' check 

Since the halcyon days of Wrigley and the leisure class, the 

Arizona Biltmore has undergone some dramatic alterations But with 

the guidance oí )ohn Rattenbury of Taliesin West. Wright's onK 

existing hotel retains its original splendor. —CKG. 

1'=IS 



The maín buíkJing materials for the 
hotel—copper for the rooí, gold íor 
the ceiling, and sand for the concrete 
block—are all indigenous to Arizona. 
The Aztec Lounge (right) with its 
sharply attenuated roof (top) is adja-
cenl lo the hotel entrance. The main 
lobby (below) ís reached after first 
passing through a foyer that contains 
a symbolic oasis and a 1927 mural by 
Wright (right). The mural is the archi-
tect's abstractíon of the desert flo-
ra—using the T-square, triangle, and 
compass to achieve the design. The 
Ightíng system is integrated into the 
structure, as glass intermiltently re-
piaces cor rete block. 

Mirkow PhologrjphY > * * ' 
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In )une of 1973, the Wrigley family sold the 
Biltmore to Talley Industries; three weeks 
later, while workmen were updating the 
sprinkler system, a welder's torch ignited 
insulation material and a six-alarm fire com-
pletely destroyed the fourth floor of the hotel 
and gutted the interiors. The new owners 
^ere determined to reopen September 29, 
for the winter season, and a feverish recon-
struction effort began. 

After interviewing several firms, the new 
owners commissioned Taliesin Associated 
Architects of the Frank Lloyd Wright Founda-
í'on to oversee the construction. To ensure 
íhe authenticity of the project, the architects 
'•^llied to the cause with Wright's original 
drawings on linen from the Foundation's 
^aults. Concrete block was molded on-site 
'̂ "•'•"ig Arizona sand, duplicating the texture 
'•• ' patterns of the original (the 1929 alumi-

num molds were fortunately saved by the 
owners and fiberglass form liners were fabri-
cated using the original aluminum molds as 
matrices). New carpets based on six of 
Wright's geometric patterns from the early 
1920s were woven in Ireland, and two work-
men from the 1929 construction job were 
cailed out of retirement to teach 15 young 
workers how to apply the more than 38,000-
square-feet of gold leaf onto the "largest 
gold ieaf ceiling in the w o r l d " 

The copper roof posed an especially 
tricky problem: how to reproduce the patina 
created by 44 years of Arizona sun. In what 
must be the surest testimony of the new 
owner's commitment to the project, Talley 
Industries' research staff invented a chemical 
process to produce the desired patina And 
after a miraculous 91 days, the hotel was 
again open íor business. 

Many of the designs used in the recon-
struction were not from the original Biltmore 
project: the pattern for the lobby carpet was 
borrowed from the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo, 
and some of the furniture was designed by 
Wright in the 1950s. But it is all bona fide 
Wright—re-interpreted, re-colored, and re-
applied for the Biltmore. Ironically, the hotel is 
more Wríghtian after reconstruction, and the 
shared credits seem now to favor Wright 
over McArthur—even if posthumously. 

In 1977, a Canadian investment group 
purchased the hotel, and with the new own-
ers came a major expansion program. A 120-
room addition, the Valley Wing, was built 
parallel to the 90-room Paradise Wing addi-
tion, dating from 1975 (photo top, next 
page) The two new guest wings have been 
pushed to the side, behind the original struc-
ture, and, as designed by the Taliesin archi-
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One of the new guest room additions 
(atx>ve) is joíned to the original hotel 
by a covéred walkway (top right). 
The Orangerie cafe/cabaret (below), 
with its stalactite chandeliers, flanks 
the main lobby and was added after 
the 1973 fire to replace a cocktail 
lounge The large photo on the right 
makes evident the architects' pains-
taking attentíon to texture, form, and 

detail. The concrete block, facing the 
flue of the fireplace, is perforated 
with glass inserts to expose flames 
shooting up the chimney. The furni-
ture is casual, overstuffed, almost 
domestic, and makes a soothing 
counterpart to the intricate patterns 
molded into the concrete block. The 
carpets are patterned after six of 
Wright's geometric designs. 

BilthiZir Korab Neil koppes i 

tects, are carefully deferential lo the original 
buildings. Although the additions take their 
inspiration and materials from Wright, they 
seem less integrated into the landscape and 
less shaped by the terrain; instead, they pro-
vide a sympathetic backdrop. 

Nowhere is the hand of Wright more 
evident than in the hotei interiors—especially 
the put>lic spaces A low concrete portico 
connects the driveway to a foyer Ihat wel-
comes guests with a symbolic mini-oasis—a 
freestanding cluster of columns, plants and a 
waterfall (photo page 118) 

Adjacent to the íoyer, the circular Aztec 
ounge creates the contexturai drama for 

which Wright is famous As iight filters 
through the glass-filled perforations in the 
concrete block of the soffit onto the gold 
ceiling, the room takes on a spectacular aura. 

The íoyer opens onto a 260-foot-long 

lobby that serves as the major circulatíon 
route for the hotei, ieading into restaurants, 
gardens, and, on each side of the registration 
desk, to the guest rooms But îhe lobby is also 
one of the more active social areas for the 
hotei; the scale of the eiongated rectangie 
has been reduced by a mezzanine and small 
groupings of overstuffed furniture (designed 
by Wright in the 1950s for Heritage-Henre-
don, though never manuíactured) The iight-
ing system is carefully integrated into the 
structure, punctuating the columns with opal 
giass panels shielding metal fixtures on the 
same module as the concrete block 

All of the guest rooms have been com-
pletely refurbished, and each contains a trip-
tych silkscreen adaptation of a Wright mural. 

In the fail of last year a 39,00Osquare-
foot convention center was completed The 
Taliesin arrhitects again have designed a low-

profile structure that is ciearly patterned i 
the pre-existing buildings. 

Since the 1973 fire, $25-miliion hasl 
sp>ent to expand, maintain, and improvel 
Arizona Biltmore. in every detail from 
design to staff uniforms, the hotel 
received an unparaileled ievel of atten 
The Biltmore remains a brilliant examplê  
"Organic Architecture "—indigenous maK 
ais, molded by the iandscape, and integrí 
into a unified complementary whole 

ARIZONA BILTMORE HOTEL, Phoenix, Ari 
Owner Rostlâr l Inc Architect: Frank Lloyd 
Foundation—proiect architect lohn R3ttentlfr 
Engineers Magãdini-Alagia Asiociafei (struái^ 
Sergent Hauskins & Beckwith (foundalion): Si^ 
& Masson (mechanical/elecir al) ConsuH**' 
Frank Lloyd Wnght Foundalion (interiori^ 
scape/gråpNcs) Confractor Kitchell k 
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CASE STUDIES 

PROJECT: Long Wharf Marriott Hotel 

LOCATION Boston's waterfront 

ARCHITECT: Dossuta & Associates-AraIdo Cossuta, design partner; 
Joseph V. Morog, architect-in-charge 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE PROGRAM: The program seems 
to t\^\je been based on location more than anything as there was to 
have been a promenade through the site connecting historic 
waterfront activities. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE DESIGN: In terms of design 
the architect chose to reflect the nature of the site and 
surrounding historically significant buiIdings by creating a 
metaphor of the ship in the massing and through articulation of 
the fenestrations. The intended promenade exists but does so 
poorly as it passes through the building but is cut off by 
doorways which tend to detract from the basic idea of an 
uninterrupted promenade. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF CONSTRUCTION METHODS, MATERIALS, 
TECHNOLOGIES: The construction is of reinforced concrete ribs 
floating on a pier. Brick is used as a veneer. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The window forms and brick massing is 
reminiscent of the Romanesque and the bui Iding even though new 
has the feel of a restored historical building. The rib vaulting 
is aIso of historical significance to the Romanesque which is a 
possible direction for my project. The parking is significant 
aIso as it is above grade within the actual structure yet is 
unapparent and lends strength to the massing by becoming a part 
of the design. 

-^oo 
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•nie new Long Wharf Marriott Hotel occupies a particularly 
prominent site in Boston's burgeoning waterfront redevelopment 
area, sharing its pier on Great Cove with the landmark Chart 
House and Custom House buildings, which are presently enjoying 
a new conunercial lease on life. To the south is the acclaim^ 
Boston Aquarium, a prime waterfront attraction, and to the 
north the new ChrÍBtopher Columbus Park, which has emerged as 
one of Boston's pleasanter outdoor spaces, a green island that 
ĉonunands a sweeping view of the busy harbor. Across the park 
from the hotel are venerable wharf buildings, beached when the 
Great Cove was partially filled in the 19th century but 
fortunately preserved almost intact to thrive again with housing, 
restaurants, shops and offices. And to the west, despite the 
intervening Great Wall reared up by an elevated highway 
ikirting the waterfront, vital visual and circulatory links have 
been forged with such inland attractions as the Faneuil Hall 
marketplace and the new city hall prednct beyond. 

In such a setting the usual choice of design approach for the 
400-room hotel prescribed for the critical Long Wharf site 
became more than usually problematic: to retire modestly into 
the background.. .or not Araldo Cossuta's scheme, the product of 
a controversial and politics-muddied competition, contrives to 
strike a satisfying balance. 

If only for its sheer volume, the hotel can scarcely be called 
nnassuming, and in fact it easily dominates its immediate 
turround. But it does so benevolently, adopting the stance of 
primus inter pares rather than interloper. (Indeed, one of the 
bttilding's assets is sufficient strength to stand down the true 
interlopers on the scene, the unfortunate swath of highway and 
the loomíng 13-8tory bulk of the telephone company building on 
the comer opposite the hotel.) 

Clad with the rusty brick of waterfront tradition, the hotel also 
echoes in scale the long sturdy forms of nearby wharf buildings 
and repeats the steady rhythm of their fenestration. Its sloping 
'*roof," however, is shaped by setbacks which rise at every second 
level above a 49-foot-high base whose cornice relates to the roof 
and cornice lines of the neighboríng Custom House and smaller 
Qiart House. The resulting seríes of decks combines with the 
prowlike projections that carry the building toward the water to 
layer on the underlying mercantile image a distinctly nautical 
flavor—a kind of double exposure that evokes both stability and 
movement, the ocean liner as well its landfall. M.G. 
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insttaUy redunnij iís formidable 
bulk. The arched 'unruUncs, which 
echo the yable defail of the rwarby 
Cugtom House, also p ay a role in 
domettieatiny the 8cale ofthe hotel 

in'ifrruirnfi'ty i j^iin iA.r111u4.mi carvt; 
out a sequence of gtriktng Ji-oe-
story-high spaces—the entry lobby 
arui adjacent lounye arul an 
expansive PcUm Garden—that rise 
from the mainfloor, which also 

•3tøv« RcmUlial p^ottm mept a$ 1 

Suyyestiny the prow cfa ship, the 
eastem end ofthe hotel thrusts 
forward toward the harbor. The 
curved dement on the main level is 
a ylass-UHiUed resiaurant offeriny 
panoramic harbor views. The 
anyled ykas on the third level 
eneloses an indoor-outdoor 
svnmminy pool, while its upuoard 
extension defines the ftfth-fioor 
PresidenticU suite. 

'j -ZoZ.-
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It v os a condifion for deí'elopmcnt 
oj'fhc Lon-u ^harfisitc that public 
pdsaaife be retained aUmy the route 
ofBosfon 's pedestrian "WcUk to the 
Sea," which crosses fhe wharfas it 
ivends alonu the harborfronL As a 
resulf the almvsf-ceremonial 
arcaded south entrance to the hotel 
is duplicafed on the rwrthem 
facade faciny íhe park (opposite), 
{ftiidinif walkers to and thnmyh the 
lower lobbij. EscaUUors to the main 
hotelfioor are "roofed"by an open 
pijramid oflipstick-red pipe (see 
sccfion) that marks the transition 
from fhe publir passaye to the 
semifn/blic anas ofthe hofeL 
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' e detaUiny ofthose public spaces 
.he hotel erenited by CosstUa & 

Associafes—nolably the splendid 
Palm Garden—are distinyuished by 
a restrairU aiid crispness cUmost 
Orientai in qualiiy. Bui the over-aU 
effcct ofthe soariny space is one of 
laxnshness, fnm the chestboard 
marble ofthi centralfiooriny to the 
ufarm-Umed ceUiny mural try 
Francoiae Schein. Dominatiny the 
space are thc arcades ofthe 
surroundiny corridor t Uconies, 
which are ruiled (and briyhtened) 
by red pipe that recaUs the pyramid 
ai the erUrance. Special liyhtiny 
fixtures help delineate the deep 
reveals oftht arches and lend a 
Vfelcome note ofylitter. 

Lony Wharf Aíarriott Hotel 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Owner: 
Downtoum Boston Properties Trust 
Architects: 
Coesuta & Associates—Araldo 
Cossuta, desiyn partner; Joseph V. 
Moroy, architect-in-charye 
Engineers: 
Weiskopfé Pickworth (structural); 
Cosentini Associates (mechanical/ 
eiecfrical); Haley & Aldrich 
(foundafions) 
Cønsultants: 
Sasaki Associates (landscapiny); 
Jvles G. Horfon Liyhfiny Desiyn, 

Inc. (liyhtiny); Cerami Associates 
(acoustics); Robert Schioartz 
(specifications); Robert Flack & 
Associates (exterior yraphics); 
Renee Cossuta (interior yraphics) 
Interior design: 
Cossuta & Associates unth Suzanne 
Sekey, ccmsultant (main entry, 
lobbies, Palm Garden, lounyes); 
Martiott Corporation (restaurant, 
baUroom, yucsf rooms) 
General contractor: 
Tumer Construction Company 

-ZoA 
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L»eswre uone Awry 
Long Wharf Hotel, Boston, Cossutta & Assoc. 
By Robert Campbell 

My file on the Marriott Long Whaií Hotel bulges. After all, this 
was the building that triggered the forced resignation of the direc-
tor and the chief architect of the Boston Redevelopment Author-
ity. In Boston, where politics tends to outweigh design as an 
object of public frenzy, it's the politics that people remember. 
None of ihat matters much now, of course. The building is there 
and whatever its history, it deserves to be evaluated on its merits. 

Still, it's fun to tum back the pages. Fun to remember that 
an cxtremely competent design staff review by the redevelop-
ment agencv rated the design by Araldo Cossutta, FAIA, of 
Cossutta & Associates, eighth out of eight among the sub-
missions in the competition. "This scheme," the staff report 
stated. "represents the strongesi ego statement by an architect 
of any of the submittals. Unfortunately, Long Wharf, unlike the 
Christian Science Center (another Cossutta design in Boston 
done when he was an I. M. Pei partner], does not need that 
kind oí statement." After the controversy heated up, a blue rib-
bon committee of architects was asked to take a second look. 
It recommended three of the eight, none of them Cossutta's. 

The mayor, Kevin White, however, for reasons never made 
public but generally supposed to bear some relation to his close 
friendship with Cossutta's developer (who wasn't Marriott at that 
time) picked Cossutta's design over what quickly proved to be 
the prone bodies of the mayor's two subordinates. 

I suppose it's really not cricket, in judging a new building, to 
dig back through the muck of the past as I've just done. Yet if 
we don't do that, we risk missing some lessons. We fail, for ex-
ample, to remember that one of the reasons people didn't like 
Cossutta's hotel was thai they thought it wouldn't fit into the 
neighborhood. "It is a wholly inappropriate form for this neigh-
borhood," said one of the blue-ribbon architects. This remark 
was made of a building that has proved, in the event, to fit in 
sufficiently well to cause many people—a majority, I suspect—to 
assume it is not a new work of architecture at all but is just 
another recycled old Boston mercantile wharf like many nearby. 
Memories are short, especially visual memories. 

~ZO^' 

Above, the Marriott Long Wharf Hotel 
from Bosion harbor, with the domed 
Faneuil Hall Marketplace behind it, 
íhen Faneuil Hall iíself and the city 
hall and government center 
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In flie argest saise, the right bui ding. 
With the wisdom of hindsight, wisdom I didn't have at the 

time either, it appears clear that Cossutta's design was never ar 
overpowering ego trip but, rather, that most of the other design 
were wimps. There was good reason for this state of affairs. n 
earlier battle over this same site had resulted ín a set of coun-
ordered guidelines for the hotel design. If you followed the guide 
lines faithfully, as most of the eight entrants did, you got a build 
ing that curtsied and inflected in so many directions at once 
that it lacked any identity of its own. Only Cossutta and Gra-
ham Gund, AIA, whose design was generally the most admired 
had the courage to violate the guidelines. The lesson: Courts 
don't design good buildings. 

The last lesson is that any architect who is as charming as 
Araldo Cossutta, and who wears equally expensive hand-tailo d 
suits, has a good chance of convincing even the most frantic 
group of citizens, at least in a gentrified neighborhood like the 
Boston waterfront, that he is not going to build schlock. Once 
the mayor had finally rammed him down the gagging throats oí 
the neighbors, Cossutta got together with these enemies and en 
gaged them in the kind of rational, open forum that should have 
cxîcurred much earlier. By modifying his design not very much. 
he satisfíed his critics, and nobody went back to court. 

Enough history. What does the Marriott Long Wharf look 
like today, a year and a half after its opening? 

Its merits are what they were from the start, even though ther 
unrecognized. It's the big, bold, assertive building that a major 
hotel on a highly visible, linchpin site ought to be. It stands with 
some of that same mercantile self-confídence you see in the blufî 
and massive Victorian wharves of Boston, or in the Bmeuil Hali 
Marketplace across the street. It has a simple, self-contained 
shape and a generous scaie that express a perfectly proper sense 
of its importance in the urban scene. 

like the other wharf buildings, locally known as "fínger piers,'' 
the Marríott is a narrow linear mass thrusting out toward the 
sea, reinforcing the serrated contour of the land-water seam. 
Just as some of these wharves were amputated at the landward 
end to permit the building of the Central Artery, so the Marriott. 
too, seems to have been chopped off and infíUed here—a man-
nered gesture, certainly, and one that leaves this end of the buikl-
ing rather blank, yet an engaging contextual ^tasy. Contextually 
successful, too, is the way the iong north side of the hotel forms 
a needed fírm edge to the fíne, popular Waterfront P̂ u-k by Sasaki 
Associates. 

These are important virtues. One need only imagine a tower 
and-podium hotel here, or a meaningless plaza-with-sculpture 
facing the park, or a building made of concrete or of bronze 
glass, to realize just how important. In the largest, most critical 
ways, this is the right building. 

Nevertheless, something has gone wrong with my view of the 
Marriott in the time since it opened. I think what happended '* 
this: At fírst, everyone heaved a sigh of relief because the hot 
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An mterior of many ardies, no natural Bght 
The odor of death, if that isn't too strong a term, begins wij 

the basic metaphor of the hotel's shape. It's a stranded ship, 
with a prow and decks, made of unfloatable brick and pointio 
in utter futility out to sea. Inside, the disturbing metaphors 
continue. A huge interior atrium, which receives no natural lig 
whatever, is surrounded by high tiers of corridor with arched 
openings, almost like a Piranesian prison. Someone, you feel,j 
patroling up there. Used as decoration on a steel-frame buildinj 
the endless arches acquire an eerie, surreal quality that strong 
recalls the painter de Chirico. And an interior with so many 
arches, and no natural light, can't avoid a sense of the crypt. 
The floor of this atrium, a restaurant known as the Palm Coi 
is cluttered with fumiture that occupies rather than articulat 
space. Spanning the atrium's top is a special seventh floor of 
higher-priced hotel rooms with their own elevator and "concieî ^ 
a floor the management refers to as Seventh Heaven. This flc 
blocks the possibility of skylighting the atrium. 

Interiors, incidentally, are by Cossutta in the public areas i 
by Marriott's house architects in the guest rooms, the meeting 
rooms, and the three restaurants besides the Palm Court. CoS'] 
sutta's part is much the better, full of knowingly chosen objc 
that often suggest a tum-of-the-century Viennese ambiance. 
One of the restaurants, a seafood bar, spills out along the Wat 
front Park with outdoor tables, the one place at which the 
hotel activates an edge. 

The Waterfront Marríott has been a spectacular success asi 
business, from all reports. Partly that success derives from an 
ideal location a few steps from the Faneuil Hall Marketplace, 
from the New England Aquaríum, from the business distríct, 
and from the marínas and restaurants of the waterfront. But 
innate drama of the building must be part of the reason, too, 
for the success. By the standards of any normal hotel-chain 
structure, this building is a tríumph. 

That isn't, however, the standard it asks to be judged by. U 
asks to be judged as the work of an architect of the highest 
level of aspiration. By that standard it is a disappointment. It 
belongs to one of that class of buildings that begin with a stron 
even perhaps a brílliant and courageous diagram, but which f 
to infuse that diagram with the life that might bring it to 
greatness. D 

Left, bottom and top, Fhlm Garden's overhead mural andches. 
board marble floor; the interior roofed atrium. middle. Right, 
one ofsix unpaved. inaccessible. guest room terraces. 
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PROJECT NAME: The Willard HoteI 

LOCATION: Washington, D.C. 

ARCHITECT: Henry Janeway Hardenbergh with original design 
competion addition by Malcolm Holzman, FAIA and finaI renovation 
design by Vlastimil Koubek, AIA 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE PROGRAM: mixed use addition 
of office space and 400 hotel rooms with restoration of the old 
hotel which had been vacant and deteriorating. The addition 
reflects many of the details of the main historical buiIding but 
is scaled down and recessed intentionally so as not to impede 
upon the original architecture. The Willard was and is a grand 
hotel type located very close to the capital and serves as a 
meeting place, retaiI piace. banquet, office, and staying. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF THE DESIGN: The buiIding has an 
ornate facade topped by an exaggerated mansard-roofed penthouse 
and rounded cupoIa at its most prominent corner. The addition is 
much the same without the detailing of the original. 

DESCRIBE THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF CONSTRUCTION METHODS, MATERIALS, 
TECHNOLOGIES: Materials are Indiana I imestone up to the fourth 
storey and brick and terra cotta above that. The addition is 
matte-glazed brick that lacks the original's subtle horizontal 
banding and window decoration. 

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS: The Willard is the personification of the 
grand hoteI as an expression of an areas goaIs and attributes. 
The complex serves as a hoteI, restaurant, shopping area, and 
office with important functions elaborately ornamented and 
deta i Ied• 
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Holel Willard Inter-ConHnental, Washlngton. D.C. 
ílie N :>liiiy Willjid. opciicd iii l'kll ,r, W.rJiii jlon'b 
ineeiiiinvnt liulul and alJãndunvd iii lliv niid l'J/Os di 
obsolele. is undvfgoing a $70 nulliun resloidliun With its 
tobby meliculuusly relurbished and llic ongiiial Iroiit desk 
lelained as a conciergerie. Ihe cti.iiidcliciod Pcacock Alley 
itíuinL l js .tii jnade lor iicw Imnluincs. jiid lliv U)0 saal 
nwuiicd CiyMI Hoom pivsvival ./•> iiiiv iil llic cify's 
p/eiimc ivsljiiunls, ttie liulvls iclinii li> iib loiinci 
graiidviii /s assiiied. Coinplvlv iivw iiivcluiiiul and lile 
salvly syslans and a new CIVVJUU Ihink svivv ils 394 
gucslimns. wliich hêve ovvi IIHI dillcicnl si/cs aiid 
designs 

mciii 

Itayfair Regent, New Yorlt. Ilic KUylju Ikgciit ul Ncw 
Yuik locjit.'d iiii itie Uppvi tjsl Siilv Jiikunjsl CICQJIII 

ap.iilmiuil; JIHI i:ondominiiiiiir,. Ir.iliiin; IIIHIIIIOIIS Kfíivicc 
lli.ll .illi.n I; ilr.i iiinlnaliiHl (iiiir.l; Ihn hihhy liHnmr, 
umni;iviil iil lliii giiiHl í.iliui; nl I iiiiiinuii hnU.I;. 
cuiiililiiiH.iils llic gourii i iv'Jjiiijiil hy ullviunj liituikl.isl. 
illuinuon lcj. jnd cocktails II jh.ii doiihlvs ,/s Ihv 
iticiiliuii 'jut.v loíL'OiaiH)ciic. Ilw. hutvl'; iiiinuiul 
h,iiniiH!l HHun (Htío alsd ciiloi IIIIIIUHJIJIIII OII ikigc 6 ) 

lønrjll l-Al.l 

Four Seêsons Olyinplc Holel, Seallle. Washlngton. 
hdHisljkiiHj ÍICIJII was Idkcii lu iiicscr.v Ihc l'.lí^4 lUlun 
Rcn,iissaiicc aicliilectufe ol div iu'.luicd I our Scasons 
Olyniinc llold. including nvw lvi.hiiiquvs iisvd lo ivlurbish 
its sloiie lécadv. wood-liamcd Pjlladun wiiidows, aiid 
caivcd oak cokuim in Ihe luhhy lumious lcitures weie 
aiso addbd lo cieale a moie iniiiiuie residcniial almo-
sphere. raiiier iiian conlmue lu cumpclc wiih ilie laiger 
ne*' convention properiies neaihy foi examplv. by 
leducing ihe number olrooms Irom 756 to45l. Iheir sizes 
were neaiiy doubied, wilh hail biTominq sinies 

http://lli.ll
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F/v^ historic areas of the Willard were restored to their turn-of-
the-centuiy appearance, including the main lobhy, right, with 
its large Coiinthian columns and rebuilt mahogany main desk 
and the Willard Room. above, with iLs oak and oak-looking wall.s. 
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Ihe real challenge of the Willard 
restoration was research," says 
Charles Stover, director of sp>ec-

ifications and contract documents for 
Vlastimil Koiibek Architects. "We had 
to figure out what was really there in the 
first place and find out where to get 
replacement parts." 

Four researchers spent about a month 
tearing through what was essentially the 
ruin of the hotel. The team uncovered 
marble that had been painted over and 
vamished, identified species types used 
in woodwork, pieced together omamen-
tal plaster, and strípped down walls to 
identify the oríginal paint colors. Simul-
taneously, the architects culled through 
a vast number of photographs taken at 
varíous times throughout the WiIIard's 
history; these revealed much about 
oríginal omamentation, metal gríllwork, 
and fumishings that had long since 
disappeared. 

When the architects had a fairly good 
sense of what the WiIIard once looked 
like, the task began putting it all back 
together. Chipped and broken marble 
had to be patched with new, and since 
quarries no longer produce the same col-
ors, penetraiing stains were used to match 
the new and old marbles more closely. 
Columns made of scagliola, a kind of 
faux-marble plaster work with embedded 
color, had to be patched as well; con-
tractors prefabricated new pieces based 
on formulas for various colors Stover 
found in a 1937 copy of a plastering 
handbook. 

Thousands of new marble tiles were 
purchased to match those in the mosaic 
floor, 30 percent of which had been 
destroyed. Though the original floor was 
laid tile by tile, the repaired sections were 
assembled on a paper backing, then glued 
down. The repaired areas are noticeable, 
but only if you really look for them. 

Omamental plaster was recast, then 
wired into place. Wood was stripped and 
wood species matched, tfaen varíous stains 
and vamishes were used on both Xtie old 
and new woods, since the old wood, how-
ever many times it was bleached, cotild 
never be freed from the oils and resins of 
half-a-century of coating. 

Since no hardware of any kind 

Old 
ballroom 

remained and few of the old photographs 
showed what the oríginal hardware 
looked like, Stover found a 1910 Yale 
and Towne hardware catalog^d lûoked 
through it until be found sooiétbliig he 
liked. Then hc drew sketcbes î ptit thé 
drawings in the catalog iEmd totíiKllM m ta 
a custom brass manufacturer in New 
Yoric City, who cast plates and handles 
that woriced with new mortise locks, -

**Integrating new mechanical systcms 

weil can ma c ui uî an, « ^ ^ j — _ 
this," Stover says, referring not only to 
the placement of HVAC registers and 
electrical outlets but also to the location 
of horîzontal pathways for routing cables, 
pipes, and ducts. The renovation called 
for installation of a new variable-air vol-
ume HVAC systera, sprinklers, piping, 
and an upgraded electrical system. 

The original architecture heiped out a 
bit, since there was a variety of grilles 
and coves where registers could be con-
cealed. In Peacock Alley, where there 
weren't any opportunities to discretely 
hide the registers (there's a low ceiling 
and no grillwork, so the occupant really 
sees everything) Koubek installed no reg-
isters at all. Air simply is forced through 
the corridor in a steady stream, with intakes 
at one end and exhausts at the other. 

Distríbuting services horízontally 
throughout the building was another 
matter. On the guest room floors, hung 
ceilings enabled services to be channeled 
freely. This solution wasn't possible on 
the main level, since the oríginal ceiling 
is an integral part of the architecture. 
To solve the problem, the Koubek firm 
decided to create a new deck for the sec-
ond floor, two feet above the original flat 
arch clay tile floor. This created an inter-
stitial service distribution zone, which p'. 
mitted services to feed downward througn 
punctures in the original ceiling. 

The most significant structural modifi-
cation made to the Willard involved the 
reframing of the baliroom level, oríginaliy 
located on the top floor of the hotel. The 
old ballroom, below, measured 175x60 
feet, with a 27-foot ceiling, dimensions 
no longer useful for most hotel affairs. A 
new ballroom was built on the lower 
level, undemeath the lobby, and the old 
ballroom was converted into two oors 
of guest rooms. 

The oríginal arched trusses that framcd 
out the cefling of the baUroom cut deepiy 
into the upper parts of the space, whicb 
woiild have cost precious floor area on thc 
top level (below). The contractor phascd 
installation of a ncw framing system, then 
fcmoved the old trusses, to creatc a squ; '"• 
post and tíntcl frame that worked bctter 
for the plan of gucst rooms. : v 
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Grande Dame Makes a Comebaek 
The restmyition and a gmmtaíion of Washimjtons WiUard Hotel 

By Nom Ríchter Gh^eer 

jrdij). 

l̂̂ lrhaps no single site in the nation better symbolizes changmg 
Ijiî  udes toward urban revitalization than the westem end of 
:|j5,i|:nnsylvania Avenue as it approaches the Treasury building next 
Jjljtthe White House. In the eariy 1960s, a Presidential commis-
ulton on the avenue's revival recommended creating a huge 
IjLJived square at the westem terminus of this stretch, necessitating 
, IJe demolition of a group of buildings including the historic and 
Llcally beloved WiUard Hotel. Today, a refurbished and aug-
" Jented WiIIard presides regally over this block. 
'* Located on the site of a series of Willard hotels dating back 

1816, the Beaux-Arts WiIIard opened in 1901. Designed by 
I y Janeway Hardenbeigh (who also designed New York City's 

V a Hotel), the Willard boasts an omate facade topped by an 
P*̂ 'tøggerated mansard-roofed penthouse and a rounded cup)oIa at 
"""'lSmost prominent comer. The eclectic WiIIard quickly became 
m^ Washington hotel preferred by the rich and famous. 

, By the 1960s, the hotel and the majority of the surrounding 
.uildings were deteriorating rapidly as the center of the down-
Vn drified to the northwest. In July 1968, the Willard offi-
îally dosed its doore, the fmal death blow being damage suffered 

[W^ the riots that erupted after the assassination of Martin Luther 
•[d '"f h. Most of the original fumiture and architectural trim 
í 'ere auctioned off. At this point, the owner wanted to demol-
p *i and replace the hotel with an office building. Only a small 
; '̂ up proíested the proposed demolition. 

But with the growth of the preservation movement in Wash-
'gton in the '70s came louder pleas for the Willard's renova-

.; on. In 1977̂  the original govemment plans changed significantly 

^ove. Hardenbergh 's 1901 Willard runs the length of 14th Street 
'' ' 'nur of Penn.ulvania Avenue (bottom ofphoío). Its addi-
i( /wo the wesí. Left, the newly created plaza with foun-
'"> .uts diagonallv íhrough ihe new and the old^ 

when the Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation, the 
successor of that '60s Presidential commisaon, bought the WiUard 
for $8 million. Within a year, PADC held a design/development 
competition for the renovation of the Willard as a deluxe hotel 
and the mixed use of the adjacent site to the west. Nine architect/ 
developer teams participated, with the winning proposal sub-
mitted by the New York City architecture firm of Hardy Hobanan 
Pfeiffer, developer Stuart Golding, and Fairmont Hotels. Over 
time the architect and developer of the project would change, 
but the original design concept, although modified, would stay 
the same. 

In the winning design Malcolm Holzman, FAIA, created an 
addition to the Willard that graciously pays respect to that origi-
nal French Second Empire building by echoing its comices, tur-
rets, porticos, and comers in four segments that gently step up 
and back as they step closer to the original building. This cre-
ates between the WiIIard and the addition an open air plaza 
that rises and links Pennsylvania Avenue with F Street to the 
north through an arcade. This scheme allows the original build-
ing to remain the focal point of the site and the addition to 
become a backdrop, albeit a spirited one. It is hard to imagine 
a more appropriate addition to this building at this site. 

Holzman's scheme called for 600 hotel rooms and a retail 
arcade of 40 boutiques and restaurants. It was to open in 1982. 
However, due to high interest rates and the fact that lenders 
still regarded development in the old downtown as a major risk, 
Golding was unable to fínance the project, and in 1981 its devel-
opment was tumed over to the Oliver T. Carr Co. PADC still 
required that five historic rooms in the Willard be renovated to 
their tura-of-the-century elegance; to PADC's credit, it also man-
dated that the basic elements of the HHP design be kepl. 

Later, Carr successfully argued ihat the project was only fea-
sible if the number of hotel rooms was pared down to around 



1 of the HHP-ccMicc-i\ed addition and niarked ihe lime when HHP 
j and Carr becanie disenchanied with each other. As a conse-
I quence the Washinyion firm oí Vlastimil Koubek, AIA, took 
j over the architectural duiies. and the Inter-Continental hotel 
' chain replaced Fairmont. 

Perhaps the greatest effect of the change in architects was on 
î the detailing of ihe addition. Ii picks up some of the Willards 
î̂ details but in drastically oversimplified form. The giant bull's-
< eye windows seem a bit too large, the window treatment a bit 

too plain, the skin a bit too stark. The Willard is Indiana lime-
3 stone up 10 the fourth story and brick and terra-cotta above that. 
* The new is a matte-glazed brick that lacks the original's subtle 
^ horizontal banding and window decoration. 
^ Overall, though, Koubek admirably handled the difficult task 
^) oí enlargening the new segments while achieving the symmetry 
a and rhythms suggested in the HHP proposal. The outdoor plaza 
"̂  with its multi-levels, its fountains, and its granite paving in black, 
^ 1 usset, and red is attractive, articulated, urban; when the bulk 
^ of the shops and restaurants open it will surely become a lively 
T place as shoppers meander through the arcade linking F Street 

to Pennsylvania Avenue. Within the arcade the entrance to the 
offices is marked by a somewhat overly lavish marble portico. 
The Pennsylvania Avenue entrance to the plaza is much more 
restrained. Here the Willard's three-story. limestone portico jogs 
slightly back into the plaza, first as the framing of store fronts 
and then as an open enlryway. This gesture works to establish 
the addition's southern edge while simultaneously announcing 
i..e open space within. 

By the time restoration work on the Willard had begun, the 
once omate interior had been reduced to rubble. The scagliola-
covered columns and mosaic floors were eaten away. the plas-
ter walls, wood finishes. and coffered ceilings had warped and 
rotted as the result of a leaky roof. The '60s auction and scav-
angers had emptied the building of most of its decorative details. 
Only the original structural drawings could be located, so months 
of research and investigation had to be undertaken to recreate 
&•: interiors (see accompanying article). In the end, 34 differ-
. •[ types of marble were used in the restoration, over 700,0(X3 
square feet of mosaic had to be restored by artisans, the pol-
ished mahogany front desk was totally recreated from photo-
graphs, up to 18 layers of old paint were scraped off and the 
original colors matched using an electron microscope, the scag-
liola on the columns was replaced or repaired, and much of the 
elaborate plaster work was remolded. 

Now, entering the lobby from Pennyslvania Avenue is a step 
back into the tum-of-the century. First noticed are the lobby's 
exîiberant colors. Sarah Lee of Tom Lee Ltd. in New York City, 
il.í* Willard's interior design firm, says her biggest challenge was 
"taking those ghastly colors of the period and making them beau-
tiful.... It was a difficult period in decor, with yellows not a 
clear yellow, with greens frequently a bumt-spinach shade, and 
reds the color of dried blood." 

It takes a while for the modem eye to adjust. However, when 
the aftemoon sun shines through the tall windows overlooking 
Pennsylvania Avenue there is a soft, warm glow in the lobby 
that makes it a gentler place and allows more attention to be 
directed toward the room's historic details—elegant chandeliers, 
tf impressive Corinthian columns, the elaborate plasterwork. 
ihe staie seals painted on ihe ceiling. A short walk down Pea-
cock Alley, the formal promenade between the lobby and the 
F Street entrance where ladies once showed off the newest fash-
•ons and celebriiies greeted fans (see Contents, page 2), is the 
somewhat somber Willard Room (ihe main dining room) with 
'ts dark, rich colors and its half oak/half oak-looking plaster 
^alls. Next door the Crystal Room (now a banquet room) has a 
sharply contrasting celestrial quality with its shimmering glass 
'-'•indeliers and soft yellows and pale greens. Completing ihe 
' orical tour is the F Streei lobby, which. compared to the 
"̂ ^̂ i of these .ireas. is a auiet. liphf <;nare —plmrvct a rí»i;<»f f^r 

Above, the new office lobby with William Paley sculpture, mar-
ble clad walls, and graniíe floor. Across page bottom, Hardy 
Holzman Pfeifferis designfor the addition, the winning entry in 
a design development competition sponsored by the Pennsylva-
nia Avenue Developmení Corporation. When the project's archi-
tect changed, the addition's massing, scale, details, andamenities 
would also change, but the basic design concept remained the 
same. Across page, top, the Willard as seen from Pershing Park. 

Round Robin Bar, with its appropriately round, black marble 
topped drinking counter and forest green walls. 

Supposedly one of the most brilliant places in the old Willard 
was its two-story ballroom that ran the length of 14th Street 
between F Street and Pennsylvania Avenue on what was then 
the two-story top floor. Fire and other building codes would not 
allow for an economically feasible use of this space as a ball-
room, so that portion of the hotel was remade into two floors 
of hotel suites, and the windows were changed back to their 
original size and shape (they had been enlarged in the '20s to 
allow for greater views of the city). A new ballroom and vari-
ous sized conference rooms were placed on the lower level, 
partially under the hoiers lobby and partially under the 
boutiques facing the new plaza. 

With the renovation of the Willard and its sensitive addition 
and other improvements to the area (most notably the rerouting 
of Pennsylvania Avenue that placed a be-fountained, terraced. 
landscaped plaza between the Willard and heav^ traffic) a rather 
quiet. elegant enclave has been created just a block from the 
White House. And once again what used to be called the "crown 
jewel" of Pennsylvania Avenue is shining. The Willard is now 
p^ajíe •f-c raví ^\^r ^ L^^^ . ̂ '^r^. .^ - / ' -Y ic . ^ •v—/• 
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